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ABSTRACT

BNEMPLOYMENT OF YOUTH IN KENYA: IMPLICATIONS

9 FOR PRIMARY SCHOOL CURRICULUM

« ■Matthew Kaluna Malecbe

The purpose of the study was to investigate the problems of 

unemployment of primary school leavers in Kenya and their implications 

w>.for,the primary school curriculum,. In the light of findings, suggestions 

woul'S be made for possible curriculum changes.

The investigation included'^ an analysis of studies done on the 

unemployed primary school levers and of the Kenya Primary School 

Syllabxis, A tool consisting of four career elements (Motivation, 

Grienbatl-ont-Exploratlon and PreiJaTat±on-)-Vas^sBd"for“detecting pre- 

vocational aspects in-the studies and the syllabus.

It was found that due to constraints caused-by the strong desire 

for secondary education, the narro* and -mainly academic and verbal

Ceritificat'e. of' Primary Education examination^-.and tlte higli-rates -b'f-^
■ ■ N-'- V-_ _ _ _ -. .

repetition in the upper primary school classes, little of the pre-

vocational elements written in the syllabus reaches the learners. The

little pre-vocationai skills and knowledge acquired by primary s.chool

■leavers is adequate for the•present simple type of employment available

for them especially in the rural areas.

- For adequate preparation and competence for self-employment in
. . . . . . . . . ®

'• the informal sector of the economy, however, there was found to be a
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

■ Countries the world over, Kenya included,;-face problems in trying 

to cope with youth values, aspirations and att.itudes. .Youth problems are 

associated partly with the usual physiological and psychological con-

straints of growth and development, but probably morer with the complexi

ties of societal modernity. Since most youth spend most of their time at 

school, the school becomes one of the most important institutions In
S-

\

preparing them, by means of its curriculum,' to face the problems”w.ith 

some confidence. A '

♦

The rates at which so.cial, pofitical and economic developments, 

particularly in the newly independent African nations, are taking place 

are- so varied that they create problems for the educational planners, 

their struggle to provide good qtiality education that wlli-prepare youth 

to face the problems in their adulthood.

■ grows at an estimated rate of 3.5 percent per annum.^ Thl's'togpthpr u-tMi 

■ ^ cert/iln political. pressures

level more than treble since independence.^

any projections made in- the past by manpower, surveys . Yet expansion in 

higher education and developments in the general economy of the■country 

have not been fast enou^ to absorb and to satisfy the aspirations of 

school leavers / '

i 1

in

In Kenya the total"population

has made enrollments at, t^-p^rlm^.- sc^iool 

The increases are more than

!

'Republic ot Kenyai D^e~l'opment-Flan—1974^8-(Nalrobi-!- - :- - - ^
Gpvemment Printer^ 1974), p. 5;
^ -^RepiibUc of Kenya, Ministry of Education. Annual 'Report, 1974’
(Nairobi: Government Printer, 19 75),. Table 6, p. 19.
t.
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Among, the many ^problems of youth, the one that has - attracted the

attention ^_^y people.is the unemployment of school leavers, especially

_ P.r.ima.ty s^ol leavers. Writing on the "Crisis in African Education,"

Arthur Porter (1968) had this to. say: '

The problem of Increasing unemployment is in-part a conse
quence of modernization,''but It* is aslso in part-a .consequence 
of the increase in education-md a,ife'flection or conmentary on . 
the relevance of the education pro-vided. Thus' many countries 

‘^o tackle, or minimize ^his problem are also reap
praising their education system. Hardly any other problem 
poses a greater threat to African stability than this problem 
•of rising unemployment and its control.^

This study is-goin^ to focus on the problem of unemployment of

school leavers in Kenya. "

•A-

. . *
.fSi.

\ ...
■ , " "-P7'

• r-l.
The Purpose of the Study

i
' The purpose of the study was to investigate the problems of>•

unemployment of primary school leavers in Kenya and their implications 

for the primary school curriculum. ..In the light of findings, suggestions 

would be made for possible curriculum changes.

..............The main objectives of the study were:^ . /-

.. ... .research that h^ b^p.;;dpne on tbfypxoh 

lems of imemployment of jrouth, and the current piimary' school 8yllab^~r''-

in Kenya, and see: (a) What the main Issues-of unemployment are, and-"
-  • . . , *

' .(b) . How the issues relate to the primary ^school curriculum.

2. To.relate the findings to the future trends and strategies 

in Kenya and attempt to answer’the question:' How cm the primary . „ 

curriculum, be changed to reflect the Issues of unemployment?

-

J,

- .^r,-

. . . . t

. ■ ■•J
2'j_^^thur T. Porter, "Crisis in. African Education." East Africa 

Journal (EeBt:.Mrlcan Institute of Social and Cultural Affairs, Nairobi) 
■■:.;^5;:6^(19e8):,,:i3..

'i
4 ‘
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Basic Assumptions and Rationale
a-* >

The study was-based on the general assumption that unemployment

of primary school leavers in Kenya has toplications for primary school

curriculum,' The assumption should not be taken to .mean th^at changes in, . ,
. , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ‘ . " , • ' ■ ' . ,

the primary s^onl,,curriculum, in themselves, will enable primary school

; leavers to find ^bs quickly after they leave school. Other factors have,

to be .considered. The-availability ,of job opportunities in both urban

and rural areas, in the formal and informal sectors,’’is one Important

factor. The others are: (1) the availability of resot^ces, financial, ’’

land ^and capital, to enable the unemployed youth to initiate’their own

^occupations when , there are, no wage earning jobs in the'formal sector; . '

(2) , the existence of social and other-amenities to attract, youth "back to 

-the. land" whenever jobs appeaf.in the rural areas; and-mpst important,

(3) the attitudes of the s&ool leavers and the commtmity towards the' 

types of occupations available. If all these other factors are rl^t, a
. '.r-V-'-'' , • . . . .

good curriculum should enable youth to settle on to some satisfahtoiy 

-occ^atlon sooner-or later after leaving school. ' -

assumption was based on Che ideas of cur

riculum theorists like iSiph Winfred Tyler,^ who advoci^e th^-'a gobd~

. cu^iculi^stiarts with a formation of objectives drsKn from a study of 

the problems of idamers and society, among other sources. Hilda Tabs 

suggested that to evolve a theory of curriculum development and a method 

of thiidcing about it, one needs to ask.what the ;demands-nnii requirements 

of' a culture mid society are, both for the present and for the future.

H-

\

X
\ ■ ■

.V' -U

"^^Igh W- Tyler, Basic Principles of Curriculum and Instruction 
(Caicagd: 1969). ,1 r
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She stressed that."curriculum is, after all, a way. of preparing young

people to participate as productive members of our culture.' ■

Smith and his associates said that:

. . . -One of the primary tasks of curriculum development 
is to build a program in j^hich everyone can learn, through 
the process of re-education,, to'become the kind, of person 

■ demanded by the cultural patterns and realities, now in the
making.2

■ t

The unemployment problems of youth are connected with the.general

problems of society and with the attitudes and aspirations of Jthje-parents_

and community at large. A good curriculum needs, to take all this into 

consideration.

<1

J
To allow £bf the social element and the other aspects of educa

tion, Hilda Taba listed seven steps through which a cnr'riculum should be' 

developed.
■ r ' . ■. ' X/' ' ■

Step 1. Diagnosis of needs.
Step 2. Formation, of oyectives.
Step .3. Selection of content.
Step 4. Organization of content.

" ; Step 5. Selection of learnlng^'^periences. .
Step 6. Organization of learning experiences.
Step 7. Determination of what to evaluate and the ways .and-. 

means of doing it.^

Tab.a's-steps are stailar to Tyler's rationale for curriculum design, 
which cOuld be shown diagrAmnatically as- follows:'^--

%

S

i

^ilda Taba, Curriculum Development: Theo^ry and Practice (New 
- ■York:. Harcourt, Brace & World, 1962), p. 11.
—_ ^.thahiel Smith. William 0. Stanley, and J. Harlan Shores, . '

Fundamentals of Curriculum Development (New' York:" Harcourti Brace- & 
Wprld,:,1957),^

%aba. Curriculum Development:

for Curriculum
; ..I)evelopm^t,''j:in.E. cXsiiort and G. D. 'Marcohhit fEds.), .Contemporary 
^ V (Dubuque, ’ Iowa:. Wm. C.:iBrown, 1968),

33V:

Theory and Practice, p.,12.

.T• >
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Primary sdiools in Kenya, as ^sewhere in the world, have the

dual purpose of preparation of children "for their future life and for 
work -in secondary school."^ T. A. Baldgun, reporting on The National 
Curriculum Conference, in Nigeria,^ said that the conference resolved

1

• .that secondary education, like primary education:
• - '

. . should, be both a preparation for life md forJiigher_ _
education. In particular, it should be an education for self- 
realization, human reiationship.s, self and'' national economic ■ 
efficiency, effective citizenship and civic responsibility, 
nation^ consciousness, national unity, social and" political ■ 
progress, and for scientific and technical awareness.^

TJ

One of the reasons which prompted the .^study was the assumption 

that in Kenya far more stress is placed on education for secondary school 

than on preparatlon-for llfe^.for those children who will end their formal 

education at the primary .school level. establish some validity in 

these areas is the central focus of Chapters, III and IV of this study.

It w^^ the'two aims of education should receive

equal treatment''in primary school, where the most important aim is to

give a good foundation by providing the:^requirea basic education. Basic
. • - ' ..

education might be referred to as the kinds of knowledge and skillsKwHich 

when transmitted' and acquired, facilitate or Improve the_ transmission or , 

acquisitioAvof further khwledge or skills.^ The further-knowledge and. — 

skills in. secondary education and in the world of work' in Kenya are

i>

/

.^mnistry of-Educatloni Kenya, Primary School Syllabus—1967 
(Nairobi: Government Printer, 1967), p. ii. '

... .. ..5^.- A: Curficultnn Conference in Nigeria,
-8-12-"Sept. i969y" Tha West African Joumai of Education, 14:1 (•1970),

5

6..
■'■■''■''^ibidv. . V

: i: : 1, rCllfton R Jr. , "Education and Agricultural jGrowth:
The Role of Education in Early-Stage Agffcurture,"~in AT'Saersbn and 
M. J. Bowman, eds., Education and Economic Development (Chicago: Aldlne, 
Publlshingl Gompany, 1965), p. 203.
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varied and -diversified, as wi-ll be shovm in-Chapters II and Hi. It is- —- 

necessary that the basic education offered in primary school be of a • '

broad and general nature and not narrow ahd, speciaiiz6d. This is what': 

will make prima^ schobl, leavers- flexiblei , adaptable .ahd;'mobile in ; the 

World_ of j^ork.

The curriculum- for this kind of education shouldj. consist partly 

of literary and academic subjects selected from the basic realms of 

- - meanin^postulated by-Philip H. Phenix. - These would give tfie fundamentalr - ^ 

■^—---general education that ^^1, the youth require. It should also consist of i; 

■sOme, basic pre^vocational skills and knowledge selected from the applied' ■ ■

fields of knowledge to ptepare the youth to face "problams^arlslng out Of' 

biological and sOclali*exigencies,"^ such- as ;the. problems of uneroplo-yment. - 

; bjjtHl secondary-bound and terminal primary r^chool; Students,heed this broad * 

currieulum. The researcher is, in agreement Kith UNESCO wh'en they say

1'

■? •

'.'s

V that: i
-rl!;.-,:

y[:- y ,. -. . basic education must prepare an ihdivlduai:,for the' . 1 ; ' 
.world of work imbuing him [or- her]. with positive attitudes 

■ and values towards work and at'leas.t-.the foundation upon ' ■
> which practical skills, relevant to his; or her ehyiroriment,'

If is to this end tljat-most countries increas- 
home’e'cononii'cs, crafts, etc.', in .

. school currioula,^ . - ■ .- '1 S3 -f
;' TheCaBsuniptiOh' of ?the:nre^earcher3,t:that;^haC-;is-;'bada3i:;;-iacking i:ii:~

■ ■■■':' ■ K.y ,■'{ y .''“rr y - v'-

: ; in the Kenya primary school .curriculum is stress on iri'^tilling positive

Leibenstein, "Shortages and Surpluses ip-Education in 
Uriderdeveloped Countries: A-Theoretical Foray," Education ahd Economic- 
Development, eds. j A. Anderson-and;M.--J.-Bc?wman (Chicago: - Al(line 

: Publishing Company,- 1965), -pp. h-621 andJPhilip- J. ;Foster, ^he-VOca—1 
Fallacy .in Development Planning."■ Education and Ecohomic : 

r——^-DevelQpmeht^'ibid.. pp. 142-166. .

^ 2pi,iiip H. Phenix. .Realms of Meaning: A Philosophy of the 
. - Curriculum for General Education’ (NewiYork:' McGraw-Hill Book. Company, - -

: -1964) ,:;pp. 59-26A. ■ .. .

- --^bidTFp^' 273. 1-r  

' .^UNESCO'/UNICEF; Co-operafion -Prdgramr-Seminar on "Basic Education '
in'.Eastern Africa," 19-23 August 1974, Nairobi (Draft Report) ,- p.. 13. -

■ft
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attitude and values towards work of the type that prli^ry sdiool leavers ^ . 

are qualified to do. This will be argued .further in the study.
i; ■

Background and Significance
of the Study

4

The problem of unemployed primary school leavers is not- new to 

Kenya. George E. E. Brch recorded that by 1948:

European employers couid. no longer absorb the products of 
. the schools [Primary.]. Schools had Increased at such a rate 
that there now was a proliferation of half-trained primary 
school leavers who were ill-prepared for anything but clerical 
positions. . , . Only a small percentage of the leavers found 
their way into productive employment and large numbers became, 
an idle section of the population who refused to be’come 
.involved in manual work.. They came tp be consldered'a retard- 
ing factor in rural development, as.chiefs accused them of 
being a dlscontehded and subversive force in the local V 
community.^ . _ ' . \

It was the realization of (this problem that made the^Colonial

government appoint the Beecher Committee on education, which presented

its report in September 1949.^ The Beecher Report noted that there had

developed a great deal of "wastage" among the d^pils of the schools; -and

'i

\

,1>

U
■i-

employers indicated that they found the primary school product unquali

fied for thamajorlty of positions.^
■ ■ ■ ..M" . ; - ...

iS'

The African bias in favor of a
^ _ 1. ............

non-rmanual- white collar .position was the most important;8ingie '
-V.-

i.r-

of educationmade-by . the European Community..^

1
George E. F. Ur<^, The Africanization of the Gurrlculunt in Kenya— 

University of Michigan Comparative Education Dissertation Series Number 12
(Anhi Arbor: The Dniver*sity of m of Education, 1968), 4,

:::\^,:ppv,^-93.:-:"'

’‘^^^■2lbld

\
».

pv:93.--,:';

^Kenya Colony and Protectorate, African Educatli 
Beecher Report) (Nairobi; Government -Printer, 1949) ,

^ * r:

in fcenya (The
p ; 57

\
Ibid.,;''?. :34-.:

‘ 'A
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. 7 ” ‘ ; , 1959 ci ted-the—Isolation -aDd--frji8t ration-of—primary

, ... scHodl^r^avefs'andvthe gap between-the education of boys and girl's as. two

of the :niost serious :.^pfoblems^ in^friefeeauckion;

1 ■ —^Ja3iies__R,_Sheffleld recbEded that

•n

-l:•*
- With -the expansion of ipfimary jcbopls out-'paciiig secondary : !

. . schools,' hundreds- of thousands .of Kenyan children were left; in 
what Margery Fertr^ referred to as a ."mental no-man's land." V 

' : Separated from tiieir, own village culture >y hew expectation^, " . ..
; ■ the primary school leavers were .nnable-^to fihd'a Westhm '

. - skilled; job or. further educattohai.opportunities and . remained ' '
'■• frustrated; between the two worlds.^ .,, ' . ; .

.1^ "-v '■ Ty-’-y.'y'
. ; At the time of independence it was a knownr fact- that there was'

;"a' growing tendency for the^prinrary school'; by itself, to' honstituteyan-

..y-.y'",:: --y'y>»".'-.‘-.y ' , .«'y ''y-y.
insufficient jumping-off^point for many of the activities of. modem- life;.|.,

: While- there were.oppo'rtuni'tles for pfimafy school leavers to train as 

■_ teachers, nUrses and hgrlcultural as^istants,'*the ;problem of the unem-r 

■ ployed primary' school I'eaverh was not taken-'-'as'-aXtbp priority in. the 

newly.IndependehtKehyay

, ; But the'people and government o'l Kenya have recently started'.yy 

■. taking seridusly■ the ihcreasing 'problem of- unemployed school^ leavers

In 1966 the Christian Covmcil^Ff^Kenya (CCK)^'j.olntl^'v^th'the Ch^
. y^ Xy : -y y- .'c:iV.-y'-'';.:'Xy'- -y^y-v-y'X;.:. y-y yyy. .:-;^;y::..yy,...;V:'- ......
.^^:-:ChurphesyEducational:,Associat^on;;XCCt^:J‘P95*:M.^XatuidyV'tc> f:^-out vAat'

-.3

"J

^ -■

:.X^'X3

1 ^Guy Hunter, "Emerging Africans," Adult Education riondonl.;
-y32^.(1959),:l01rl07.' y • ~~

;^james R. Sheffield,'"Policies and Progress in African.Education -- 
in Kenya--19'49-1963" (Unpublished EdD dissertation, Xxeachers College,

. Columbia University^ 1964), p. lOiy X 3;^: 31 ,,

^Government of Kenya, Kenya Education Commission Report-rPart I 
. (Nairobi:' The .English Pre5sVXltdy, 1964) , 'pi “135 . Hereafter referred 
y to as the Ominde Report. ;y.:^ y . X X : ' 'X y

.T-

f •' f
.<■:
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happens to primary school children after they finish primary sthool.'^ 

They found that, there was a "gap" of years and skills in which primary 

school leavers find themselves between finishing the Certificate of 

Primary Education Examination (C^.P.E~.)'and7p’tting“intoTa5ploymentrr"T^ 

Those who fail, to get a secondary school place or any formal training 

i occupy this two'or three years' "gap."

In the same year an international ponference sponsored by the 

University College,'Nairobi, was held at Kerlcho, Kenya, to examine the

problem of education, employment of youth, and rural'development. The • 

conference report,expressed the need for developing the rural area to a 

stage where it can generate enough employment opportunities'and attract 

youth. ^ , '

The Kenya National Assembly-appointed a Select Committee- in 1970 

to examine the whole .problem of unemployment in the Republic. .It may be 

that it was on the recommendation of the Committee that the government
■ 'jJ-v

haired the services of two foreign aided advisory missions to examine > 

curriculum development in schools and the employment situation in Kenya.
. . . . . ; - - T ' g,.

Gordon S. Bessey led the mission that studied curriculum“development

jf

- ■.under the terms of an aereemeHt 'with the Internatiohal Develppmen,^tesO-,, ^

elation (IDA). The mission that examined employment and incomes was an~‘

■ihter-a|ency; team financed by the United Nations Development Program 

(UNDP), and organized by ..the International Labor Office (ILO) in Geneva.

\

V

,vChristian'Council of Kenya and Christian Churches Educational. ■
■ AssodiatlOni' After Schbblj What? Further Education,' Training and Empfoy- 

ment of Primary School Leavers. , (Nairobi; Ministry of Health, 1966). 
-Hereafter areferred to- as .the CCK Survey.

.. ^James R. Sheffield, ed;. Education, Employment and Rural Deyjelop- 
ment.’ Report of the Kericho (Kenya) Conference of 1966 (Nairobi: East 
African Piibli-shlhg House, 1967).. ^reafter referred to as the Kerlcho ' •

-^;-~..Oopferehce::ii&epQrt:.c;.i:-:,.:-::..„:.J. . . . . . . I,,:'' ^ ■

'(• ''-v-
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Both missions produced their reports in 1972. . They will be referred- to
^ ‘ 12in the study, as the Bessey Report and 'the ILO Report respectively. ’

More reference^^^ll be made to them later, but suffice.it to say that 

both have^^duced useful insights into the problems-of the curriculum 

and of-unemployment of school leavers and other youth in general, ^^^ey 

■, reveali especially the ILO Report, that the problem of uneraploymeift%'is 

greatest jrfth the. youth wljo have had least education or no education, 

and lea'st with those with more than^condary education. The primary 

school leavers, who are the main concern of this study, are among those 

'affected most.

The government^has-reacted to all this in the Sessional Paper on 

Employment, 1973' and in the current Development Plan 1974-78. The primary • 

school leaver is increasingly faced with a" situation where jobs and ' , 

courses pWvi'ously taken by people of his educational level ten yeafs 

restricted to secondary school graduates, 

join the ranks of the unemployed for long periods while searching for 

mofe remunerative jobs in towns. The jobs for people with little educa-

u

y .

He is forced toago are now

• tlon are no longer, there. Detailed information on this will be found 

in Chapter Il'[pf. this study .-

Some notable empirical research done in Kenya,' Vgahda, Tanzania

-■ C

and igwhere in Africa, probed the validity of these conclusions on the

Gordon S. Bessey, Ed.-, A Study of Curriculum Development in 
Kenya (Nairobi;■ Kenya Curriculum Mission, 1972). Hereafter referred- 
to as The Bessey Report.

~ 2 ' '
United.Nations Development Program and the International Labor

■ Office; Employment, Incomes, and Equality: A Strategy for Increasing 
Productive Employment in Kenya (Geneva: ILO, 1972).-. Hereafter' 

to as-The ILO Report.

■ k
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unemployed school leavers and found .difficult to prove'that the youth 

were "unemployed peraanently" In sutt large numbers that they flooded

the urban, centers for jobsv Among the researchers are Fred K. kamoga
, . ' ■ ' ' ■ / ,

(Ugpda, 1963), Albert J.. McQueen (Nigeria, 1963), Tina Wallace (Uganda, ' 

1972), Joyce. L.Moock(Keny^a, 1972), Lewis Brownstein (Kenya, 1972),’ ’

J. D. Heijnen (Tanzania,. 1966), and John Anderson (Kenya, 1966), to 

■mention a few.

■ -r

V.

They, in most cases, found that youth in the rural areas are nbt 

completely without jobs. They are out of jobs, only-during occasional 

■short periods when they are movihi from one job to another, or when they 

try their luck in towns for short periods, or just voluntarily, as in 

the case of some girls. Can this be described as temporary unemployment 

or underemployment? It certainly isCnot permanent unemployment,.

• A conflict^'&ists, therefore, between those who fear problems of

unemployment of school leavers, .and the researchers who do not .find it a

. problem of enormous magnitude. Tina Wallace, after following up some

"unemployed" school boys, concludes:*• ' . .

. . .,'-^ey do not form a hard core of memployed youth, and 
they spend their time withpu.t work in the village rather th^i 
in the towns. They do not seem to be candidates for—the-irole^'-'
-SO graphically drawn for them-in The Energy of Despair or 

■ The Lonely African.^

\ . y

\.

She goes on to suggest that governments should' concentrate resources on

more-serious-problems-than worrying about the problems of unemployed 

school leavers:

■i -

^ina Wallace, "Young and Unemployed—Who is and What Does it 
Mean?" East Africa Journal. 9:11 (19721, 22.
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While' so much time and. attention are focused, on this rather 
. amorphous group, the n'eeds of the vast majority of youth are., 

ignored and even unacknowledged. The problems of low rates of 
return in tural areas, the difficulties of improving agricul
ture, of acquiring business skills, of obt^ning credit and 

' iMming to deal with (^stomers are crudt^ to most young “on 
wife are rurally employed; and yet little'';a&eiition is paid to.

, these problems and so-much is focused—unnecessarily, ,1 .
believe—on the actual and potential hazards of unemployment.

■ .

The present study therefore attempts to clarify the real facts /

of unemploymept of school leavers before, suggesting changes in the 

curriculum.

-Some bf the people who see unemployment of primary .school leavers 

as a serious problem _have suggested varying changes, in the curriculum.

■ .David R. Koff (1966) carried out an extensive study in Kenya to find out
- ■ -<s ^ ’ ■ '..i ■

job perspectives of Primary Standard 7 pupils, in other words,^ those In

. their final'year of the primary schopi. One of his. major recommendations
. . . . . . . . . . .

was that there was a need to create more favorable attitudes titeards 

farming.

■ r

. . .' A consistent effort to equate farming with other 
skilled and literate occupations; to emphasize the need for 
skills in farming which are also required in clerical, tech- 
-nlcal and managerial jobs. Changes in the school syllabus 
and text ^.books,^ incorporating these ideas, would be 
necessaiy'i- . ^ ' - ,

r"
V'C

__
- The Kenya National Assembly's Select Committee on'llnemployment

(1970) state the need for currlculrao change in ev^ stronger terms:

V._ _

Wallace,

^David R. Koff, .;'Education, and Employment: Perspectives of 
’Kenya: Primary Pupils," in, Sheffield, ed... Education. Employment and 

> Rural Development, p.; 411.,'

"Young and Unemployed~WHb is and What Does it Mean?"

'■r:
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■■

Of fundamental importance‘to the solution of the unemploy^ 
ment problem will be a reform of the content and scope of the 
educational curricula in the nation's education system. The 
present curricula are too exclusively academic^ The school- 
leavers • cannot apply their knowledge to farming or to other 
activities like bookkeeping, masonry, carpentry, and so forth..
The S(*0ol curricula should, therefore, be revised to give 
them a more practical bias. Teaching on agriculture- and 
-practical skills should be established both in primary tod 
secondary schools.^ ’

But even on this question of curriculum implication there are 

conflicting opinions as to whether what is required is general''education — 

or more.vocational and practical education, or even whether a change is

■ needed at all..

Philip J. Foster (1965), writing oh’, "The Vocational ,School
-.It. . V- .

Fallacy in Development Planning," discusses the question of the desira

bility of providing technical, vocational, an.d agricultural instruction
' '''

..within Che schools. After making references to many other studies, he
■ , r‘_-

coneludes that:

It has already been pointed out by others that the idea^ 
that children's vocational aspirations can be altered by 

'■ massive changes in curriculum is no more than a piece of 
folk lore with’ little"empirical justification.^

' He takes this argument further and^tnesses ..the. point that .what
■ . ■■ ' ' '-'n

is heeded in developing economies is not’ the production of large-numbers 

”""~0f "Sp-e’cifl'Gally-^txained-individuals. Rather it is important that schools

-.ii. Republic of Kenya, Report'of the Select Committee on Unemploy- 
ment. National Assembly of Kenya (Nairobi: Government Printer, 1970),
^2:^. „. . . . . . . . . . . . . - "T •

^Philip J. Foster, "The Vocational School Fallacy in Development 
Planning," in A. C. Anderson and M. J. Bowman,-.eds.. Education and 
Economic Development (Chicago: Aldine Publishing Company, 1965),
Chapter 8, pp. 142-166. ■

. '' ■ ^Ibld., p'. 149. . '
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'should equip.students with; a good%olid arid adequate general education 

: and ,a thorough preparation in basic subjects so that they will be in a • .

position to profit more from technical tracing after school. ,

Indeed, we suggest that this is the re^ly effective thing 
that schools can do at every level. Rather than attempting 
to-load them with vocational subjects, providing a soiirid- 
general education with a bias towards general science and. 
English or rtench, essential at all. levels, can provide the 
basis for later effective specialist training. Here, indeed,’ 
is, the area in which' Imaginative and coiS^ructlve curriculum 
work can.be undertaken.’^

;

4 t

Harvey Leibensteln, discussing "Shortages and Surpluses in . 

Education in Underdeveloped Countries,follows a line'of argument 

sellar to Poster's. He says in one of his six conclusions that economic

development requires a high.degree of mobility of various types, .and 

general education is
- ✓

a necessary condition for such mobility. This .

.. followsi'froi^ the-fact that mobility requires„a'’high degree of communi

cability between different segments- of the

.... At the conclusion of the Kericho Conference referred to earlier,- 

it yjas not clear then, as now, whether change should constitute-maklpg 

the current g^eral education more practical, or whether pre-vocational
. . V-*" - ■

--: training of sopie sor^ should be-introduced at the prima^ school leyel -' 

as it. is in some secondary schooTs. It is still not. clea.r.J*etlii’er it-'is W_- 

the development of the rural area that needs stepping up first so that

economy.

. U

\

^Po*sterj_"The Vocational School Fallacy in Development Plantilng," 
in Education and'Economic Development, p. 149. ' , '

^Ibid., p. 155.

^Harvey-Leibensteln,"Shortages and Surpluses in Education in 
Underdeveloped Countries; A Theoretical Foray," in A. Anderson and 
M. j. Bowman,.eds.. Education and Economic Development. Chapter 3.

-, pp..51-52 *•--

-V: y;
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l.t can absorb primary school graduates, -or whether the curriculum, should 

first be made relevant to the rural economy, •

All of these conflicts must create dilemmas for the educational 

. planners and curriculum designers in Eenya.,, This is where .the present 

study may help. There has not been empi;^cal research in EMt Africa, ' 

to the knowledge of the researcher, which has probed the relationship 

between curriculum and the world of work where school leavers go to after 

they finish school. Studies have centered on whether or not pupils' 

expectations of jobs reflect an understanding of the real situation of 

availability of jobs in'^he economy; Others have tried toTlpd out what • 

the unemployed school leavers actually, do as,jthey. search for a career. 

Passing conclusions- have then been made oh curriculum lmpllcatlon4.

There is' still a need to establish IfCthe education offered in the 

primary school, gives a good foundation to the boys OTd girls'who leave, 

the education system, and can only now hope to work as garden boys, 

office messengers, shop stewards, barmaids, and a whole range of simple- 

jobs 5^ich- Fred K. Kamoga's survey in Uganda (1963) revealed are the jobs 

■ done by primaig[:..schbd,l leavers.^.

The trend of argument so far tends to make the reseafcKer fefel 

that there is a need to examine the adequacy Of the current general 

education given in primAry schools, for.-tlte majority of pupils who will

leave the system and go. to search for a career, most likely in the.rural 

economy, where the majority of primary school’ leavers live. This is- the

task of the present research.

. ^Fred-K. Kamogi, "Future of Primary Leavers in Uganda," 
Proceedings of the East African Institute of Social Research Conference

; (Kagp^^a: ; EAISR,'. 1963), Section ?;
:-2

- «
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The literature exaained so far implies that curriculum chmges

may not by themselves change the attitudes and aspirations of youth as

regards what work they want to do and whether they struggle for the: town

or not.' There are many other changes to be effected alongside curriculum

changes before the youth can be attracted to stay in the rural areas:

(1) The general-,development-of- the rural areas themselves, '(2) the use

. of income incentives, and'(3) development of national youth services

have been proposed in various places, like the Development Plan and the

lip Report, as the possible changes other than cprrlculum. In fact,

‘ some argue that the other approaches might-bring about more immediate

and relevant results than curriculum changes. Foster argues that:

Schools are^remarkably clumsy Instruments for inducing 
prompt,large-scale changes in underdeveloped areas. To be 
sure, formal education has had Immense implect in'Africa,Jbut .

, its^consequepces have rarely beetfithose anticipated, and thg 
schools have not often functioned in the manner intended^by 
educational planners.! .

Irrespective of what some researchers may think,^ the problem 'of 

unemployed school leavers worries many people in Kenya. This study is 

very timely and it will be Important if it clarifies the conflicting 

facts surrounding this whole issue.. Much money is spent on numerous 

curriculum changes in isolated subject areas. Do these sub-Jecirnpecial- 

Ists allow for the problems of employment for the products of the school 

system or are they only concerned with intellectual development? To 

tackle the school leaver problem, there would be a need to look at the 

■ "whole curriculum" of the school, rather than only individual subjects.

■>

■ V

/■

, 6 .

i
'^Foster, "The Vocational Sdiool Fallacy in Development Planning," 

in AnderSon and Bowman,, eds., . Education and Economic Development, p. 143. •

^Wallace, IIYoung, and Unemployed, Who i's. and What Does it Me'ami?"
i ' i

■ >:
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The approach has never found its way into Kenya. The current study may 

be unique in this reject ^^-that it is going to look at the whole curriculum 

and see how it is preparing' the school leavers to function in the working 

community•

The-Government has set up a Comnisslon on Education to examine 

the whole education system. This research will, hopefully, be completed 

in time to serve as one 'Ff the Commission's references.

Definition of Terms

Unemployment: In a dual economy like that of Kenya, with a 

modeim and a traditional' sector,^ it- is not easy to find many people,
_ _ _ _ _ _ . ■ • p- .

especially in the latter sector,- who are completely without some means 

of livelihood, even when they are apparently idle or are actively seek-
■ ■ ' •, C ■ . .

. ■ •ing jobs. The application of the concept of unemployment as used in

developed countries, to Kenya, may not be easy. An attempt is made just 

to give expirations to aid the reader to'know, how the term is used in 

this study.

/•

-V--

David Tumham, after reviewing different conceptions' of the "term
• N

■ • in a number of less developed countries, defines unemplbpient r-"coin^ , ^ 

sistlng of those members of the population who are -seeking work, or . 

additional work at going wage-rates, and who .are hot in-fact-employedT 

This is the’concept of unemployment referred to in Kenya as "Open, • ^

■ Visible or Hard-core unenqjloyment" in the modern sector mainly in urban

_ ^.1

u?. . .

:■■■- ■■■■ '■-■.-I. v:;:.'
It is~'not easy“in Kenya at'the present stage, of development to . 

distinguish thes^two sectors in the economy.

: -r^David Tuthhamr The EmplbjiTOent Problem ih: Less '' '

countries^ -bevelopment .Center Studies: Employment Series No. -1 (Paris: 
Development- Crater- Of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Developinent, 1971)-; p, 41.

a

1 .
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^ The ILO Report,refers to these people 

Incomes and seeking work."^

In the traditional sector most people who could be described ob 

unemployed are engaged, in fact, in some occupations which, nevertheless, 

do not give them raough incOine to. live oh. These hre mainly the "working 
popr"^ as the.ILO Report calls them, in the rural areas and even in 

towns, niey have been described as-the "underemployed" and.even as ' 

those with "disguised unemployment."^

The school leavers have a similar problem ss this latter group.

The ILO Report describes them as "frustrated job seekers" who are unable, 

to obtain the kinds of jobs, and levels for which they believe they 

"qualify" on account of educational attainment. They are engaged in 

some of thjS menial jobs in the rural ar^as for part of the year, and for 

the other part they go.to .the towns to look for better paying'J’obs. .

They are, therefore, not,really unemployed permanently. Their unemploy- / 

ment is defined by the ILO Report simply as'"job seeking;"^ In this 

study the definition of unemployment Of th^..school leaver, as explained '

' abovei will be adopted. -
: ^ . ......................\ ' . .. ■

.Primary.- School Leaver: The-Boy or girl who has compilete^Stan^^^

dard 7 of Kenya, done the Certificate of Primi^ Education examination 

(C.P.E.), but is neither repeating primary school nor proceeding with 

secondary education, nor taking formal-^post-prtoary training or private

as those "with zeroareas.

/•

•i-

'S

■ -V-'

..a-..,
V-__

¥

Frederick H. Harbison, J'The Generation of Employment in Newly ■ 
Develoj^ng eountrles," in Sheffield, ed 
Development, pp. 173-193.

Education, Employment'and Rural• 9

^.United Nations Development Program. ILO Report, pp. 33-831 
3lUrbison“‘'^^‘ieneratim'^of''impiii^^

Countries^"
Program, ILO Report, n. 67.

' -rJibid''
■>
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: .
vocational trainingi The one described is the unemployed primary school 

leaver whose problems the study probes.

Curriculum; All the learning or experiences planned and 

provided for children at schoolv

Youth: The youth referred to generally,.' are those of ages 12 to 

21 years. However, the study will be concerned with primary school 

leavers whose ages range from~i3 to 20 years.

Scope and Limitations
of the Study -

' The study was concenied with primary school leavers and the

primary, school curriculum in .Kenya.. If school leavers have unemployment

problems," it is, the pfii^ry school leavers who suf fer more than secondary

^chd'el and other'leavers who have stayed £d the system longer. -Hence

—"the'need'for ^more. Conceih with primary school.

It examined mainly those aspects of tJie^primary school curriculum

that ard" meant to equip the school leaver, particularly, the terminal

studenti with pre-vocational skills and knowledge for the-world of work.
■ ■■ ■■ . ..................... ..... ■ ^ ".

It.was an gtialytlhal study based; on a survey and analysis of .
, ■ -ii:'literature, and an .analysis .of the Kenya primal^ school syirabus"." Ihe

V

.5

- V

limitations of the study and .the tools-used for analysis will be discussed 

in. detail- in Chapters III and I'V.
’

\
Method of Analysis

.......... -P'-■’■■■■

The'ihformaticm on-which the discussion and conclusions were
?

.. ;■ -.r;--

. '-UJ;.;
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Through thh survey of literature and analysis, of four 

empirical researches done on the unemployment of youth In Kenya, to 

highlight the main Issues.

2. Through the analysis of the primary school syllabus, to 

see how the Issues raised from literature are structured within the

1.

syllabus.

For examination of 'literature, the main objective was to find 

out what .facts and .issues have been established about imemployed primary 

school leavers in connection with each of the following career elements: 

Career Motivation

Career-Orientation' ■

Career Exploration

Career Preparation
I , .

'. These were career development phases taken from career development models 

used by the Division of Vocational Education and the Di'vision of

Guidance and Testing, Ohio Department of Education, and the U.S. Depart- ' , 

. .ment -Of Health,..Education, and Welfare.^ 

design, career education programs.

The models have been used to 

It must be noted that'it is-not the- 

intention of the.,Vesearcher to desi.^.-a career education program for-- 

- - Kenya-primary schools. ” The phases were only used as-a . source of impor 

tant questions to ask in connection with career/vocational aspects of

• N

education offered in the school. - .

Each of the‘career development phases was broken into skills, 

attitudes, and knowledge that'they are manifested through, as follows:

L. Tolbert, Counseling for Career Development (Boston: 
'Houlhton'MiffUri;Company, 1974), pp.15-18. ........

;

..^w. . -
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Career Motivation Is when a student develops awareness and a 

. positive at'tltude towards careers, respect for careers', and a desire 

to join the world of work, . »

Career Orientation is when a student is given information ,

. about'job opportunities, open to him in the'labor“Siarket.

Career' Exploration is when a student is ,gi'ven an opportunity 

to observe people at work, to examine some of the jobs and try his hand 

at them even before leaving si^ool.

^ Career Preparation'is when a student is equipped with pre- 

vocational entry-level job skills, technical knowledge, work habits 

and attitudes, and pre-professional knowledge and foundations,.

The questions that were developed from these elements, which

s'

•..VX

{• formed thp analytical tool, and the ratibnale foi use of the tool will 

be discussed in detail in Chapter III,

For the analysis of'the primary schopl Syllabus, the four phases 

of career development were broken into a fi-ve-polnt taxonomy, which.>ras > 

used'as the analytical tool. The titonomy consisted'^of:

-Motivation

Cw?.- • .
Orientation 

—lxpioration

Preparation A--Provision of general knowledge.

Preparation B—Provision of pre-vocatiqnal manual and 
“Si . ^ technical .skills and knowledgS,

The analysis was a page-by-page examination of course objectives

-and aims, course contentV and methods to see what the syllabus provided

in eiach of the five points.' In.this manner the folloirfng fifteen

}

•' \
.. •j

. rta

:s;'SSi:cS; .•

■ i • k

-I*-'
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■ • 1 
sections ot the Kenya Primary Scdiool SyllabusT-1967. were analyzed:

The Preface, Religious Education, New Primary Approach, English (Non-

New Primary Approach), Mathematics, New Primary Mathematics, Mother..

Tongues, Swahili as a Second ^Language,-Geography, History and-Civics,

General Science, Physical Education,-Arts-and Crafts, Needlework and -

Domestlo Science, ;and Music.

'The details of the analysis and limitations of the instrument 

are discussed in Chapter IV.

■Organization of the Remainder
of the Study

-Chapter II will give background information on Kenya as regards 

the state of ,economic development and the education system. Chapter III 

will be a review and analysis of literature. The main issues of-nnem-
_ ■ . —S'..

ployment of primary school leavers will be,sought. Chapter TV deals 

with the syllabus, analysis. Chapter Vwlll^discuss the possible-curric- 

ultm changes needed, on the basis of findings, and show the major 

conclusions of the study.

c d'-. ■ \

^Ministry of Education, Kenya, Primary School SyllrfmS'^1967^'' 
(Nairobi: Government Printer, 1967). ,

^ :■

. - i

*•

> _■
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Chapter U

THE LAND, E^CONOMX, AND EDUCATION SYSTEM 

OF KENYA

A

ais chapter will be divided into two sectionsi The first will 

deal with th^ land and economy of Kenya'., The second sectioft will be 

description,pf the education system.
a

-c- •

The Land and Economy
■■

)■

A
The Land and People •

The Republic of Kehya, formerly-a British Crown Colony and^Pro-

December 12,

area is approximately 582,646. sq. Km. (224,96(HBq. 
miles).^ Of this, water occupies 13,396 sq. km.

.te.ctp.rate,-.came-inte-being as a fully Independent detion on 
i . ; . • '

1963*. Its total
;

, National Parks 'take up 

23,765 sq. km. and Forest Reserves 16,178 sq.' km., leaving. 529,307 sq. km.

■ for settlement and cultivation. . The land is dl'ylded into eight admini- . .

. stratlve Provinces including Nairobi Municipalityj and these are
■ ■ \

^ subdivided into fpiHcy Districts.^'^

Kenya stands obliquely to the equator, extending about 4 1/2®
1

N-,- ■v,.

• North aad South. It lies between Latitudes 34° East and 44° West with a 

large part of it facing the Indian Ocean in the east. With the Republi.c 

of Tanzania to the south and the Republic of Uganda to the east, the

^Republic of Kenya, Statistical Abstract. 1974 ^Nairobi; Govern

ment Prlnter,;i975),pp. 2-5; All statistical Information in this . : 
section comes'frra this reference.

See Map; of Kenya, , Appendix A,-infra.r
;‘-v, :r: '
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three form a block of land generally referred to as E^t Africa. They 

have had and still have much in comnbn.. 'They are' currently economically : 

linked-under the East African Community. "The other neighbors are the 

Republics of Somaira, Ethiopia, md Sudan.^

The land rises from sea-level iif the'vicinity of-Mombasa along ' 

the Indian Ocean, to the ice-capped summits of Mt. Kenya, 5,199 meters 
(17,058 ft.) high.^ In between'’these extremes, the land rises in-a 

series of plateau surfaces increasing in altitude from the low narrow 

Coastal Belt,...through the broad'Njrika Plateau in the immediate interior, 

the Lake Victoria plateau region in the west, and culminates in the Rift 

Valley'Highlands in the ceh'ter of the country.-. The Kenya Highlands are 

mainly volcanic, linked with the formation of the Greaf*Rift Valley, 

which longitudinally cuts through Kenya from North^ito South roughly along 

Long’itude 30° East.^
' ■ •}

Rainfall varies from the wet Coastal Belt, the Lake Victoria

Basin and the Central Highlands, which receive'more than 1,500 milli- 

meters (40") per annum, to the dry Nyika Plateau in the North, Northwest, •' 

Northeast and Southern parts, with less than 760 hilllmeters (20") per"-
' • -■ "S •

.' The Development Plan, 1974-^78, highlights the fact that "eighty 

percent Of Kenya's land surface receives less than 760 mm. (20"). One-- 

quarter receives less than 300 mm. (10"), and is semi-desert.

' r- r.. ■

year

ii4

^See top of. Kenya, Appendix A, infra. ' • ■ <

^Mt<’ Kenya is the.second highest mountain in Africa,' after the. 
y -Kilimanjaro of Tanzaniav . '

;^Appendix.A,

4Republic of Kenya. Development Plan, 1974-1978 (Nairobi^ 
God'ernmeht Prihteri' 1974), p; 63;- ' “ ' ' 7 ■

-.rs.......

- i
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Average,mean; teii5)eratures vary from 27.5"C. (80'F) at Mombasa to

less than. 15°C (6d“F) In-the highland towns. ’Mt.- Kenya .rises above the^^^ 

permanent snow line in the equatorial belt, and even though it is situ

ated right,on the equator, it has snow and ice on its peaks.. It is these 

altitude tempered cool conditions coupled, with good rainfall, vegetation 

and soils that attracted the-"white settlers" to Kenya in large numbers, 
during the Colonial days.^

The important point to stress here is that good and reliable 

rainfall vdiich gives rise to good vegetation,, good soils and-a hi^

■ potential farming land, is confined to a very small part of Kenya. Eighty;

• " . ■ -It-' ’ ' . .,

percent of population is found on the few areas of high agricultural

<

potential land, at the coast, in Western. Kenya and in the Highlands

f region, all of which are onlyrabout 15 percent of tbe total land of
. -ftv; * 2 ■ ’ ■ ■ • ■ ■

yRmya. The remaining 85 percent of land, with its scanty and unreliable 

rainfall, poor vegetation, is suitable mainly for stock raising and/or ' 

wildlife. .But even the driest parts of the land are not altogether e'mpty, > 

for "living here", are nearly 2.1 million people, ,pr 17 percent of Kenya's 

population.'" Of these, about one million are„nomadic pastoralsts, who''

»

-• i.-.

i
derive their living almost exclusively'from milk and meat.. Anothe^ - ■- 

350,000.-are semi-pastoralists who are taking increasingly to crop pro-:
' - 3 .

ductlon. The .rest are subsistence cultivators.

The total population was estimated at 12,934,000-in 1974, and •

i*-

^As. the only Cr^ Colony in East Africa, and'with extensive cool, 
fertiIe_highl'an'ds, Kenya- had the_largest number of .white, settlers, in 

LE^. Africa.:;'.'. /

^William A. Hance, The Geography. hf -Modem Africa (Hew York; 
Col»m*ia i^iversity Press, 1964), p. 378.. '

;?Republlc;:of JCenya; Deyelopm^^lanv: 1974-^::n^ 63
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increasing at the rate of. 3.5, percent per annum.^ At this rate it say

Ninety percent of this population still 

Uves in rural areas, and earns its livelihood predominantly from agri- 

This makes the pressure on land even greater since few people 

Uve in towns. The following figures (Table iTtaken from Statistical 

Abstract, 1974 give an indication of denhltles of - population in 

the Heavily s^t.ledr^rtA:

now be well over 13 million.

culture.

some of

Table 1 •

Population, Area and Densities 
(Selected Provinces and Districts)

%
Population
(thousands)

Land Area 
- (sq. km,.)^

Density 
(per sq. kmi.)

CENTRAL PROVINCE' 
r Nyeri ■ ' '

Muranga ■ 
-Kiambu

361J ^3,284
^2,476
2,448

110
445 180

. 476 194 ;

NYANZA PROVINCE 
Kisli 
Kisumu^

' WESTERN PROVINCE 
Kakamega'
Busia « •

• 2,196..
2,081-

675 307
401 193

783 3,520
8,223

222&
162“1..328

• \
C vV. -

Source: ■
RepubUc of Kenya, Statistical Abstract, 1974. Table 13, p. 14.

r"

The,densities shown in Table 1 are only average densities, and 

they therefore conce^. a lot of details. For example, in Kakamega Dis- 

, trict, "there are' hections like Maragoli, where population densities are 

more than 770 persons per sq. km. (2,000 per sq. mile).’ There is

S4

^epubiicrof Kenya, Development Plani 1974-78, Pi 5.':

..v»
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t

• .virtually no more agricultutal land remalping for expansion in some of" 

the densely populated districts such as Klsil. Table 2 illustrates this 

point in another way.^

The figures of Table 2 are also only, averages. It is very comon 

in Maragoli in Kakamega District to find many peippie with only one or two , 

acres of land. On such a tiny piece of land a person would have his 

houscj grain stores,, keep one or two cidws tethered-.and fed on grass and 

maize stalks cut for them, and by intensive inter-cropping, grow two or

tt

more crops of maize, beans, millet, sor^um in a year. Some even manage

The extrme,. pressureto squeeze, in cash crops like coffee, with bananas.

on land will be -described further under the section an economic growth.
.ij- , ■ . . ' . ’ . • ••

While discussing population,, it may be Important to describe the
■ - ...

^Is is shown: in Table 3,phased on-the 1969 population 

2 The figures include,.all racial groups in^Kenya—Asians, , 

Europeans, Arabs--but the majority.are Africans.^

The proportion'of the children under l4 years of age was about 

‘ 48.4 percent .of.-the total population. Those aged 15-59 years numbered

The actively 

in school and'.training.

might have been about 37 percent of the total population in 1969. The

:dge compositic^h. 
.. .» 

census.

i

. P

■ / ' .5,061,500'which was .4>.3 percent of the whole population.
• • , Cl.'.-.- . -, ...

■’working, population,'’after allowing for-those
N .. •

•'r'-- ■

■absolute nuiabers of the'-working population have Increased since, as will
r

be seen later^n this chapter;. however, the proportions of the .various ' 

age groups may still'be the same,
•J

^The ILO Report, p. 35.
. ■ ■-^Republic of Kenya;* .Statistical Abstract, 1974.-

-..'t.y-

Table .17 ,

^]j»e pepple of other racial groups .were-.209,500 In-total in 1969.
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‘ ■ Table 2

Estimated Availability of 
Good Agricultural Land, 1969 

> (Selected Districts-; Hectares of 
High-potential Land Equivalents)

District Hectares
(thousands)

Hectares per person

Nyerl , 160 '• 0.4 (10 acres)
Muranga 217 0.5 (12 acres)
Klanbu ; 170 0.4 (10 acres)
Klsil 220 0.3 (7 acres)

Kisumii and 
Siaya, - ' 0.6 (15 acres)438

Kak^ega 

Busla

325 0>4 (10 acres)-

0.8 (20 acresi.

.V

I

rI

163

Source;.
-Republic of Kenya, Statistical Abstract, 1974, Tables 13

Sand 73,.
- •

• N
V-v- •v

■J.
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Tab le 3

Population by Sex and 
Five-year Age Groups 

(1969)

Age Group Male
(thousands)

Female
(thousands)

Total
(thousands)

0-4 1,058.1 2,104.51,046.4

0,-9 916.6 893.4 l,810i0

10-14 714.7 663.8 1,378.5

15-19 560.2 544.8 •1,105.0

20-24 428.0 450.1 878.1-V

25-29 760.8349.6 411.2

30-34 280.9 299.2 ;580.1
/■ 35-:39

■46-49

252.1 ^64.8

365.^

516.9

366,4-

50-59 247.-1 241.3 488.4

308.560 and jpver 279.4 587.9
j.

*■-Source;
.Republic -pi Kenya, Statistical--Abstract. 1974. Table 17,, r,.,J6)

vl

-J.

{

' -j-.; ■
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■Economic Growth

The gross domestic product of Kenya rose from Kij328 million in 

1964.to KL554 million in 1972, measured in 1964 prices, 

prices, it was KL647 million in 1972 i At constant prices., therefore.

At current

over the period 1964 to 1972 the economy grewf^t a cumulative rate of 

6.8 percent. During'the same period, population has also been rising 

quite fast, at between 3.0 an'd 3.3 percent, so that per capita output

has risen at an annual cumulative rate of between 3.5 and 3.8 percent, 

from KL36 in 1964 to K-b46 in 1972.^ Gross domestic product in 1973 was, 

KE731V090,000 .giving a per capital of K-t56, and it is planned to raise 

this to Kt68 by 1978.^ ' '

In order to improve Income distribution and emplo^ent, the cur

rent Plan intends, to increase the rate of economic |rowth-. -The ta'rget 
i 1 .

.rate ior gross domestic product is planned to increase to 7.4 pereent'

per year for 1972-78. In 1978 gross domestic product will be 54 percent 

greater than 1972 and average per capita and per fMlly will be 25
_ _ '"1 3

percent higher.

Manufacturing output has grown by 8.1 percdht per year since 1963, 

while agriculture grown at 6.5 percent. Manufacturing is expectei 

to overtake agriculture as the leading sector, even though agricultural 
output will grow at a record rate.^ Much of the development in

—

-i.

3^epublic of Kenya, Development Plan, 1974-78, p. 4^3.

- %hese figures were calculated from Table 47(a) (Republic of
........ Kenya, Statistical Abstract, 1974. p. _42).; and Table~6.1 (Republic of

Kenya, Development Plan, 1974-78. p. 149).

^Republic of Kenya,' Development, Plan, 1974-78, p. 148.

^^Ihid,;i p. iii. ^Ibid,,- p. 150.
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manufacturing is connected-vitfr processing agricultural products. Kenya 

is''the most Industrialized of her East African neighbors, but-unlike them, 

she is the least endowed with minerals like the diamonds of Tanzania and 

the copper of Uganda. The most important aspect of development~ln manu-’ 

factoring that has. relevance to this study is the small-scale Industry 

located in rural areas. The industries are referred to later.

At present it is estimated that employment in the formal sector 

of the industry will rise from 35,000 in 1972 to 45,000 in 1978, with 

over half of the Increase being represented by unskilled and casual 

laborer^. _Employ5^nt gen^^ by smaU. «ral cpntractpxs will be. 

additional to this total.

Developments in A'griculture .r

' i > -
__ * Agricultural development in Kenya since independence has bjEjen

revolutionary. As the Development Plan states:

Improved productivity in established small enterprises has 
been mother source of growing incomes. This has been partic- 

.. ularly apparent in agriculture, following the introduction
and expansion.of cash crops, together with intensified exteh- * 
sion services, credit, marketing facilities; improved seed , 
and livestock, ejtc'. T^e value of- all agricultural production 
from small-holdings .(subsistence as well'as monetary) rose 
from ia,138-miilion in 1964 to Ki,203 million in 1972 at. 1964 '

. .......—r-;prlces;.l-- - - - - ; - - - - - - . . -

More than half.of agricultural gross domestic product is derived

from the non-monetary sector whicdt is expected-to grow at 3.3 percent

per annum compared to.6.7 percent in the monetary sector.

- Pressure on the potentially good agricultural land was stressed

eariier.There is an increaBing number of landless people. Many

!

- . 3

Wublic of Kenya, Development PJ.an. 1974-78. p. 42
r
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African families have' been aha ,are being ^et^led on large farms previously 

occupied by tte white farmers and on unoccupied State land in the Coital

Region. More than 78,000 families' will have been settled in this way by. 

the end of the current plan (1978). 

already settied.

Ifore than 70,000 of these are 

The people in the "settlement schdhesi" as the 

resettled areas are called, grow cash and food crops, and rare cattle of

;,;i-

the type that only European farmers grew during the Colonial days. They 

have even put to use most of the land that the white settlers had left 

fallow for many years. . „

Until only a few years before independence, growing of important 

cash-earning xrops such as coffee, tea, pyrethrum jnd sugar cane, as well 

as the keeping of.exotic dairy cows, was the prerogative of large-scale 

' farmers—mainly Europeans and only a few ^'ians. Since independence.,

much of the farming in these'sectors has been done by African small 

holders even in the remotest parts of the rural areas.

.y

Pyrethrum is »

produced--by 80,000 small holders and they contribute 90 percent of the 

The total.area of land used for cultivation,of tea in Kenya
' j ‘

C- .. J). was'49,P0O-hectares^/in i?,72-, of which 22;700'Wa8 from J.arge-scale farms

- and 26,200'hectares was from small-scale rural-farms. By i972_there'wer^-' 

about 67;000 sma,UTScale farmers of tea. .This number is expected to rise ' 

to 92,000 >y the end of 1978.

•increase at 6.8 percent per annum, primarily through an increase in.small-

-

• - product.

Marketed production of milk is- forecast to

twlder^prpduction. the total production is

. .^ected to increase frOT^abo^ 4° to 50 percent by^ the end of__

iRepubllc of Kenya, bevelopment Plan. 1974-78. p. 226.
^ibid., p. ^ir;

r
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1978. All this does not Include the large amounts of milk constnaed and 

sold locally.

Even In the most densely populated rural areas like Maragoli, 

Kiambu, ^isli, to list only a few, the simplest peasant farmer is 

Increasingly applying fertilizers, planting hybrid maize, planting at 

least; one cash crop (tea, coffee or sugar cane), and keeping one or two 

exotic dairy cows, thus getting more out of the acre than ever before.^ 

For school leavers who can obtain land and credit, and be willing to put 

forth the necessary effort, there are prospects in agriculture in the 

rural areas. In the drier areas, the Range Development Program adopted 

in 1966 has developed large ranching companies, individual and group'
• v; • . • • •-

ranches, and community grazing schemes. Water ls_provided along
'3, ' ■ '1 ' "definite routes. ^ Yet agricultural development is much slower and more

difficult in these areas than the high potential areas, as will be 

shown later,

, Developments in the Informal Hon-farming Sector
- -i-

Many Kenyan men and women earn their living working in sjiall- 

scale non-farming ahtiviti-es in towns and rural areas.

In 1969, in what was certainly an under-count, there were 
found to be almost 190,000 men, women and children working 
in non-agricultural activities in rural areas, of whom over 
132,000 were adult self-employed persons, family workers or 
regular wage employees. Incomes earned in these activities 
were "significantly (about 16 percent):, above those obtained 
by men and women.working as wage laborers on small farms.

Republic of Kenya, Development Plan, 1974-78. pp. 235-24'8.

^Thls was proved in a.research paper by Peter Moock, "Special 
Rural Development Program Evaluation Reports on Maize Credit Scheme, 
September 1971,. Novanber 1971 (Nairobi: Institute for Development 
,Studies,^972). . . ■

Republic of Kenya,' Development Plan, 1974-78. p. 63,.
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.. . and markedly-above the cash income receiLyed by farmers. tilling 
very small plots.^

Those similarly self-employed in the Informal sector in urban

areas like Nairobi, earn even hl^er incomes than those in the rural '

:toformal sector.' The urbap informal sector was estimated to comprise at
2least 100,000 people in 1972. 

the rural and urban areas, range'from simple jobs like petty traders, 

-hawkers, shoeshine boys, secondhand book and magazine sellers, street 

maize roasting boys, sidewalk street barbers, to,more sophisticated 

, enterprises like manufacture and repair activities, tailoring, bicycle 

repairing, carpentry and taxi (“Matatu”) ownership. Among this should 

"be included fish mongers and fishermen at the coast and lake areas,

jy.acksmlths, wood and stone carvers and pot makers, an(|imany others
' i » ’» ' 3 .

, engaged in local crafts particularly in the rural areas. This is aft

The activities in this sector both in ■

area where many young men and women from school, with an enterprising 

spirit can find jobs, given some initial capital arid credit.

*' The ILO Report regrets that government policy towards the urban

informal sector has contained too few elements of positive support and

promotion, and too many’’elements of inaction, restriction and harass-
4 —

There are almost no restrictions of the sector in the rural

cl

ment.

lThe ..ILO Report, p. 223. 
^Ibldi, p. 224.
^Kenneth

J. King, "Skill Acquisition in the Infonnal Sector of 
the Economy," in D. Court and D. P. Ghai, eds...Education. Society and

:_ _ _ Development; New Perspectives from Kenya -(Nairobi; Oxford University
Press, 1974), Chapter 13, pp. 291-309. He describes in detail the activ
ities in the Informal sector in and arptmd Nairobi. He gives an example' 
of the: Kikuyu Aturi clan of blacksmiths in Kiainbu who manufacture and 
sell bicycle carriers, foreguards and stands using a self-designed 

: machine situated in one of Nairobi's wastelands.
, ^The ILO Report p. 225.
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■ * areas where "the 'Harembee'int^ement has received goven^nt approval 

and support."^ ,

Informal activities have been stimulated by the "Harambee" 

spirit, and they are not confined to individuals, but are also undertaken 

by commimlty and even family groups. The movement originated.at the eve 

of independence,- when President Kenyatta urged the adoption of Harambee

(Swahili word for "let us pull together"), as the national watchword and
2it was incorporated into the National Coat-of-arms. To the Kenyans it 

means "let us pull together," and also "let us do it ourselves for our 

• ' own sej-f-development instead of waiting for the Government," The move

ment has contributed remarkably to the total national development effort 

through the construction of schools, health centers, hospitals, water
■s^

'^supply schemas, rpads and bridges, social halls, cattle dips, village
■ - .

polytechnics, and more recently Institutes of Science and Technology,

referred to later in the section under education. The movement has over-

'a

. T

•

taken government plans in many areas, especially education. In some

cases it has been haphazard and wasteful as each community has hastily
^ ■ ....

"Government emphasis has shifted from
..3

\ tried to catch up with ott^ers.
' •—* ' ■ Cc-- ■

motivation' [of people] per se to'planning of ’harambee* movement,:"'
;

Most of the development in the rural areas depends on the "Harambee" 

spirit. Its significance can be seen in Table 4, showing the value of 

self-help schemes.

^e ILO Report, p. 225.;

^Republic of Kenya, Development Plan, 1974-78, p. 40. 

^bld.i p. 482.

^Ibld., Table 2.4, p. 41. ^
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. - Table A '4-

Value of Self-help Schemest 
196A, 1967 and 1972

IGb’OOO
19721967196A- -PROJECT

Capital-Projects
Residential Buildings 52.108

1,667■ 7A1Schools

Community Halls and Social Centers 

Health Centers and Dispensaries 

Other Non-resldential Buildings 

Roads

r Water Works.'

•Cattle Dips

qther Construction and Land- 
/ Improvement Projects

8678

178167N/A

27A9A
A 3922

190 '^ 5A
r -»

-^4776• • ;

157,8

. 2,8891,350600Total

■* 30606H/A■ Other Projects(1 - .J N

,-2j9i91,956'All Projects
■/

Source;
Republic of Kenya. Development Plan, 1974-78, Table 2.4, p. 41.

•-* •
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.

In addition to infonnal activities, there are small-scale indus

tries and businesses that-the ..government is. planning to establish in the 

rural areas and in smaller urban centers. The Special Rural Development 

Program (SRDP) started in the 1970-74 Plan to test strategies- of

Trational significance for accelerating rural development throughout the 
country.^ -Based on an evaluation of these programs by the Institute for 

Development Studies (IDS) at the University of Nairobi, more research
^ i* ' O

and expansion of the experimental projects has been recommended. The

program consisted of projects aimed at higher rural standards-, job 

opportunities and levels of income.

In 1971 the government initiated the Rural Industrial Development .
’ /--a.'"•f.-

Program (RIDP) for the development of rural small-scale industries, with 

( the objective of promotion of rural econonjic develo^ent7 cfeaTfion of 

■jobs in rural areas by prompting labor-intensive small-scale ihd^trial 

enterprises, promotion of. industries which would mainly use local raw
-i-

■ ... • .

material^, and development of Kenyan entrepreneurship and technical
>■» ' *3 ■ ,

skills. The ai'm is to spread Industrial establishments rather than *

The, Webuye Paper Mill is an exat^le of 

It started tl^ in§nU- 

facture of pulp and paper from locally grown timber in 1975. With the

----employment of more than 1,200 persons it suddenly transformed the^small

village of Webuye into a- town,.*

I

r
■', pile the'm in the major cities.

. such indus.fries,. although it is reasonably large.
• N

.\

■ >

- -Republic- of Kenyan Development Plan, 1974-78, .p, 110.

^ was Peter Mpock's evaluation research
referred to.on p. 34, supra, n. 2.
;;;vv::;;.^:^ibii.,:p..::,297.

1.

^Ibld., p. 291.
/, -
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Another strategy for the general development of the rural areas 

Is to extend and Intensify the network of urban centers. The overall

objective in planning the network is to provide eventually one Local ■' 

Center for every 5,000 rural population, a Market Center for every 

15,000, a Rural Center for every 40,000, and an Urban Center for every 

120,000 population.^

po^al, electricity, postal, telephone and banking come with these 

centers, depending on the size of center.

Services like public water supply, sewerage dls-i

The centers will also be

accompanied by the construction of a network of roads of various classes. 

All this may eventually begin to attract youth back to the rural areas,- 

especially if the other developments planned can materialize. This may 

also make the urban workers wish to visit home more often and set up 

projects to provide emplo3rment for the ruyal youth *•' This is very much 

on'the increase.

*

Employment Prospects

Employment prospects have not grown as fast as the economic 

The Plan projects that more than 800,000 new jobs will be 

required by 1978, i^d "sfill more'will be needed for those who are

growth.

„2
It is stressed further' that most of these hew. . . . already unemployed.

jobs must be created in the rural areas or in the Informal sector. The

-modem sector in cities cannot absorb any more than 200,000 new job
■ >

holders. There is limited scope for employment on large farms. -Most

of the new employment in the rural areas will have to be in small-holder 

agriculture The ILO Report states that only 15 percent of the

^Republic of Kenya, Development Plan, 1974-78, p. 120.
>•

. 2 ^Ibid.
Ibid., p. 90.
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potential labor force -in niral, areas in 1969 were engaged in wage earning' 

activities and a further 5_percent found casual employment.^ Apparently 

most people in rural areas are engaged in self-employmenf as workers on-' 

their own small-holdings or as family workers. This is where the most 

development is required, for as it'will be shown in Chapter III, the 

unemployed primary school leavers do not find enough challenging work on 

the small-holdings of their parents in rural areas. The general picture 

of job availability and projections is given in Table 5.

, Even though' much development is planned in the modem .sector as

__

■ '.yj;.'
the annual rate of growth in Table 5 suggests, this is a sector where

primary school leavers face very stiff competition with other school 

The same might be said for the wage employment in the ruralleavers.

^on-agricultural activities. The figures on the informal urban sector
' •• i I i'

may be an underestimate of the real situation, but for those youtlT who 

live near towns, there are. good prospects in this sector if only one is • 

given support for a start. Chapter III will show that most primary

school leavers ate caught up in the self-employed and family workers■

i'r-
' sector. While youth in the areas of high potentlai in agriculture may
J • N

Cv';.- • >
''find some work to do. The ILO Report estimates that about 620,000 houses . 

holds in .the rural areas have very small plots or live in medium poten

tial areas, and they lack the ability to raise productivity of their 

land mote than marginally.. They are the "rural working poor" as the x 

Report calls them.^ The primary school.leavers who come from such homes.

^The IIX? Report, p. 39. 

^Ibid., p. 37. .
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Table 5

Total Emplo3niient: 
1972 and Projected 1978

1972 1978 Annual Rate 
of Growth 
(percentage)

Employment Sector
4 •

(thousands)

Modem Sector 762 • 995 ■ 4.5

Rural non-agricultural Activities 222 288 4,4

Informal Urban Sector 

Other .Wage Employment 

Self-employed and Family .Workers

108 166 ■ 7.5

390 460 2.8

I
3,875 ,4.570 2,8

Total 5,357 6,y9 3.21

1

Source: :

Republic of Kenya,.Development Plan, 1974-78. Table 1.-1, p. 4.
.i

•' ■ • tr-
■ N

(
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and it may be that they co.nstitute the majority of the unemployed, have 

almost nothing to fully occupy them at home.

The employment of primary school leavers presents a separate 

problem,. The Ominde Report estimated that in 1964, out of the 103,000 

pupils who passed the primary leaving examination, 67,200 would have no 

prospects fot wage-earning employment or further education.^ The CCK 

Survey found that out of the 148,000 primary school leavers in 1965, 

about 61,150-would Tje unemployed, 49,750 in rural areas and the remain-
^ In those years there was still some rooming 11,400,in urban 

for training of primary school leavers as teachers, secretaries, enrolled 

nurses, and so- forth. ■ But 1972 "saw the'"last recruitment of a large 

number of C.P.E. holders for P3 [teacher] training."^

areas.

...rf

"The academic

^quirements for primary teachers have been .raised, add only secondary 

schpbi-leavers are accepted for training."^

The minimum educational requirement for entry into the course of ' 

"enrolled nurse is C.P.E. certificate , . . and aK.J.S.E."^ "The

t

School Certificate is, however, increasingly being accepted by training" 

The educational requirement for those recruited intd* the

■■

hospitals

<- •. .3 N

^Republic of Kenya, Kenya Education_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
and II (Thfe^iOminde Report) (Nairobi: Government Printer, 1964), Table V, 
p. 135.

^Christian- Council of Kenya and Christian Churches Educational 
_Aasoclatlo.n, After School What? Further Education. Training and Employ
ment of Primary School leavers' (Nairobi: .Ministry of Health, 1966), 
Appendix B.

Commission Report .,- Parts ^

■ ■■ >

^Republic of Kenya, Ministry of Education Annual Report. 1972 
: : (Nairobi: Government Prlnte.r, 1973), p. 13. ,

^Republic of Kenya, Development Plan, 1974-78. p, 81.
Sk.J.S.E,

Form II level.
is .the Kenya Junior Seconda^ Examination, done at 

See "the school system, in this chapter, infra.
®institute of Intematibhal Education and Ministry of Education, 

Handbook for Schools-Guidance Counsellors: A Manual of Careers Refer-
. ence for Secondary School Students—Kenya (Nairobi: Process Print, .1973),

■ P* 38,-

(
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Armed Forces at the serviceman level ranges from C.P.E. to E.A.C.E. 
(secondary) division III.^ Those engaged in th'e Prisons Service in 

■ "Custodial duties of keeping 24-hour'watch on prisoners have the C.P.E. 

Increasingly, however, candidates with K.J.S.E., G.C.E., and full School 

Certificate are being recruited."^ For Police Constables, the minimum 

educational requirements are C.P.E. with good results in all subjects, 

or E.A.C.E., or G.C.E.^

The training courses and openings mentioned above are some of

or K.J.S.E • »

the examples of those into which primary school leavers went in large 

numbers in the 50's and early 60'o. 

offered to secondary school leavers.

Now they are increasingly being

Prospects in the modem sector are

not too bright,' as>the quotation below says:

By 1978, 2'.5 million people will leave Std;"VII education, 
compared t|b 800,000 in 1969. The corresponding jrCimbefs for 
.Form IV and Form VI leavers are 300,000‘-and. 100,000 respec- ^ 

■■ tively. But there will be at best only about 995,000 jobs ^ 
[see Table 5, supra] in the modem sector. Most educated 
people will, therefore,- have to be employed by agriculture 
in the rural areas. ,

i
r

„ In summary, this section has attempted to show that if plans

materialize, there are employment opportunities in the Informal sectors 

..Of urban and rural areas, but more so in the self-employed farming' in.\._(_

mral..areas. The government is seriously bent on developing . the" rural 

areas and creating job opportunities for school leavers. The wage 

employment in the'-seml-skllled and unskilled jobs thus created, may be
?. .

^Inptltute of International Education-and Ministry of Education, 
Handbook for Schools Guidance Counsellors . . . for Secondary Schools,

-■i

P. 84.
^Ibid., p. 88.

4
Republic of Kenya, Development Plan, 1974-78, p. 90.

^Ibid., p. 87.
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so competitive that primary school leavers may not find work, 

so far that the greatest hope for the unemployed primary schooi leavers 

will be in informal'self-employment especially in rural

It appears

areas I and in

self-employment of, farms in rural' areas, if they can be supported in

this way.

The Education System

The Present and Future Formal Systems

^ The system of education, at present, begins at the primary school 

'level. Even though an increasingly large number.of children start their 

education at the Nurse^/Kindetgarten level, the Ministry of Education 

does not handle education at the ^re-primary level. "'At that level, 

services are offered by private individuals, muncipalftles.and City ' .•K

(
co.uncil^, missionary bodies, and by the Migls'try• of Cooperatives and 

Social Services in the rural areas.
;

The Ministry's department of Commu

nity Development and Social Services is responsible for day care centers 

and nursery schools in rural areas.^ The present formal education
■■

system is shown in Figure 2.

The primary .s^ool le the first cycle of education," and"it is of _ 

seven years' duration, entered at age 6-7. It is followed by four years

h

• \

V.

of secondary school, two years of upper secondary, and three'to five
- ' • * -2 
years of university.>

A successful youth completes the;educational
- h - i-

^See The Bessey Report, p. 10, and Development Plan, 1974-78.
p. 486.

school classes are called Standard/Primary/Class I, II, 
1 III, etc, In this study they will be referred to as Standards. Secon-' 

dary Classes are Forms I,- II. Ill and IV; Upper Secondary, also called 
Higher School: Certificate (H.S.C.) classes are Forms V and VI. These 

. two classes are sometimes referred to as Lower and Upper Sixth Forma, 
respectively. /
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sequence at between 21 and 24 years of age (if he does not repeat any 

class). Secondary schools are of three types:' the goverhmeht'maintained 

and assisted, largely academic "grammar" schools; Private amd "Harambee"; , 

(Self-help) schools, which go up to two or four years. Most ol the '

private and "Harambee" secondary schools are poor commercial enterprises 

or community maintained institutions. The third type of secondary schools 

are the government maintained and assisted; technical schools. Running 

parallel to the upper secondary school level are two government main- 

, -gained polytechnic schools in Nairobi and Mombasa. They extend for two 

■.ii(Mo'mbaaa) or four (Nairobi) ^ears, catering mainly to in-service training 

of employed people from the government and private sectors. They’also

teach-direct School'candidates, who can join the university at the
'« ■ —

point as the uppef secondary school leavers. So far they have been-the ”

' i . ' ”
main,.training centers for technical school teachers.

S3Illfi

- —r».

}

There are four imporgain; .external examinations before a person 

There is the Certificate-of Primary Education* 

(C,P,E._)_,,_done_at-,the^-en.d .,p.f__Standard VII; -the Kenya Junior Secondary

reaches the university

Examination (K.J.S.E.), done at Form II level by students In-private and
Aaranbee" schools; East' AfiScM'".eert|.fi’cate of Education (E,A.C.E'>)■C . .

formerly^he^amhr:Ldge.:iS^j)oiz^^^^ 'O' levelT^ne at Form'IV-L' r

leyel by all secondary school candidates; and the East African Advanced- - - . . *
(E.A.A.e.E.), done at Form VI level. All of

• h ■ .

these are stiff terminal examinations for^the majority of, the school ’ .

leavers v*o take them.
Tea^^y4i^ing

is at several levels. The first level la a two- 

yi^t-coTirise~for those who finish two years of private and "Harambee"T

• --
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■ . secondary schools and pass the K.J.SiE. well. Next is a two-year course 

for secondary school leavers who have passed the E.A.C.E. examination. 

Teachers from both levels teach in primary schools and are referred to

as P3, P2, and PI teachers, PI being those who had high passes in the ' 

E.A.C.E. examination. There is a further one-year course at Kenyatta 

University College for those who complete upper secondary to prepare feheni 

to teach in upper primary and lower secondary classes", called S.I. ie.

teachers. This group is no longer there, although Figure 2 from the 

Development Plan, 1974-78 seems to suggest so.

are now called non-graduate diploma courses offered at Kenyatta Univer- 

slty Coriegev(two years after upper secondary school), Kenya Science 

Teachers College (three years after secondary school), and at Egerton 

itpllege for agriculture teachers (three ye^s after secondary school). 

•Graduate teachers are trai^d-at the University of Nairobi and at .the • 

other East African universities, and at Kenyatta University College.

The future system is shown in Figure 3. The Harambee Institutes 

of Science and Technology are a completely new addition to the existing
- _ . .  , -sT---. . . . . . ^ . .

one even though of a ..private nature. - They are self-help community built

_____ - college's intended to offer vocational^cdurses ^n_3cienee, coiimierce..and’' ~ -

technology to school leavers of,various levels in the rural areas^ A few 

- operation. The government intends to support them in many ways so

S.I. level of'courses

< i

V

that they may absorb school leavers at various levels as shown tin
" Figure 3 .-”" /

Another change Will be-that entry to technical secondary schools

^See the Development Plan, 1974-78.-p. 427. for a detailed 
explanatloih of the .planned government support./

r-'
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and vopational secondary schools will be raised to Form III level. The , 

courses currently offered fn Forms I and II in the present technical, 

schools will be distributed Tto selected academic secondary schoors.. 

Although it .cannot be'shown in Figure 3, the government plans to consoli- 

' date upper secondary education into five large' Sixth Form Colleges,^

situated on the campuses of .some of the present well established multi- 

stream secondary schools. This is a move towards benefl.ting from 

'economies of scale by concentrating resources and experienced graduate

teachers, especially those of science and mathematics, in a few large 

centers. This lesson must have been learned from the performance of 

Kenyatta College, which used to"^roduce the highest number of science 

students for the University. This was before it became a University 

College. In a similar move, all undergraduate courses Are expected to
' ' ■ . C- ■ ' -

be moved from the main campus of the University of Nairobi to Kenyatta

University College by 1978. As stated in the first section of this

.chapter, the lowest teacher training requirements-will.be the possession

of the East African Certificate of Education. Another change that .canqot

be shown in figure 3 is. that there will be twenty more%orm III classes 
' fL . . \ -N

■ ___aflded to some of the ^s ting secondary - sdiools so

for the "Harambee" secondary school K.J.S.E. candidates.^

"The Kenya Technical Teachers College (K.T.T.C.) will cater to the

training of technical teachers for all schools in Kenya .and even for the

Hara^ee Institutes of Technology. The 'K.T;'r.C. is expected to be fully

, operative by the end of the Plan period'.^

I ■

A'

as to open mope places”.

Republic of Kenya, 

p.;419>

Development Plan—1974-78. p. 419.

V ^ibid ^Ibid., p. 426...er-''.'

I ■ ■4 ■

f .

•SU.......
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Enrollments

Enrollments have grown rapidly since independence. Primary

scaiool ehrollments .have grown from'891,553-in 1963 to 2,734,398 in 1974,^ \ 

By Presidential decree, education was made free from Standard I to Stan

dard IV as-of 1974. 

of 2,787,909,

3.2 million in 1976.^

Totals enrolled-jumped from 1,816,017 to the figure 
shown in-Table 6.^ It seems that it has now reached

Secondary enrollments have gone up at a faster rate, although 
catering to much smaller totals than primary schools. Secondary•and

upper secondary schools enrollment in 1963 was 30,100 students, and 'in

195,779, a 6 1/2 times increase.^ University enroll-1974 the figure was

ments have grown mdfe than nine-fold from 571 in 1963-64 to 5,152 in 
19^-74.^

of the':eciucatlon system.®
Table -6 summarizes information on enrollment^ at every level

Table 6 shows a broad-based, sharp-peaked pyramid. Approximately
i ■

three million enrolled at the primary school level in 1970 

thousand may expect to reach University.
and only five 

This illustrates the fast drop-
out rates, hut more so the great role played by examinStions
.3 at evefy

■ Republic of Kenya, ftinistry of Education Annual Report. i974 
(Nairobi: Government Printer., 1975), p. 13. —

Ibid, The Annual Report gives 
meats shifted up and down in reaction 
decree.

a goOd explanation of how enroll- 
to the Presidential unexpected

■ ■ c. ■’ " '

, „ , Africa: An Inbmafel-onal Business, Economic
gnd Political Monthly (London: Africa Journal Ltd., Feb. 1976), No. 54,

^Republic of Kenya. Development Plan. 1974-78. p. 80; and 
Republic of Kenya, Statistical Abstract. 1974. p. 199.

. %alph Uwechue, ed..

5„
Wd., Development Plan, p. 82; and Statistical Abstract. 

®Ibid.Statisticai Abstract. T
P. 204

Tables 177, 183, 184, 185 and 186.
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Table 6

Students Enrolled by Type and 
Level of Education 

1970-1974

Education Type 1970 19721971 1973 1974 ■

1,427,589 1,525,498 1,675,911 1,816,017 2,787,909fPrimary Schools

Secondary and 
- Upper 

Secondary 126,855 140,722 161,910 175,325 195,779

Teacher
'.Training 8,107 8,628 8,683 8,905 9,198

*v

Technical
Secondary

Polytechnics

University*’

2,426 3,051 3,214 ^ 3,525

2,640 2,716

3,836
r

2,858 2,811 4,091/
, 1,877 2,465 3,^39 3,622 5,152 ^

"
1,569,712 1,683,175 1,855,505 2,010,110 3,005,965Total

^The'"correct enrollment by the end of 1974 was 2,734,398,

'’The, figures Include Kenyatta University College- and Kenya - 
students in Makerere an«t Dar-es-Salaaai Universities.

Source:
Republic of Kenya, Statistical Abstract. 1974 (Nairobi: 

Government Printer, 1975), Tables 177, 183, 184, 185 and 186.
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level of education as a severe selection,tool, 

inatlons can be seen from Table 6, to be'the C.P.E., which reduces the 

pyramid from millions at the base to mere thousands at the,post-primary 

The fear of the C.P.E. and its backwash effects on the quality

The severest of the exam-

level.

of the curriculum will be discussed in Chapters III and- IV.

The Curriculum

The primary school will be discussed and analyzed in detail,in

-Chanter IV. A few points can be made here. The subject program consists

ofocEngllsh, Mathematics, Geography, History and Civics, General Science 

(including'Agriculture, Gardening, and Health Education), Swahili, Physical 

Education, Arts and Crafts, Needlework and Domestic Science, Music and 

Singing, and Religious Educatton.^ The C.P.E. examirtStlpn in Standard. VIIy 

consists of three papers: English, Mathematics'and the General Pape^ 
each Carrying 100 points. Th^%eneral Paper is an amalgamation of History, 

Geography, Science, Nature Study, and General Knowledge. =

Actl^ties in primary schools Include soccer, netball, athletics, 

choirs, clubs like scouts, girlguides, debating and others, societies

■"'N

'••r . .

onlV td a limited, scalei'^.and ^en sophisticated expensive sports, like 

swimming, hockey, gymnastics, ballet dancing and Karate in the high-cost

and private primary schools.
- - ■ *’

M Important program that has been missing in all Kenya primary 

schools is guidance and counseling. It is how being Introduced, in its 

absence, schools strive more to keep strict disciplines rather than help

■V-v-

-^^nistr^ of Education, Kenya, Primary School Syllabus (Nairobi: 
Government Printer, 1967),'p. li.

I ..
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and'guide the children. Those children who leave school completely after 

Standard VII are not given any guidance for the' world of work into which 

they go, apart from filling forms to show their secondary school prefer— ■ 

ences. A Schools' Guidance and Counseling Unit has now been set up in 

•the Ministry of Education, as is shown below:'^

Another three-day Seminar on Guidance and Coimsellng 
Services for Nairobi Primary Schools Deputy Head teachers 
and Std. IV teachers was organized, and held at City Primaj^ 
School, from 9th-:llth December, 1974. 
over one hundred teachers. . . .

. . . One-day seminars for primary school Head Teachers 
were held, in 11 Districts during the same year, attended 
by 1,842 teachers.2

It was attended by

The primary school curriculum is supposed to be ^e same for all

schools in Kenya, in the sense that the syllabus used and the final exam-
. -e, .

inatlons are the same. But if curriculum is deflned_in its broader sense 

asralj. ^perienqes planned by the school, andfnot just'the syllabus
i

alone, then some schools giv^S^ore experiences to their children than 

Others in the same unified system. The high cost-primary schools called 

group C in Nairobi are schools attended by children of the most effluent
. a- •. -

parents in Kenya. - They were mainly for European children in Colonial'
i,

days and they, still retain s.p^ of the old characteristics. Mediumrcost
J : j ' ' ■".'
schools, or group B ih Nairobi, were predominantly Asian, 

slightly financially poorer than group C schools. The majority of schools

'N_VThey -ace- •:

in Kenya are very low-cost schools, called group^A in Nairobi, and found 

•in all rural areas. It- is only schools in ,groups C and B which are ^ .

■V.

- Institute of Inteimational Education and Ministry of Education^ 
Handbook for Schools Guidance Counsellors; A Manual of Careers Reference
for Secondary School Students—Kenya (Nairobi: Process Print, 1973).

2
Republic of Kenya", Ministry of Education Annual Report. 1974 

(Nalrdbi: Government Printer, 1975), p. 5.
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’ l^aclklly mixed with a predominance of .African children, 

are nearly all African.
Group A schools .

• schools and to some extent medium-cost,-generally can ■

afford a wider variety of activities for the children. They have enough', 

balls for soccer, hockey; netbaU and volleyball; they have excellent 

swimming pools, .wide good playgrounds; they can afford pianos.-for teach- , 

ing music; and they can afford expensive club activities like Karate, 

ballet dancing. Cubs and Brownies, Scouts and Girlguides outfitteff'wlth 

-“—clean hhifdfiS-and with cquipment-for^egulaf”dSi^ring~ - -

The classrooms are
- '■

usually in well-kept large permanent buildings.

large, with good lighting, with many display boards on the walls -and

enough storage for pupils'-and teachers' materials.

headed, by highly trained and experienced tCc^dhers, and'most of tJielr 

staf^are highly qualified.'^condary school teachers-, and usually racially 

mixed. The parents can afford to pay for numerous visits to museums, 

historical,sites and other places of interest.^

schools are much-highor than in the low-cost schools.
' ' * ' jV

At' the other extreme are the Icw-cost and mainly rural schools.
. ■■ C.;, ■ . ■ ^ ' . . : . ......

The majority,of teachers and the head teachers have.never had formal.

education beyond the primary school level. Many of those with secondary

—level, education have been absorbed into teaching lii ttie "Harambee".

da^ schools. The children are.eager for many activities but the schools
r . ' C-V',

and parents cannot afford these. The activities include football (soccer).

The schools are
t

I-'

The fees in these
*• ^ -

secoQ-

5

^ ^^See Z. Ergas and F. .Chege, "Primary Schools Education in Kenya:' 
An,.Attempt at Evaluation," Education in Eastern Africa Journal, for the 
Regional council for Education. 4:2 (1974). 235-240. for a thorough dis
cussion of the diffe^^^ High-Cost and Low-Cost schools.

I. ■■ ■ t
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some volleyballj netball and athletics,. But as a rtrle they do not have 

enough balls or even good enough playgrounds for. the complete enjoyment 

of these activities. The buildings are invariably grass thatched or 

semi-permanent. The classrooms are large but with no display facilities , 

on the walls; Hany of them are usually packed to the brim with as many .

as 50, children per room, using large heavy desks. Group activities, are
. . . . . T" - .

extremely difficult in; such conditions; school .or class trips are rare.-

It is unreasonable to suggest that children,from the high-cost 

and tiira"Oow-cd¥t schoblF have 'the same^e^efiehces, ji«^^ ... -

are taught the same .subjects. It will be shown in Chapter IV that the
*

majority of the unemployed primary school leavers' come from poor schools
-p.-. '

in the rural areas,'where the children do not benefit enough from the
y

p^sent primary,'scho'ol curriculinb.I

Secondary school cunricula vary from school type to school "E^pe. , 
Even thou^ there are a few high-cost secondary schools,^ there is little

>

difference between them curriculum-wise and some'of the best government 

maintained secondary schools that used to be predominantly African in,

'Qolonlal days'. The only important difference is between the academic
. . . . . . . . ;. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - ■ , . ■

and the practical type of secondary school's. A hea'vlly academic subject-'
' ' ' - ■ ■ ' ■ • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ''

• J

-■ N
*.•

%-

program has "been the rule in a^ government maintained and assisted
•rv*.-.- ■ ■ ' '

- schools and the private and *'Haranibee'* schools. An Incre^lng number 

pow offer bu^lne^s, industrial, commercial, vocational,'agricultural.
c

^ D. Sifuna, "Some Factors Affecting the Quality of Teaching
in the Primary Schools of Kenya." Education in Eastern Africa Journal. 
for the Regional Council for Education. 4V2 (1974), 215-222, for further 

;■ descriptions of school and teaching conditions in the rural schools in
^:';:,;;;kehya;'',,/-,y'v, .

5 ■ •

See the Ominde Report, Part II. pp. 13-20, for a discussion of 
the high-cost second^ schools.

(■

f
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?>■

and Home Science education. ,It has been planned to Introduce technical ; 

training In some secondary schools In Forms I and II. The polytechnics

• and secondary technical and industrial schools offer more practical than ■ 

academic subjects. With the Kenya Technical Teachers College (K.T.T.C.)

in full operation, one can.see a much more diversified subject program in

. .  ® years to come.' This may eventually lead
to a comprehensive secondary school system.^ Seconds^ schools have a

• very broad activities program, and have always offered 

guidance to the school leavers. The successful primary school leaver 

hah a very diversified secondary curriculum ahead of him or her. Courses 

in-agriculture, carpentry and other practical subjects need not be looked
Of

at as dead-end courses in primary schools any longer.^

Currlculim at the University of Nairobi and Kenysatta University

some career

■ ‘

-

i
• ..J.

i

"V* .Collegfe'ls diversified enough to offer university education to secoti^ry

school students who graduate from these varied backgrounds. Entry to'

■ university is open to students direct from Sixth Form classes, the Kenya 

Polytechnic, and from non-graduate teacher training institutions like J 

f Kenyatta University College Kenya Science Teachers College, Egerton-.
y - y ' ■ ■ ■ cV • - - / ■

College. Private candidates also enter- J^hrough the mature age program 

and other .private correspondence courses. They try to get a place in 

any one of the following degree courses; Agriculture, Arts, Science,

“v

• N

•<

\

F. F. Indire, "A^ Comprehensive High School Curriculum Proposal 
. fo? Reviewing and Revising the Program of Chavakali Secondary School, 
Maragoll, Kenya" (unpublished PhD dissertation, Indiana University, 1962), 
OTvlsaged such a development.

■

^The fear that agriculture in primal^ schools was regarded as a 
: dead-end course was expressed by Jon Moris in The Kerlcho Conference

Report. PP. 326-250. j

C
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Coimerce, Architecture, Engineering, Medicin^ Veterinary Science, 

Building Economics, Home Econonics, Design/Fine Art, Land Economics,

Law, and Education.

There are advanced diploma courses offered also in:

Nursing, Domestic Science, Art, Architecture/Design, Land Development,

Adult Education, Engineering, Diplomacy (Government), Public Health,

Meteorology, Journalism, and Urban"'and Regional Planning.^

The researcher has gone into this in some detail, so as to give

some background information with which to discuss the negative attitudes

that school pupils and parents in Kenya have towards practical subjects.'

It will be emphasized that unlike "the Colonial days when there

further training in practical skills beyond the primary school, there is

room^for moving up-to university level in most of the subjects offered

in schqols. The reasons for teaching practical subjects in primary

schools in Colonial days were partly, as the 1926 Education Report put it:

Just as handwork has been found useful in the" training of 
mentally'"defectlve children, so the most useful training which 
the African can receive in his present condition .is continued | 
contact with material processes.2

. . . . fc-

Advanced

was no

I

■ ' ^
r

X- Th^ point will'be dlscm'sed further In^ idiis. study. The government .•
- .

Intends to est-^lish a National Commission on Education Objectives and 

Policies, to evaluate the jiresent educational system, define a hew set 

- of educational goals, for- the second decade of Independence, and to

..."

- - . ^^^Republic_of Kenya, Development Plan, 1974-78. pp. 430-431; and
Republic-of Kenya, Ministry of Education Annual Report, 1974. pp. 28, 29.

-Kenya Colony and Protectorate, Education Department Annual 
Report, 1926 (Nairobi: Government Printer, 1927), p. 17.
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formulate' a progr^ of action to implement the goals.^

Non-formal Education in Kenya-

A description of the education system in Kenya would be'incom

plete, without the mention of the non-formal education opportunities open 

to school leavers. Formal training for primary leavers is now almost 

non-existent. ■ There is not much wage employment in the modem sector 

for a C.F.E. holder, and secondary schools do not absorb irast of them.

The only hope for many primary leavers is in self-employment in agricul

ture in the rural areas and in the informal sectors in urban and rural 

areas. Even if primary schools were able to offer all the vocational 

training needed for fhls kind- of employment, it might not be taken ser-
■t, ■ ,

ipusly and profitably by primary school children—young, "dependent and
• ' ' ' . ■ ■ ■ ■

uncommitted as they are. i Out-of—school non-rformal;'training comes to

them when "they are more desperate;- after failure to get a 30b for quite : 

some time, and when they haye acquired more adult outlooks and responsl- 

One would assume that they, would regard education at that 

* stage much more purposefully than they do while still at school. In this ■
... ’ ■ . - ■ fc

wsy, nqn—formal training helps extend the youth beyond the point where
■ . Co-.- - . ■ • ......

the schools have left them'.

I
I

. billties.

V''w

Non-formal education' is only briefly defined here for purposes 

. ' of this^ discussion^ as

. . . any organized educational activity outside the 
established formal system—whether operating separately 
or as an Important feature of some broader activity—that

Republic
of Kenya, Development Plan. 1974-78. p. 406.
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Is intended to serve identifiable learning clienteles 
and learning objectives.\

The institutions that will be discussed under this section 

quite formal in nature.
are

The non-formal aspect of them is that they do 

not fall under the hierarchically structured, chronologically graded

"educational system" running, from primary school through the university.2 

In most cases they are educational programs organized by. Ministries 

other than the Ministry of Education. They offer academic as well as

. vocational courses, but most of them emphasize the vocational

and skills for immediate application.

enough will be said about them to show their Importance to 

the primary school leaver. More Information is found in the 

and books that have hi&en written on this sector of education.^

The village polytechnics are probably the most important
i 1 '

for primary school leavers- Most of these are situated,deep in tKS rurhl 

areas and are opened as "Harambee” projects to equip youth with simple 

skills for carpentry, tailoring, bricklaying, and so forth. It will be 

sho^ in Chapter III that these are increasingly absorbing a large numbgjf

courses

many papers

ones

C .. - WlipH. • \
Coombs-ir-Roy-C, Prosser, and Manzoor Ahmed, New. Paths ' - 

to Learning, for Rural Children and Youth (NeW York:,, rntemational. Coiaicli 
for Educational Development, 1973), p. 11. -

-Ibid., p. 11.

y ■ Some of ther.books and papers dealing vd.th-this subject 
James R« Sheffield and Victor P. Dlejomaoh, Non—formal Education in 
African Development (New York; African-American Institute, 1972); The " 
CCK Survey, pp. A2-65; The Bessev Report, pp. 10-11, Chapter 6, pp. 63-80; 
Peter E. Klnyanjui, "Education,by Correspondence: The Kenyan Experience," 
in D. Court and D. P. Oial, eds.,

are:

Education,. Society and Development:
Hew Perspectives from Kenya (Nairobi: Oxford University Press, 1974), ' 
pp, . 27S-2.89; K. .J,..King, "Skill Acquisition in the Informal Sector of the 

I Economy," in D, Court and D.. P. ffiai, eds.. Education, Society and 
^ Development, ibid., pp. 291-309.

• t
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of primary school leavers. Similar to them are government supported

Youth Centers on which Kil,009,000 will be spent during the current Plan 
period.^

The Kenya National Youth Service'established in 1964, trains 

youth J.n^agriculture, carpentry., masonry and many other practical skills.

It admits youth at the ages of 18 to 20 years, and seems to have started

recruiting more heavily from secondaiy school leavers than from primary 

school. A similar multi-purpose program is that given, by the Correspon

dence Course Unit established in 1966 in the Institute of Adult Studies 
of the University of Nairobi.^ This gives well organized, well executed, 

popular correspondence courses to teachers in in-service courses and many 

other people. The courses lead to the C.P.E. and K.J.S.E. examinations. -

4K Clubs for primary schools and Young Farmers' Clubs for secon

dary students are also'an Important non-fprmal education’given while .

i » . f ''
pupils .are .still in school. The title of "4K Clubs" is "derived frpm-

'Kuungana'—to unite,' 'Kufanya'—to work, 'Kusaidia'—to help, Kenya. 

Each 4K Club or Young Farmers' Club, emphasizes certain, projects such as 

growing vegetables, fruit, cotton, groundnuts or chillies, or rearing

!

J.
pigs., poultry or rabbits.. One 19-year-old member in Kiambu District inJ;.'.

; 1964 "deceived KSh2,poo frbm the .sale of'tomatoes from his half-
pW ■ ■. . . ' . . . "

acre

There are also the Farmers Trainigg,Centers (F.T.C.'s) and

• V
Republic of Kenya, Development Plan, 1974-78. Part II, p. 275.
2 •
Kinyaajui, "Education by Correspondence; The Kenyan Experience," 

^The CCK Survey, p. 59.
. P- 275.

4,
Ibid., p. 59.
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f

‘Extension Services fqr rural farmers, the Chris'tian Rural Service 

grate like that ait Soy, -and the.Christian Industrial Training Center in 

Nairobi which offers a three-year course to artisans, who eventually may 
join the Kenya Polytechnic.^ ..L'

The non-^forinal activities create a varied and broad field of 

possibilities for the serious, interested and able primary school leaver."^ 

There is much hope for the unemployed primary school leaver who can 

afford to get into one of these programs—what David Court referred to 

as "a.shadow system of Education in Kenya," when he waS, writing about 

the'Vlilage Polytechnic Movement.^

pro-

\

-1 ’ . ?■
Sheffield and;,Diej.omaoh, Hon-formal Education fd African 

Development. p. 13.
I y

^ ^David Couiit, "Rilemmas of Development: j'THie Village Polytechnic 
Movement .as‘ a Shadow System of Education in, Kenya," Comparative Education 
Review.' 17; 3 (19 73) . 331-34P. •.

i
C AS*

iV/ r.„.
■c -

.. ■

/

^ .

i.-.
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Chapter III

REVIEW AND AN^YSIS

OF LITERATURE-----

Introduction

This chapter will examine in depth the four major pieces of 

empirical rese3rch that have been done, particularly in Kenya, on the 

problems- of unemployment of primary school leavers. These are by David 

Koff (1966), 'John Anderson (1966), ,.I(.ewia Brownsteln (1972), and Joyce L. . 

Moock (1972) . Ifhe -ifour empirical researches were preceded by a general 

survey on the problems'Of the primary school leavers In-Kenya carried. 

out by the joint woricing' party of the Youth -Department of the Chris_tlan .. 

Council of. Kenya' and the Christian Churches Educational Association (1966) ■ 

(the CCK Survey). The analysis is confined to the four empirical 

researches and excludes the CCK Survey, as it has been difficult to find 

the et^lrlcal base of the survey.

Similar empirical (fjeseafdh on the-problem of unemployment .of -•

, youth has been done in other parts of East Africa and'Africa. This' 

researcher has- looked at those b^Archibald C. Callaway (Nigeria, 1961), 

'Albert McQueen (Nigeria, 1963), Fred K.Kamoga (Uganda, 1963),.J. D.

Heljnai (Tanzania, 1966), and Tina Wallace (Uganda, 1972). Only cross - 

references will be made to these;,they will not be analyzed. The chapter 

wlir'begin'with a'Kief review of the literature, followed by an explan

ation and discussion of the analytical tool, the analysis, and a summary

/'
r

A.\

;

of the mijdr issusB
/
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Review of the Literature

The problems of unemployment of school leavers, primary and 

secondary, were not very pressing at the time of the UNESCO Conference 
of African States on the development of education in Africa, held in 
Addis AEa^irmiVl^ This W before Kenya achieved her independence.

Kenya's delegate to-the Conference^was W. D. Gregg, Permanent Secretary, 

Ministry' df Education and Director of Education. The greatest need then

... was to expand the curriculum at the second level in 
the direction of. more technical and"vocational education. T 
provide the skilled and semi-professional manpower essential 
for economic growth.

To V

primary education to be universal, compulsory.and 
free by 1980.

... that, primary education be given a practical bias and 
be sufficiently developed and expanded so as to cease to be a 
contributory cause of migration from rural areas to the towns

It-.is onlylthe mention of "migration frofe rural areas to the
towns" 'that' indicates

. - ---Tw.

some concern for the unemployed primary school ’ 

leaver,, but this was clearly not a very serious concern of the
Conference.

4
By 1964, a year after independence, the Kenya Education Connnis-

/'sioi^ chaired by Professor--Sime<w Omlnde.,^ expressed a strong concern.

about- unemployment of primary school leaverSC

The large numbers of children with a full: primary educa
tion, for whom neither wage^amlng employment nor further

■

J

UNESCO, Outline of, a Plan for African Educational Develonme^.' 
Conference of African States on the Development of Education In Africa
Addis Ababa, 15-25 May. 1961 (Addis Ababa; - - - - - - - - - - -

PP. 6, 9, 21.

Vw Kenya. Kenya Education Commission Report. Part I
(Nelrobi; Government Printer, 1964). - - - - - - -
Ominde RepoSt. 7 : '7

UNESCO, 1961).
^Ibld

Hereafter referred to as the.

/

V
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education ia available, is a nev phenomenon. Notuithshanding 
the decline and the. temporary reversal of^ the' increase' after - 
1965, large numbers will, from*now on^-continue to pour out . 
of the primary schools and these children, will,, it appears, 
remain without prospect of 'employment or further education 
until employment opportunities on the one hand and educational 
openings on the other hand,.have caught up with the primary 

.school outflow.1 ^ •

The UNESCO Conference shows that the creation of high level man-

power, and the skilled and semi-professional manpower, which were deemed 

essential for.economic growth,^ was the immediate focus for educational

and economic planners at the eve of Independence in development of Africa, 

some time secondary school and tertiary level leavers enjoyed

- ah employment boom. The positions„Jeft vacant by Europems and Aslms,

as Africans took over the running of government, were soon filled.

■ Secondary school leavers have increasingly spilled over“lpto jobs that ..

^ * i ^
had been, the domain of primary school graduates in the fifties and^arly

sixties. The Ominde Report was concerned with

. . . the growing tendency for the primary school, by ^
itself, -to constitute an insufficient jumping-bff point for 
many of the activities of modem life.

• ... for many-;kind8^.of.-technical training, the minimum
qualification for admission was the Cambridge School 

■\ Certificate and not K.P.E.3
• c^- ' . - •• ..'

Research, on the-problem of prlmafy-^hobl leavers in Kenya was 

slow to appear, even after it became clear that these youth were incfeas- 

. ihgly getting neither wage employment nor vocational training; ■

!

ri.  \

. ■ X-''

1•RepiAlic of Kenya, Kenya Education Commission Report. Part I, '
p. 137

^UNESCO. Outline of a Plan for African Educational Development
(1961). p. 6.

^The Ominde Report.-^i). 135.
N.B. 1. Cambridge School Certificate has been replaced by the 

— -East African' Certificate-of Education, done at Secondary level (see 
. Chapter ri, supra), . ■

o:

. 2.■ K.P.Ei is now the C.P.E. (see Chapter II, supra)
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Researchers in x)the’r'parts of Africa had started working on this problem 

much earlier than Kenya. Archibald C. Callaway did research oh school 
leavers in Nigeria in 1961.^

Roaming the streets [were].a few who left school three or - 
four years ago. For some of these there never [had] been a 
substantial period when their total earnings for odd days of 
casual labour or petty trading [had] covered costs of their 
shelter, food and clothing.^

Callaway came to the conclusion that unemployment for school 

leavers was simply the "inability of a school-leaver (after an experi-

He found out that:

mental period of, say, nine months) to earn enough shillings to 
costs of subsistence living."^

cover

This is quite an appropriate definition 

of unemployment as it applies to school leavers in Kenya even now in the'

late seventies, as' this study will show. He found that'fhe unemployed 

youth in Nigeria did not want to go back.to the rural areas, but after

several failures at getting a good job, they were' prepared to take-Tih

any job that had some benefits for them. Irrespective of whether it

"white-collar" or not. He criticized the Ashby Report'(on post-school

certificate and higher.education in Nigeria) and predicted that:

The emphasis on higher education in order to provide the - 
-Jiigh-levei, skilled manpower will tend to Induce grea^ter 
'Enthusiasm throughout'-'the education syst^, including primary ' 
schools. As' a result, more children will be at .schools, and , __
for longer periods.^ •

This'explains, at least in part, the great thirst for secondary 

education and the high rates of repetition in primary schools in Kenya.

was '

d •

^Archibald C. Callaway, "School Leavers in Nigeria," West Africa. 
2286 (March 25, 1961), 325; 2287 (April 1, 1961), 353; 2288 (April 8, 
1961), 371-372; 2289 (April 15, 1961), 409.

^Ibld., March 25, 1961, p. 325.
^Ihld.

4Ibid April 1, 1?61, p. 353.• *
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Albert McQueen (1963), -studying primary school leavers In Nigeria, 

to.the same .conclusions as Callavay.
came

He found that -"they [schoor leavers] 
are willing to scale down their aspirations when it appears that they 
cannot be realized."^

Fred K. Kamoga (1963) carried out research-on primary school 

■ leavers inBuganda, Teso, Toro, and West.Nile, in Uganda, and after 

tracing more tdian 640 of them from selected schools he found that they

• • • their best to get employment in the offices for
. several months, and if. they do not succeed, . . . . they become
sadly disillusioned and may take any . . . occupaltions.^

;j2;KanK3ga listed numerous occupations like:

attendants, shop assistants, casual laborers.

working at home, bar

storekeepers, attendants 

at petrol stations, house servants, ayas (nursemaids), fi^hrmen, dhobis

(launderors) and askarls'(guards), to mention only some ofll^m,

■^e .first survey. Of the problems of primary^school-leavers in^ 
Kenya was the CCK Survey in 1966.^ It brought out the first detailed 

data on the distribution of primary school leavers in various 

schooltog, training, employment or unemployment, after their examination. 

The O^nde Report had estimated that of the 103,000 Candidates who took 
th4 exaiknatlon at

• I

\
areas o£

the end of^.-..1964,'; about 65 percent would be
- ■ ■■" ■ ■■'v'

left

Albert McQueeur "Aspirations and-Eroblems of Nigerian School 
Leavers," Proceedings of the East African Institute of Social Research 
Conference (Kampala; June 1963). Part F, p. 7.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .,. . . . . 1..

Fred K. Kamoga, "Future oF primary Leavers “in Uganda," 
Proceedinga of the East African Institute of Social Research Conference 
(Kampala: EAISR, 1963), p. 10. ^ - - - - !:- - -

Christian Council of Kenya and Christian Churches Educational 
Association, After School What? Further Education. Tt;:.in-tng and 
Employment bf-Pfimary'Schobrrehveirs fNarfbBl^ mnlst^^^ of 
Division of Health Education, 1966). Hereafter referred to as The 

.-CCK Survey. ~

:■ ;'^V .
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unemployed witii no further education or-training of any klnd.^ IBut

the CCK Survey found this to be an overestimate, as Tbg fim-lnde Report 

had not allowed for those who repeated in primary school. The Survey

-found that 25 percent repeated Standard VII in 1965. Only 36 percent

and hot 65 percent. The Survey further found 

that out of the 1965 class who took the final examination 20.3 percent

. repeated, and 41.2 percent were unemployed.^ Only 27 percent of the-1965 

leayera were employed at the time of the Survey.^ Their findings showed 

a drop in the proportion of repeaters and an Increase in the proportion 

unemployed, oyer the period of the two years of the Survey.

The CCK Survey Introduced a new phenomenon. It found that with 

the deicrg#8ing age of the primary school leaver, the youth found them

selves -In a "gap" aftfer leaving the system,, in which they were too young 

for employment or training and without any skill to offer employers.

They thought that the average age of the youth who left school at the 

primary school level was 13 or 14 years. Since the minimum.age for urban 

^ Industrial employment, and even for entry into the Kenya National Youth

|ervlc^, is 16 years, the school, ^.eaver would hang around for two years
■ ■ ■ ■ ' L . - -in the "gap" before he warf.PTnp1nyflhlp. ThA'p-r'-tmary school eurricul'""

did not equip the leaver with employable' skills. The school leaver finds 

h^elf in a. "gap of skills" which "must be crossed [in order to] . . .

\

}

<

V

commend himself to an employer ih the modem sector—or indeed [if he]4 

wishes to undertake the responsibilities of a modem farmer."^

Se Ominde Report, Table V, p. 135.
^The CCK Survey, Tables C and E, pp, 16 and 19.

Wd., ^Ibid'.
p. 20.

- . [
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, - One of the most important.recommendations made by the Survey 

that if the primary school could not offer prevocational education, there 

was a need to provide on as wide a scale as possible, varied forms of

or second level training. The strengthening and spread of ' 

the ViUage.^Polytechnics and activities like 4K Clubs was strongly recom

mended. (These were discussed in Chapter II.)

was

^ has been shown in the Background and Significance of the Study 

in Chapter I, the CCK Survey report stimulated much concern and research 

into tile plight of the primary school leavers in Kenya, 

already been made to the Kerlcho Conference (1966), the National Assembly's 

Select Committee on Unemplojrment (1970), The ILO Report (1972), The

Reference has-

s
Bessey Report (1972). the. Sessional Paper Number Ten, on Employment (1973), 

and the -development Plan (1974-78). These have
!

raided Issues' Concerning 

l^e unemployed primary school leavers .which need verification by reaearchT'

Some of the issues may be summarized, as:
I

*
The fact that the C.P.E. examination is terminal for the1,

.... majority of primary ^school students.

,2. The curriculum should be geared to the terminal“students who ^
■ N, / ....

- are-the-majerlty ra^.r than to the few-who-^o=;^to-8ecendary-scho<ar;—

•3. The-academic curriculum makes the school leaver dislike 

manual work and remaining in the rural areas.

———4 . There are large hu^ers of youth f locking into the cities
•“ ’ .

eyery year in quest for wage employment.

The Development Plan, 1974-78 sums up some of the Issues as 

f6ll6w3:- ''ppe dimension of this situation is the appearance, 

increasing mmfcers, of^ whom the formal educational system

■<:

•i

in ever-

opt equipped skills ^and qualities required by the economy.'. . .
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.AThe proportions of the’'school-leaver'problem are growing. . . 

Select Committee on Unemployment adds that:

The

"In Kenya's context, however, 

the school curricula are such that they do not provide the school-leavers

with immediately applicable skills after leaving school,"^

David R. Koff (1966) was one of the earliest empirical researchers 

to look for the real factors underlying unemployment of primary school 
leavers in Kenya.^ In a survey covering the whole of Kenya, he sent out 

questionnaires to Standard VII pupils in 33 primary schools randomly 

selected from every co.unty in Kenya. The purpose of his slTudy was to 

find out pupils' career aspirations and their attitudes toward the world' 

of work. His research will be analyzed in a later part of this chapter. 

Briefly, he found that there was a need for equating farming with other

skilled and literate occupations like clerical, technical ani^ managerial * 

jobs. -He s-uggested that school syllabi and textboolts should be changed 

to incorporate these ideas, 

upgraded in the primary school syllabus.^

sive effort be made to inform pupils of the occupational realities which 
face primary school leavers.^

-'John Anderson (1966^Warrled out research in the densely populated-”'^''
' ■V'" . ^

The position of agriculture needed to be

He recommended that an inten-

• v. ^

4=

^Republic of Kenya, Development Plan, 1974-1978, Part I (Nairobi: 
Government Printer, 1974), pp. 404-405.

*2 ' ' - "
Republic of Kenya-, Report of the Select Committee on-Unemploy-. 

ment—National Assembly (Nairobi: XJovemment Printer, 1970), p. 3.

David R. Koff, "Education and Employment:
Kenya Primary Pupils," in J. R. Sheffield, ed.. Education Employment and 
Rural Development (The Kericho Report) (Nairobi: East African Publishing 
House, 1967), pp. 390-412.

J ^Ibid., p. 411

Perspectives of

^Ibid., p. 412.
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regions'Of Kiaabu.and Nyeri.^ veil as finding out by questionnaires ’ ~

the jobVaspirations of Standard VII pupils in a few.schools, he traced ^ 

and even stayed with and curved some school leavers in the Wo districts. r 

He tried to find.out what the unemployed adoleseent'youth did at home.

The majority of the unemployed in his sample did not go to town but 

stayed at home,^ere they were engaged in-numerous menial, low paying 

■ . and irregul-ar jobs. He suggested that there be provision of meaningful 

occupations for the leavers, for theirs was mainly an economic problem.

Lewis Brownstein (1965-67)^ traced a sample'consisting of 834 ’ ^
■. . , ■ ' '

candidates fo^r the C.P.E. examination in 1964^ over a "period of two 

- years, 1965. .through , 1967, to find out'where each schpol ..leaver went to.

and what they were doing The study was done in 21 schools selected 

; from fbur districts jin Kpnya, namely Kericho, Embp', .Central"N.yanza 

(which i‘S how SlayS and KisuiBU (see Map of- Kehyai Appendix A)v and Kitui,

, His findings were similar to Anderson's even though he came out with 

different recommendations. He suggested two different Systems of secon

dary education: one to be urban oriented and the other rural oriented,

v:'

'i

TT • ,. .

I

■ ■-r.

■ yihe lii^ah oriented sec6nd'ary sch<^ol would continue offering-the present

while the ruralxoriented. secondai^ s,chQols_,.. 

would- offer jiist "better than average liberal education," a program to

the student generally with the problems of rural development," "

'-v-

. V ^John Anderson, "The Adolescent in the’ltural Comniunity," in 
Sheffield, ed.. Educations Employment and Rural Development, pp. 413-430.

-'3
Lewis BrownSteln, Education and Development in Rural Kenya: 

, A Study :of Primary School Graduates (New York: Praeger Publishers,
1972).
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and "to train each student for a specific occupation."^ It is difficult 

to see.hov Brownsteln made this his major recommendation while his study 

concentrated on primary and not secondary school leavers, 

istic and completely unrelated to his findings. This is one of the 

reasons why this investigator plans to analyze the researches Instead of 

merely going by the recommendations and conclusions made by past 

, researchers-.

It is unreal-

Joyce Lewlnger Moock (1972) lived among the Maragoll people of 

Soiitbr Maragoli in Kakamega District in Western-Province for two years 

and analyzed the educational needs of the community in terms of its 

changing socioeconomic patterns.^ She also tried to find out how attir 

tudes towards the school system .have their roots in the society. She 

studied 139 .Standarc^- Vll'leavers from three primary .schools'to find out 

their emplp3nnent expectations, family backgrounds and the way they went . 

about getting employment after leaving school. Only 21 percent of the 

sample she studied actually left the education system to seek employment.

- y The larger proportion either repeated Standard VII (50 percent) or joineS^-
' - - 3 fc-'
secondary schooT'''(24 percent). , ^The larger-part of the unemployed seek

Cw- ■ . < -.1 ' • 'V' ' -

wage employment in towns of varying sizes, since there is not enough, land. 
at home for them to be occupied.^ This is the densely populated area

i
1

• .->•

^rownstein. Education and Development in Rural Kenya; A-Study 
of Primary School Graduates, p. 17.2.

^Joyce L. Moock, "Pragmatism and The Primary School: The Case 
of a Non-Rurai Village," in D. Court and D. P. Ghai, eds.. Education. 
Society and Development: New Perspectives from Kenya (Nairobi: Oxford 
University Press, 19W), Chapter s, pp. 105-122.

^Ibid., Table 5.2, p.* 117.

’Ibid., p. 121. ;

"
4
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refgrred to in Chapter II. The jpb preferences given by the pupils

seemed more related to the general^ aspirations of the community than to

the .subjects taught in school. Mooch came to another conclusion: that

vocational training as an alternative to secondary education would be

acceptable to the community and.school leavers in South Maragoll, so

long as it is of good quality and guarantees employment.^

In Tanzania, J.D. Heljnen (1966)^ administered a job preference 
3

teat to Standard VIII pupils in tt^anza to find ^gut their job preferences. 

Pupils in Sukumaland, where he did the research, had adjusted their 

expectations to the new situation in which they no longer commanded a

scarcity value, and as a result they were little inclined to migrate to 
the big cities.^ Their attitude towards farming was as negative as was 

that of/the whole com^niby to farming. Attempts to change bhe schoolc
leavers'-attitudes must, therefore, be directed to the -village community'’-- 

as a whole. Heljnen did not tdiink changing the curriculum alone was 

likely to yield the required results.

Tina Wallace’s (1972) research has already been referred to ih

She-followed up some young and apparently unemployed p’hople^Chapter I.^
>1 • \

Co
}

N
^oock, "Pragnatlsm and The Primary School: The Case of a Non 

Rural Village,"'p. 122.
2
J. D.. Heljnen, "Results of a Job Preference Test Administered 

to'Pupils of Standard VIII, Kwanza', Tanzania," in Sheffield, ed.. 
Education. Emplo-yment and Rural Development (The Kerlcho Report),

. pp. 431-443.
^Standard VIII was the top class in primary education in 1966. 

It is now Standard VII, as in all East African countries.
• heljnen, "Results of a Job Preference Test Administered to 

Pupils of Standard VIII, Mwanza, Tanzania," p. 440.
^Tina Wallace, "Young and Unemployed—Who is and What does .it 

Mean?" East Africa Journal. 9:il^l972), 18-24.
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in the-vicinity of Kampala in Uganda, to find out exactly what they

doing and what it meant to be unemployed. She found that the youth were

hot permanently unemployed at all:

None of the boys who were unemployed in 1970, were unem
ployed in 1971. ; . . Though the proportions of youth who are 
unemployed may stay constant, the personnel occupying this, 
position are constantly changing. . . . problems of long-term 
unemployment may, therefore, not be as great as it appears.

For many of the girls it is a voluntary position—they - 
have never'had a job and do not want one.^

Wallace charged that there was unnecessary focus and attention

on.the problem of tmemployed school leavers, who in her opinion, were

not ill as bad a situation as the vast majority of the illiterate youth

that were unemployed. This conclusion was probably prompted by the ease

with which most girls in her case studies took their situation.

the boys/ too,, were qu:f.te comfortable continuing to ^tay with'thelr
' > ■ - . A-' _

parents while they picked and dropped jobs at will, intending to settle T 

down later when they were in their twenties.7

The genera^l literature survey shows that the researchers clarify 

;,^one or two Issues referred to earlier in the chapter: (1) The numbers of 

stydents-^who leave the education system after, the C.P.E. examination ate

smaller than has been thought. (2) Those who are' unempj^oyed stay in the _ _ '

rural areas and hot in towns. (3) The school leavers do not refuse to do 

manual work or farming, and when faced with the real situation of 

ployment they engage in many slm'pld jobs. (4) Unemployment is'not a 

permanent feature; in some cases it is voluntary or accepted without 

■ blttemess. These issues will become even clearer after the analysis.

were

Some of
i

I

unem-

/ ; Wallace, "Yoimg and Itaemployed—Who is and What does it Mean?",

ibld., p. 21.{ ■
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' I'-
for some' researchers seem to come to" conclusions that ai» unrelated to . 

the findings of their research-.
* ' • 

Wherever conclusions have been'made concerning curriculum, they

have not been baaed on any analysis or serious examination of.what really

: goes on-in- the^schools. None of the research-

studied the priTaary school curriculum per se. The current research

intMds to analyze some of the-research to determine the actual findings

that could be related to curriculum Issues. It will also analyze the

current p-rlmary school syllabus to see whether or not it takes care of

reviewed above has

the main Issues raised by researchers. It is only then that,we may, 

hopefiaiy, arrive at a basis upon which to criticize the primary school 

curriculum.■ >

•* 1
/■

‘‘^alysls of the Literature "> -s

:
. The Analytical Tool •

Each of the four studies by Koff, Anderson, Broirasteln and Moock 

^11 be examined by means of four broad questions concerning school'

leavers*-.(1) career., motivation, (2) career orientation, (3) career explor-
..... . . . '•
atibn, an^ (4) career preparati'bhJ A' fifth question will find .out what" 

the researchers reveal about (5) the proportion of school leavers that 

are unemployed. The five questions will constitute the analytical tool.

For career motivation, we will find out: (a) if'there w.es. any indica- 

tion that the youth were motivated for the world of work while at school; . ' 

(b) what attitudes towards work did their expectations reveal; (c) did 

they show any^^^ to join the labor market at the end of primary edu

cation; (d) for those who were already out, how much Interest and self- 

i^^^^ show in their, occupations; (e) what further outlook

-

• \
.. --V.., • ■

_•
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did they have In their future life^ and (f) were they unable to work 

becauae of their young age.

The orientation element will be arrived at by finding out;

(a) If the youth knew what job opportunities existed in the labor market 

for people of their level of education; (b) did they know of these from 

the school or from the community outside school; (c) how did those 

already out of the system find the j6bs~they had tried out. .'

On career exploration, the questions will find out if Standard

VII pupils revealed: (a) an understanding of the requirements and nature

of the jobs they aspired to do; (b) what jobs had been done by those
\ _ *■

already out of school; (c) what remuneration did they get from the jobs; 

(d) how many had tried self-employment; and (e) how much effort had the
!

’unemploye4 ones made to'-find- a job;
i

For..career preparation, questions will center on: (a) whether 

not any jobs were dropped due to lack of appropriate skill or. knowledge^

!■

or

(b) did the leavers try jobs which required high technical" skills and 

^^knowledge; and (c) how did they acquire skills for the more technical ' 

job^. ■ fc

• \
Co ;

The Rationale for the'Tool

It has been argued in Chapter I that all pupils in the primary 

school sy3tem..wlll end. up. in the world of work at some point. Part of 

the aim of their education is to prepare them for this world. The tool"’ 

used in this analysis is based on the assumption that people facing the 

world of work need to be made aware of and motivated for it. They need 

to be informed of employment opportunities open to them, be given a 

nhfflice to explore some of the occupations they are likely to engage in.

>
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and be equipped with at-least the basic pre-vocational skills and knowl

edge which will enable them to profit from further vocational, profes

sional and technical training,^ arid to learn faster in on-the-job training 

situations. It must be emphasized that this, in itself, will not neces

sarily change attitudes, nor will it guarantee employment. But at least 

a complete curriculum can allow for the elements, and leave it t,o,.the 

learner to use them as he may choose within different situations.

Career Motivation, Orientation, Exploration and Preparation are 

elements that have been used in career education programs in some states 

in the'JJnited States of America, as has been explained in Chapter I. In 

this chapter, these factors are used only as an analytical tool. This 

should not be seen as-an indication that the researcher-wants to intro

duce career education in-Kenya's primary schools . It is assumed that , t . 

the four elemenifs constitute a comprehensive list of questions that could ■- 

be asked of any program to detect the presence of vocational aspects or 

ingredients^ The four elements appear mutually exclusive, enough.

For a complete picture, the question of how many school leavers 

.. ape.unemployed should be added to the above four elements. ^Jhis is

Utendei tojighli^t the ma^ltud^ of the problem of unemployed school ' 

leavers'. It is felt that none of the other four questions specifically 

addresses Itself to this point.

y

The Analysis

.David,Koff's research covered all the Provinces of Kenya. His

sample consisted of all Standard VII pupils in 33 primary schools selected 

randomly from lists of schools in each county. - The counties chosen in the

.-san^le contained 95 percent of the primary schools entering pupils for the
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1966 Kenya Preliminary Examination, llie equivalent of the present C.P.E. 

This was a predominantly rural sample, but two schools In urban Nairobi 

were selected to bring In the urban side. The study was by means of 

questionnaires designed to find out pupils' occupational aspirations, 

their attitudes toward farming as an activity In Itself and as a possible 

career for them as Individuals, and the alternatives they saw-for them

selves after they left school. In other words, what were their percep

tions of the world awaiting them beyond the classroom?

On Career Motivation, Koff found that:

't. Pupils were aware of the world of work while at school.
\ • _ •

They saw education as aimed at preparing them for the world of work, but
••s •

this was for a world of work to be entered after secondary and higher

Of his sample, 81 percent hop^d to goeducation and not after primary, 

to secondary..school;

2. The pupils saw,the aim of education for Intellectual develop

ment as only secondary to preparation for work.

3. Their motive for work was prompted by the need to help them- 

selveh and their fanilies. The need to help the nation-was only secondary..
- .3

-j.

■ \
Cc

A. -Attitudes to agriculture were negative'among rural pupils.

but they all recognized the importance of farming as a stable and well- . 

paying occupation. The urban pupils had more positive attitudes to 

farming. They appreciated its intellectual demands.

5. Pupils from rural areas in Western Province, Rift Valley and 

Nyanza had better attitudes to farming than those from the other provinces. 

Koff found that these provinces practiced progressive farming and had 

some Imd for. expansion. Pupils from the Coast Province had the most

■> , ■
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negative.attitudes tovard faming. Many of them saw farming as good 

only "for the uneducated," and It was seen as only "digging."^

6. Xhe jobs mostly preferred on the'average were clerk, secre

tary, teacher, agricultural officer, mechanic and famer, respectively. 

The urban pupils chose "engineer" as their second highest in preference. 

Technical/Professional had first, second or third preference in Western 

Province, Rift Valley, Eastern, and Nyanza Provinces.

On Career Orientation, the analysis revealed that:

r. The'pupils knew ther Jobs avaliable on the market at that 

time (196"6). Clerical work, teaching, mechanic, nurse, were the jobs 

indicated in their preferences.

2. Koff found a lack of pessimism among school pupils about

their post;rpriiiiary prospects- 

orientatlon .while at school.

For Career Exploration the following information emerged:

This may be due to lack of care^

■

1. The pupils we're aware of the simplicity of the jobs

available for them.

He would be one of the unfortunate bpys. and therefore'he 
flsho^d take farming as the main\job because it does not need 

highly educated people qnly.^ '

■f ...

Some were not clear how to go about finding a job.2.

3. The urban pupils reflected a lack of experience in farming. * 

They seemed to see it only from their learning about it’ln subjects like

^avld R. Koff, "Education and Employment: Perspectives of Kenya 
Primary Pupils," in J. R. Sheffield, edi, Education. Employment and 

• Rural Development (Nairobi; East African Publishing House, 1967)., p. 404.
•>

^Ibid., p. 409.
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geography. Koff found that to urban pupils, farming is only regarded as 

a supplementary- source of Income "through which educated, non-agricultural 
workers can supplement their incomes."^ . " -

John Anderson did his research in Riambu and Nyeri Districts. 

These are soma of the most densely populated regions in Kenya, and given 

land, progressive farming is practiced. He gave a questionnaire to 

Standard VII pupils in three schools from each of the Districts to test 

their employment aspirations, knowledge of the educational and employment 

structure of the country, and the type of work they expected to do when
\l-i\ ■' >

they left school.\ He then traced a group of 201 male school leavers in

Tetu location of Nyeri, .who had done their examination in 1964 to find

out the activities they were engaged in. He traced another_19 Standard

VII leavers (1964) from Thogoto School in Riambu District, and actually

lived with .some of these, meeting them at the "Thogoto Young Adults'
Education Club"^ which he helped to set up for giving further education

to ths unemployed school leavers. His report gives a very detailed

"Account of what the unemployed adolescent boy does in the rural area.
■ ■ . . - . ‘■ 

ri The analysis revealed the following information on Career

Motivation:

(

i

1. The majority wanted to go on with further education and

training after the C.E.E. ' “

2. .Preferencea for jobs were: . clerk, teacher, driver, mechanic,--

engineer, respe'ctlvely for boys; nursing, teaching, and

iRoff, "Educatlbh and Emplojnient: Perspectives of Kenya Primary
Pupils," p. 404.

• ^ ^John Mderson, "The Adolescent in the Rural Copnunity," in
. Sheffield, ed., Education, Employment and Rural Development, p. 424. ■
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secretarial work for girls. Reasons given for preferences for clerk and 

teacher were that they were not physically strenuous jobs, and they were 

suitable for the little education Che pupils had.

3. Farming was popular in Klambaa in Nyerl District, where there 

is a thriving . market gardening business and 4K Clubs’.

A. If they failed to get into secondary, training or repeat,

73-percent of boys and 75 percent of girls wanted to stay at home "whilst 

doing further studies" or "applying for a vacancy.

^ Whe& the" uSCTplbyed ones“were- asked—for- their-greatest-wish 7

if some l^lp were forthcoming, 7 out of 12 wanted to go on with further
_ ... \ '

education. Four out of 12 would buy land in the settlement schemes.
... '• ! , ..-A.

6. The average age of the unemployed ones was 17 to 20 years.

7../' The jobs preferred most were those with educational!’: and- 

promotional .ppportunitlesV 

' ^ For Career Orientation:

1. The pupils' preferences reflected an awarenehb bf. the jobs 

—^hat-were still available for primary school leavers in 1966. They were 

- the same .as those shown in Koff's study.

>

nl

..
J

s

«v..

•• \
2. Advice on obtaining employment is scuight urgently, from 

'parents, relations and friends who are employed.

. , !'3. . "They also seek general advice from teachers and local 

administrative officials.
..... ' . ■ ■

;.  On Career Exploration the analysis showed;

1. The jobs done were police constable, casual labor (harvesting.

..2

•!

•>
/

II ;
Ander8onj_The_Adolescent-in the Rural Community," p. 419. (

' ^Ibld.v p. 419.
L. ...

..V:
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digging, planting maize, gardener, thatching houses and chicken pens); 

odd jobs like selling and buying cattle at the local maricet, mending - 

cattle kraals, digging pit latrines, work in bars, shops and hotels in 

nearby towns.

2.,- The average salary in rural areas was K.Sh,l/50 to K,Sh.3/50

per day.
? •

3. One boy got K.Sh.y/SQj^a day a_t Kibera in Nairobi City.

4. Two boys kept rabbits and hens.

The jobs of engineer and mechanic were both assumed to

involve motor maintenance.

On Career^'Preparation the following points emerged: ■

1. .The majority- of the sample at Thogoto were K.P.E..-.fallures. 

2., The jobs that were tried did not seem to requireillgh
f .

technical skills.

5

> \
1

On the Proportion of Unemployed out of the education system, the 

following information was found:

1. Thirty-two percent of the sample were unemployed—23.5 per-
.*0

cent were at home, and 8.5 percent away from home.

2j3 Nine percent were ^ployle^.

3. Thirty-six'percent repeated Standard^'vil in 1964; 15.5 

cent were still repeating in 1966.

'4.-

;

per- ■

Of the 1964 class, approximately 42 percent yere in secondary

school in May. 1966.
'ir

Lewis Brownstein researched 834 primary school leavers who had
•> done the K.P.E. in 1964. He traced them from 1965 through 1967 to findt

out-where they went and what they were doing. They were from 21 schools
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selected from four districts in Kenya: -namely, Kericho, Embu, Kltul and 

Central Nyanza. He also collected information, by means'of questionnaires, 

on the backgrounds of the leavers in terms of home:?and districts from

which they came. In his sample of districts, Kericho and Embu were rela

tively richer agriculturally than Central Nyanza and Kltui. His ques

tionnaires tested the most exhaustive number of variables, as compared

to those tested by the other researchers...

For Career Motivation the analysis found the following;

.1. Students were highly motivated for entry into the secondary 

school and not for work at the primary school level.

2. They 'did not feel willing or, able to leave school until they 

were 17 or 18 years old-;
■>

3. ' When hope of gaining entry to a secondary schoolp ^^aining 

and repeating.failed; tliey wanted to get into paid jots first, and the^, 

settle on the land later... .

4. Resifect for modem farming and positive attitudes towards 

farming were higher in Embu and Kericho than in Central Nyanza and.Kltui.

On Career Orientation the following information was found; 

li Those already out cd.f the''.system were fully aware of the type 

of jobs available at their level of education.

2. They knew about jobs through their own Inltlat-lve, mass media 

advertisements, friends and relatives, in that order of.-ranking.

3. When asked'-about whom they thought could iielp^jhem most in 

getting a job, they said no-one, relatives, and then teachers and 

headmasters, respectively.

. For Career Exploration the analysis revealed that:

■*%

■ .-A

•t-

/
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1. Most of the boys who were on wage-employment were living away ' • 

c?from home. The jobs done were clerks, unskilled laborers, policemen, 

untrained teachers, army..men, apprentices, housebpys, prison guards^,^ 

shopkeepers. General Service Unit men,, office messengers, agricultural 

laborers, hospital dresser, court prosecutor, and agricultural assistant.

2, Only 28.2 percent of the boys bn wage-employment lived at 

home. They were employed in fewer jobs than those living away from-home.

^ ' ,3. Most of the girls (13 out of 21) who were on wage-employment

■at_hQme_and_Qnly__a„3mall„numb.eE_ lived away from home. The girls_ _ _ _

were employed as nursery school teachers, untrained teachers, trained 

teachers, unskilled laborers, clerk, home crafts teacher, and' as enrolled • 

nurses, barmaids and community development officer. -

5. The unemployed ones had tried most of the jobs mentioned ■ -
. i' ; ' ' , . / . ■ ■

above, and los.t them;' For jo’bs like untrained teachef-,' they had just —

r ' been dismissed“probabl^^^ school certificate people.

6. One boy had been employed as .a laboratory assistant at 

-------:K-rShT300-7per-monthv but was dropped when it became clear that he was

Xl.V£d

-V

I

not qualified for the.job. &

C . .- 'V7r^ Twenty out of 30 who. were'„employed eam'ed less than K.Sh.lSP -
■ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■ ^

per month. Therlowest paid earned K,Sh.60 a month. Eight out of 30 ''' 

earned K.Sh.120 -189 a month. Only 2 out of 30 (including the

Laboratory'Assistant)’earned more than K.Sh. 190.

8, Some of the boys who were at home grew an^^sold their own 

- crops. This was in Kericho and Embu. . Only four boys had been given 

their own separate plots for farming.

;,'7V''';“7'7:r;-;':'For-_eaireerrv:hreparation:. . . . . . .  ..... .. . . . . . .

.y
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1. There was no lack of skill or knowledge for jobs attempted’.

except for the odd laboratory assistant/-

2v The unemployed ones had lost Jofes through ^ust being laid• --

off.

The analysis revealed the following on Proportions of Leavers;

Iv. By 1967., only 4.7 percent were unemployed and away from home.

Those irho were unemployed iid living at home were 21.3 percent, 

3. Out of the group that left school in 1964', 53 of the original 

_..834„were employed ln..l965., 1.Q.8, in 196.6..-and. 156 . (18.7.par cant)_ in J96i _

2.

. 4.'-ijBy'1967, 45.1 percent of the^-origlnal cohort of 834 had 

gained places in secondary schools and training.

5. In 1965, 36.1'-percent of 834 were repeaters, 16,3 percent in 

1966, and 7.9 percent were st'ill repeating in 1967.{
rI

I

-.
Joyce L-.^ Moock studied 139-Standard VII leavers from three 

primary , schools in South'Mara'gOli in Kakamega, Western Province, -She”

t

administered questionnaires to the pupils while they were still at

■school and then followed them.for almost two years after examination to
., . ■ .

fihd'o^t wh'ej’e they went and what they were doing,'- By means of question- 

naires and anthropological field techniques, she ajso studied 159 house7 

•t, - holds within the coriimunity where th.e* pupils lived. Her research reveals 

< more about community attitudes toward and- influence upon the primary
. s.

•Vschool education than all the other research.

For Career Motivation the analysis revealed.that:

1. School leavers were aware of and sensitive to the changes

taking place in the world of work. Job expectationsrrevealed more
f

choices of mechanic, carpenter and driver than teacher and clerk.
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2. The strongest motivation was for going to secondary school, even

tfiou^~dnly~airoutT60 isercent-expec:ted-to-pass- the-e.-PvE";-fexamination -wellV -

3. The community held prayers in church for pupils to pass, their

C.P.E. examinatioii. They urged'schools to put more stress on teaching 

the examinable academic subjects seriously so as to ensure ..their children 

a place in secondary school. - - - - - -

4. The pupils, like their parents..,, liked wage employment, but

they wished to go into it after secondary education.- Wage employtnerit 

womd enable them to get and settle down at home,-not

in towns.\-

■5. The scliool leavers in Moock's„sample were more than 17 years 

old on the average.

On Career Orientation the analysis found that: 
r ' . •> .
• . { , f' ■ '

1. There-was little career orientation during‘the last two 

years of primary school. Emphasis seemed to be on cramming.for examina

tions, and a virtual, negligence of the practical subjects.

2. _ The only placement service offered primary school- leavers 
. - ■ ' ■ ■ . .. ...

was the fl-lling out of a preference list of secondary schools before

taklnr the..^amlnation.
. ■ '' , - ■ ‘--r-"' • , - .

_ 3. Pupils in the South Maragoli sample were well informed of

job opportunities. and even the hazards gone through by Job-seekers' in 

towns..- ..■ . .. -

f

/

' NC.;.

4. Informatloh about jobs was from the community, peers and 

relatives rather than from school..

For Career Exploration the analysis revealed the following-points; 

^ in simple jobs found in the

locality, chmces were that they had observed people at work in the jobs
■t;

■

>
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or even had first hand experience themselves.

2.-Moock records that Maragoli school leavers,fan out into all - 

directions in search of wage employment. They did not go to large cities ■ 

' only.--Twenty-eight percent of boys and 24 percent of girls wanted to

—-lookJfor jpbs within a 25 mile radius from home. Unfortunately 'she did

*’• not follow the school leavers sufficiently enough to prove this- point.

She only found that 19 percent who were unemployed were still idle at

home almost a year after examination.

'19T)ercent were actrally doing^at hom^^

Or,£areer Preparation, the following information was found:

1. The job's available for the le^ayers did not require much

technical skill or knowledge, and the pupils knew it.

1 would like this job because ... a Standard VII pupil., 
has no jgood English t,6 speak but a mechanic can use-Kiswahili 

' or simple English.! C'_
Anyone.chn do this job of .carpenter, even if you don't go

""to school.2 ■ . ■ ■

■2t— Those^ho—learhed me ch an ics j di d it th rough appren ti cash ips. 

Two of the^employed were working as-apprentices in a garage.
-•..-a;., ...

She did not even find out what the

> i '
I

:

^ i-- • _

■!,

The proportion who left 'the system were as follows:■31a:
1. jTwenty-four percent ©f. the 'total joined secondary 

and 50 percent-fepeated Standard VII. .This means that 74 percent of the ''—"" 

sample were still in the education system.

2. •■■•Only 2 percent were employed one year after examinationv ■

3; . Nineteen percent were just staying at home.’^

schools ... '

•a •

4°y‘=6 i^r M°°ck,"Pfagmatism arid The Primary School: The Case 
: ■ of a Non-Rural Village,;"; in D. Court and D. P. Ghal, edsi. Education.- - 
" • ■ Society and-Cevelopment: New Perspectives 'from Kenya (Nairobi; Oxford ■ 

, : University Press, 1974),-p. 119. —
. ^Ibid., p. 119.,

/
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?ive percent entered vocational training; one youth went to 

a government funded technical school, four went to unfunded onee, and 

two were apprentice mechanics.

Summary of. Findings

The foregoing,is the detailed analysis of the four empirical 

studies. It .shows the points found in answer'to the questions listed 

under each career element on pages 72-73 in this study. To facilitate 

the-reading-of-the-detai-led-analysis the information of findlngs^on

Career Motivation, Career Orientation, Career Exploration and Career
' '■■■ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■ \

Preparation is summarized in Table 7. "

The information on the average age of school leavers, even 

though appear!!^ under Career Motivation in the detailed Malysis,' &as - 

been categorized.a'S-"Other Information" snd shown in Table 7.“".

The table shows the amount of stress that has been given by the 

various researchers on every Important aspect of career element^ both 

in the text o‘f their research and in the detailed analysis.

The Informationvon the proportions of"^he-various categorizes 

; into which the primary school leavers are dis.£ribute4 ^after the exami- » 

nation, is shown in Table 8. Only the information from the research of ■ 

.Anderson, .Brownstein, and Moock is shown.-- T^re was no information on

this from David Koff’s research since he only found out about occupational
' ■ ■ ■ V ■

preferences of Standard VII pupils, and did not study unemployed school 

leavers.

/•

5

>•

T'

/
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Table 7 -

Summary of.^Flndlngo

. Ko££('66) Anderson(*66) BrowEisceln(*67) Moock(*72)CABEER. ELEKEHT

■ Motivation

1. Strong desire for secondary.
2. Motivation for vo^ after 

secondary«
3. Strong motivation for wage 

raploymenty
4. Recognition of farming as 

good career.
5. Negative attitudes to farming.
"6T~Positive~attitudea-to nodem --

.faming.
7i PreferMce for clerk, teacher, 

nurse, etc.
8. Preference for mechanic, driver.
9. Strong community pressure for 

wage jobs.
Orientation

1. Good knowledge of Job 
..opportunities.

2. little career orientation In'
school. i

3. Strong coomiunitj^ career 
. orientation.‘

------- 4.“Per8OTal-inltlatlve in -career
orientation..

Exploration --

1. Exploration done out of school.
2. Vage employment foimd^^ town.

. 3. Unemployed stayed at home.
, . Employment in permanent jobs.

5. Efforts at self-employment.
Preparation

> 1. For emplc^ent In slmple-sklll 
jobs '

2. Ppr eoployrent in high- . 
knowledge jobs.

Other Information
1. AmrageJage more than 17 yrs.

zxx XXX

XXX XXX XXX

X X - ZXX; XXX

XX XX XX
X 'XX X

XXX XX XX

XXX XX X
X J X XXX

X X XX

{ XX xz XXX
1

«<• ■

'X X XXX

XXX XXX
J

- X- - — XX.

X
XXX

xzx
z

. aoc zx
-j'..

C. . .

• \
- CvV-

z ' r-

Notes; >x» indicates very strong stress on element, 
xz Indicates .some stress on element.
X' indicates mention of elewnt but not stressed. 
- ' indicates no finding recorded on element./:....

/

I
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Table 8 .

Distribution of Leavers - 
after Examinations 

(Summary)

L

Anderson Brownstein Hoock > ;

• n = 834 n = 139 = ■ ; '■>.
Students

' n = 203

84 (41.5)^ 376 (45.1)Number who joined secondary 33 (24.0)

Number repeating Standard VII 32 (15.5) 66 ( 7.9) 70 (50‘.0)

Number employed 18 ( 9.0) 156 (18.7) 3 ( 2.0)

Number In-vocational 
training‘s

Number unemployed at home

Number unemployed away 
from home

0 0 7 (:5.0) , 

26 (19.0)48 (23j5) 178(21.3)
' 'r.-. ^--■■i. '

17 ( 8.5) 39 ( 4.7)
I

b{ Others 4 ( 2.0) 19 ( 3v3) 0
i--.

t

203 (100 ) 834 (100 ) 139 (100)-Total

Percentages are shown in parentheses.

*’o,thers in Andereon's study were those whose families moved 
away,j/;md tljose whom'he lost contact wi^th. The 19 "others" in 
Brownstein’iS study were'repeatiiSg--Standard VI.' /

-I:;

; •

MS,

.V/

'v

/ !
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Discussion and Summary
of the Main Issues

•>
The discussion will be based on the issues outlined earlier in 

this chapter. • It has been said that the C.P.E. examination is terminal

foniihe majority of the primary school pupils, who take it in Standard

VII. It has been said also that those who leave the system are so 

young that they-get caught up in. a "two-year gap" before they are old 

i enough to be employed. These two points will be discussed first.

- Table 8 shows that the researchers have found that on the 

average^' only about, 37 percent of pupils actually leave the system after 

E. in any one given year. Repetition rates are high as Moock's study
•S'. •

y^’ in Table 8 . A look at the detailed analysis will show that the

repeating ra£e in .Anderson's s4inple one year after the examination was
t.'

percent. In’Brownstein's sample 36:7 percent of 834 pupils were •

■AVepeating after one year. Consideration of repetition rates after one 

year of examinations paused some of the researchers to hastily conclude 

■ that the C.P.E. examination is not terminal for the majority of primary
i,:

.school^-ieaye^rs. Many’ more students remain within-the system for a
C'V- ,

longer time than the authorities are aware of.

A closer analysis of findings has shown this investigator that 

looking at repetition rates one year after examination does not give a 

fuller and probably more useful picture of what the C.P^E. examination 

does to the primary school leavers. When any given cohort of students

>-

•V

■>

/
'•'r.

-• r
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■who take the examination la traced over a period of three or four years, 

-l-ike-Browilaj:ein!^d;:Anderson-.dld,_it_la__foun4_that_tho8e^hp__tepe,at, t.r3r_ 

their luck several times until they find a'place In secondary school, or 

fall and give up. After the repeaters have all passed through the pri-r 

mary levelj the number who eventually get to a secondary' school is 

almost equal to that'^lch flows' out of the sysfem.

Brownstein's study Illustrates this. “' Of the cohort of 834 who

took their examination In 1964, 36.7 percent (see the detailed analysis, 

page 82) repeated Standard VII in 1965 (nine pupils went 

back to St^dird VI), 16.3 percent repeated in 1966 (two were in Standard 

VI), and 7.9 percent were still repeating in 1967 (two were in Standard 

VI), three years after their examination in 1964 (see Table 8 )■. By the
i

end of 1967, 45-.i percent had found their way into secondary s'chooOand -
i I^ >1 

44.7 percent had,joined the labor market. Probably the two groups 

_ would have balanced out in 1968 assuming that the remaining 7.9 percent

(66 out of •834) would liave had their last attempt at the examination. 

Perhgps looking at what happens to a given cohort in the manner explained
X.-

aboye is more, useful tO''educational and curriculum planners Chan consider-' 

ing only a single year's outcome;. Ihe^proportion that ..'eventually go to
* ' .3’ ,

secondary, school is quite High (see Anderson and Brownsteln in Table 8).

To get even a more useful picture, it might be better to trace a 

cohort of students right throu^ the whole system from Stancfard I through 

Standard VII. After all, Che curriculum for any student in primary 

school is the total experience over the seven years. In 1966 the
/

■?

^L. Brownsteln, Education and Development in Rural Kenya;
A Study, of Primary School Graduates (New York: Praeger Publishers,

7 : 1972)7 Pt; 80ir -
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i

■i

^ ^^2. .

. enrolinent in Standard I wm 228,769,

Titiggrreachlug Staudard-VH-r 

before the original cohort took the C.P.E, examination. ' When this 

figure is added to the 44.7 percent in 1967, and then swells up more in

In 1972 there were 194,875 of 

^hisT^as-aireadyT^-loss-of-Jabont—15-percent1

1968, it becomes even clearer that a very large proportion of educated 

youth have only primary education. It makes sense, then, when people 

argue that the curriculum in primary school ifibuld be geared to the

majority who leave the system. It is not enough merely to say that the 

GirPrEi-is terminal to the tnajority or- to-a-sma-li numberi-—

■ Repetition enables many pupils to: remain in the system until they 

are older than 17 years, as can be seen from Table.7. 

gap of two years for primary school leavers has not been confirmed by

The existence of a

Tr'-
J..c

r C>
H»e high, fates of repetition are due to the high motivation for 

secondary education.

4 . . . .
;

Primary school leavers, prefer to enter the world of 

work after exposure to more than primary school education.. Table 7
V

shows this. The community exerts pressure on the education system to lay 

greater ^phasls on the .examinable academic subjects in the top cfssses ' 

than the school syllabus stipulates'.' Moock stresses.^ Ehls point in the 

detailed analysis. They,want their children to pass the C.P.E. examina- 

tipn and go to secondary school, so that they may get better wage employ- 

ment. Carper motivation for primary school leavers is therefore very 

much influenced by the community attitudes. Moock revealed (see detailed

/-• • \

^^public of Kenya, ’Ministry of Education Annual Report, 1974 
(Nairobi; Government Printer, 1975), Table 6, p. 19.

.i.

■. 1
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malysis, page 83 ) the fact that the only placement service offered to

schools before taking the examination. This shows that primary school 

teachers, who are also members of the community, strengthen the pupils*

motivation for higher education even when they, know that many will never

make It to secondary school.

.The other IsSue is that the unemployed-primary school leavers are
A. ■ y ' . . . . . . ' - ■ ' .

not equipped with vocational skills to c(^end them.to the employers.

They.haye a liking for "white-collar" jobs, and they do not take up the 

nuinero.us menial jobs existing in the rural areas. Literature review and 

analysis show that primary school leavers get-employed In jobs that 

require very simple skills and little knowledge. Even the pupils them- 

[ selves acknowle^e the fact that" the jobs open to them could be done'.by
. ' - i ' ■ ' ■ • C ■ ' ■

people without education. The notion of a gap of skills does not apply

to the unemployed prlmry school leavers at the present level, of rural 

developnnent since there are no challenging jobs for them.

The choice of a job is not based on whether or not it.is white-- 

collar, but ,on availability, prospects for further learning and improve- 

ment, stability, and high earnings .'-'•'The uhemployed.-.pri^ary school 

.. leavers in Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania have demonstrated that they do even 

the most menial and dirty jobs,..as the lists in the detailed analysis 

'show. They are prepared to work for as little salary 3S K.Sh.60 per
.......... ...... 'j/*

: month.. Preferrace lists in the 1960's (see under Koff, Anderson, and 

Brownstein in Table 7) were dominated by choices of jobs like clerk, 

teacher, nurse, and office messenger, while these existed then. In the

r • r*
c

. ' if.

; .

'•f •

V 1970*8. as Itoock*a study shows, the list showed a greater emphasis on
O-'.-..' c •J
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mechanic, driver, carpenter and shopkeeper. It had becona clear to them 

that certain jobs were no longer available:for the holders;of the G.P.E. 
They were choosing jobs requiring more manual skills tti^ their earlier , 

friends, and they were choosing jobs available in thV-immediate locality 

in the rural areas. ^

A very popular dssue is that the unemployed primary school 

leavers dislike, farming and staying In the rural areas.. They migrate to 

the cities in large numbers every year in search of employment in the

formal sector. The researchers have confirmed that where farming is

still traditional, school leavers have negative attitudes to farming.

■Table 7 shows, however, that they did not find this a wide feeling and>><'
■s.'-. ’ ..-i.

it was not strongly stressed by most pupils. Even those who expressed

dislike for "farming at home recognized the importan.ce of farming as

stable and well jpaying career in modem Kenya. This point is stressed

~by. David Koff in the-detailed analysis. Where progressive farming is

practiced, pupils have positive attitudes toward agriculture. Table 7

showsjsthat every researcher stressed this point strongly. Even in areas"

like Maragdli'where, there is no land for expansion, pupils still express '/"S -
C- . ^ • N

desire to earn money and later buy-land elsewhere for^practiclng farming,.

The majority of, the unemployed stay in the rural areas. This is ■ ' 

shown under exp^loratlon in Tables 7 and 8. . The finding is supported by 

research in Uganda and Tanzania. The assertion that school leavers flood 

the cities may not be correct, at least in East Africa. The unraployed 

ti^ their luck everj^here and not just in the large cities, 

in the rural areas for longer periods of, say, a year and put in only a 

few weeks or days to try their luck in'the towns. Moock's sample showed

>S.

(• a
5--''

■ic-h

They stay

1
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(see the detailed analysis, page 83) awareness of the hazards gone

through by job seekers in the large.citles. These make the youth stay '

in towns for only short spells. They cone to the cities at different 

times, so their presence appears continuous to the casual observer-who . _ . 

. jumps to :the Mncla8lon that they all reside in towns in large numbers. 

Their presenceTn“townirTs ^ '’evergreen" as the "tropical forest 

which stays green all through the year, even when the deciduous trees in 

it always shed_their leaves, only they never shed leaves at the’same time.

It is shown in Table *7Tmaer Exploration that those who get wage

employment fludaltaway from home, perhaps in towns. A look at Brown- 

stein's study in the detailed analysis (see page 81) will reveal .that 

most of the permanent jobs ai^ with police, an^, prisons, the General

( Service Unit (G.S.D.), and some oF the clerical, jobs in government Instji-•
■ ' ■■ •• i- , .

_ • tutipns, like the railways, harbors and the post office, and'rhese 

towns .,A look ,at . Anderson's ..findings on salaries in the detailed 

analysis.(see page 79) shws that salaries for menial jobs in thevlarge 

cities are much! higher than in rural areas. While such opportunities
. . . . . .  "V.-- • ; ■' . .

still exist school leavers will continue trying their luck in the cities.

It

are in

/.

V.. . .

One c^ot^lam^ the youth for this natural''arid ’ pragmatic behavior.

- - has been pointed out in- Chapter II that there is no' more teacher training-
-“•s,

,, - C.P.E. holders.

and G.S.U. the'G.PiE. holders are competing with' Increasingly'larger 

numbers .from Form II and Form IV levels. Wheri the youth find no more 

openings in these jobs in the cities, this might probably reduce the 

number of trips’and-length of stay in the large cities.

For work in prisons, nursing for''girls, police', army

-The detailed analysis showed that by 1972 a larger nunier of

r ■ >
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primary school leavers entered vocational training than had been revealed 

by the studies of the sixties. Five percent of Moock's sample joined 

technical schools. If theaei-were village polytechnicsvsituated in rural 

areas, it is possible that the rural area may^ increasingly be holding 

more primary school leavers, and this, will reduce the rural urban 

migration.

Another issue that has been expressed ln“K;mya is that the unem

ployed youth do not have sufficient guidance on what to do if they fail 

to continue to secondary school. They lack motivation to "create" their 

own employment, “iut instead wait for only wage ei^loyment. Lack’ of 

guidance and preparation of the mind and attitudes of primary school 

children for the world of work has been stressed by researchers. It has 

• been shown above ^at the only placement service available is. for secon

dary school choices,. <3areer guidance has always existed in secondary

, schools in Kenya. It has-been pointed out in Chapter II thnt guidance 
■* • • ; 

of that kind may just be starting in primary schools.

^Lack of effort by schools to prepare the terminal student for

~ the wo^^^^ is demonstrated further by Table 7. There is little
fi-.... 3 ’■ ■■ c'. ■

career orientation in school, but a .strong community career orientation. 

Jtony primary school children learn about jobs through their own inquisi 

■ tiveness and concern. Most career exploration is done out of school.
.'i .

Lack of motivation to create -own self-employment has not been • 

confirmed by research. Only two researchers looked for and found evidence 

of seIf-:employnffint efforts among the unemployed school leavers. The

consider the issue seriously. The present researcher 

researched thoroughly. The.few cases.

t

.V

f.
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referred to'show that probably more youth" engage in self-employment 

projects than people are aware of. This is- an area that needs 'more 

research. In Anderson's’-sample some children in Kikuyu are'a reared and 

sold rabbits, and others reared hens for eggs. Everybody wHb" has driven 

on the NalrohirN^ufu road has seen the youth; just on the shoulder of

the e8carpmetltr*’busy selling rabbits, fruits, basketry of all types, and
• - — -

sheepskins. Anderson's research does hot mention this at all. Brown- 

ostein referred to youth in Embu and Kericho who grew and soldjthe'lr own ■ 

crops, lack of initial capital for setting up such projects is the 

problem that; researchers have stressed. This is one reason why many of. . 

them want to get wage employment first before they can be self-supporting. 

, The extent of youth-self-initiative in employment needs much.-more

research in bot^ urban and rutal areas. King's findings referred to in 

Chapter II show that yohth are doing much’more than 

repealed so far. ‘ ■ ]

•■•7T ;

c

\ research^^^ji^ • •'

i-,. . . . .
The last but not.-least issue concerns the n>imbers'’o'f youth that 

are unemployed, and what it means to be unemploye4. The analysis of 

-literature uncQyers" the fact that- there is, a small proportion of school 

leavers that can be described"as unemployed. Browts&in's tracer survey

found that the-proportion of his original cohort who were unemployed 

remained .cons t,ant at-about 26.2 percent for'all the years 1965 to 1967. 

The average of the'unemplbyed percentages of the other res.earchers came 

to this a^e figure. As those who repeated Standard VII dropped out and
.V

joined the labor market, larger number became employed each year, but the 

proportion of the unemployed-in each year remained unchanged. Flfty- 

three..oC the leavers were employed in 1965, 10 196?" the number Increased

•>
/
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to 108, and by 1967 the number had rlsehi to 156-

This investigator feels that this small percentage of the 

ployed should not lead to .the conclusion that.the problem of the 

ployed primary school leaver is not serious, as some of the researchers 

would have us believe. Their small numbers join others in the labor

unem-

uaem-

market who are already unemployed. The tihemployed primary school leavers
—(r ...

compete with even larger numbers of unemployed illiterate youth for the 

menial jobs available on the market. Kabiru Klnyanjul investigated the

education, training and employment of secondary school leavers in Kenya ‘

if ’

t

in 1971,^->md found t^at the secondary school leavers haci begun

experiencing long periods of unemployment:

, percent of secondary school leavers in 1968 were imemployed in their 

‘first year aft4r leaving school.^ In the second year . . / the proportion 
dropped to 9 percent."^-..Similar studies-would reveal large-numbers of 

unen^lbyed youth with Form II education. • The primary school leavers add 

to all of these, who have even better chances of beltig considered for 

employment than they do.

..The researchers have shown that unemployed-youth
‘ Cc.- • ■

t* • -data showed that 14

f(.

■1.. ■

;

&
i-.- i,

are not without

employment for, long periods of time. Simple-jobs lUte' casual, work are 
not difficult (;o find;^ Some have weeks of employment and days of

■i ■

kabiru Klnyanjul, "Education,- Training and Employment of Secon

dary School Leavers in Kenya j" in D. Court and D. P. Ghaiif eds., Educa
tion, Society and Development! New Perspectives from Kenya (Nairobi: 
Oxford University Press, 1974), Chapter 3, pp. 47-66. ,

^ -Ibid.^ p.' 63. . . ■

. - 3 '
Anderson, "The Adolescent in the Rural Community," in 

Sheffield, ed.. Education. Employment'and -Rural Development, p. 427.
. / .
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'■

unemployment.^ It not that employn^nt is totally absent, but the 

employment Is irregular’, uncertain, of a simple type, and low paying.

In many cases girls voluntarily or involuntarily tend to remain 

permanently Without employment.

The youth whom researchers have referred to as "unemployed" were 

those found without a salaried job at the time of their studiesi The 

analysis has shown that the period when a youth, girl or boy,-is not on 

a paid job', is filled up with plenty of activity. The girls would be 

fully occupied on the family farm and with household chores, and this 

could be supplying them with all they needed for minimum subsistence

Anderson's sample has given a long list of occupations for boys 

including digging of pit lafrlnes and mending cattle kraals in the'home. 

i It has been shoro above that oth'ers are self-employed and earning ^>^t 

enough for the ndnlmuih subsistence requirements.

Perhaps one way of describing the unemployed school leavers is 

that they are not truly unemployed. They are underemployedi Their work 

does not challenge them and does not utilize the full knowledge and
K

intellectual training that has been invested in them for their seven

>1^

living.

. >
c

f^ .
years of- schooling. Researchers haV6 not found bitterness and unrest 

among the 'unemployed primary school leavers. Some appear to take the

■ \

situation-very lightly. They are adolescents, still largely dependent

on their.parents; they are unmarried and therefore without responsibil

ities that would force them to settle down on a steady job. 

with which they take their plight reinforces the- fact that the ^obs they 

engage in do not at all stretch their minds and energies.

The ease

They are left'?

Wallace, "Toung and Unemployed, Who is and What Does it Mean?"
P. 21.

-V
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to feel idle. . Their unused energies occasionally prompt them into acts 

of hooliganism in certain parts of T^ural areas and in towns i The present 

researcher makes this statement from actual experience. . '

In summary, the following are the conclusions that have emerged 
from tli^ review and analysis of literature:

1. The C.P.E. examination is terminal to the larger majority of 

primary school leaversj and not only a small proportion, as researchers 

claim.

■ %

-2.' The community and primary school teachers strongly motivate
■ ^

all primary school leavers for entry into secondary school.

3. There is a lack of guidance and preparation of the mind and 

attitudes of the terminal primary school children for the world of work, 

'while they areTstilj. at schq'ol. '

4. The'greatest career orientation■and exploration by school 

leavers comes from outside the school.

5. The unemployed primary school leaver's do not lack skills and 

knowledge for the type of jobs they do.

f' unemployed primary school leavers engage in any type of
Cl.-. - , < , ' , . ■

work, even the most menial and low paying kind.

7. Primary sciiool pupils have positive attitudes towards 

. progressive and modern farming.

8. The unemployed primary school leavers generall.y stay in "rural 

areas and only pay short visits to towns.

9. The continued existence of some hope of obtaining permanent 

and better paying jobs in towns attracts youth to the cities.

>
c

l'
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’10-. There are Indications that village polytechnics .

attract an Increasing number of primary school leavers.

11. The unemployed primary school leavers engage In some

encouraging self-employment projects.

12. Even though research shows that only small proportions 

of primary school leavers join the ranks of the unemployed each year, 

their problem Is made worse because they join many others already’

unemployed.

13. The primary school leavers are underemployed. The energy, 

skills and knowledge invested In them are underutilized.

14. The adolescent_,unemployed youth do not seem pverly concerned 

or worried about their sltuatlop.>
. c

r

}

K
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Chapter IV

DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF THE

PRIMARY SCHOOL SYLLABUS

Introduction

In this chapter the primary school curriculum in Kenya will be 

examined. The main objective is to determine how the curriculum resolves 

of the issues- raised by the survey and analysis of literature, 

main focus will be on the analysis of the primary school syllabus.' Some

some The

of the, issues listed at theverid of Chapter III have no direct bearing on 

the school curriculum.■>

Of those -that' are linked with curriculum, 'som^,

example, the struggle to p'ass the C.P.E. examination so'as to gain 
' ^ ' ■

entry into secondary school, cannot be depicted through an analysis of a 

syllabus. It will be necessary^, therefore, to begin the chapter with a 

- - - general review* of-the curflculuin as a whole. This will include a summairy.

of the relevant curricultm issues revealed by literature analysis* a;,
V

dlscussiontof thh present subject,^!firings'^in prima^ school, a brief 

historical account of primary school curriculum in Kenya, and a'look at .

the ideas of contemporary critiques of the curriculum. It is' hoped that

the analysis and discussion-of the syllabus will become more meaningful

v after the general Survey.

i
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Unemployment Issues' Related
to the Curriculum

The issues of unemployment which have a direct bearing on curric

ulum are: (1) the importance of the C.P.E. examination and the high 

motivation of pupils for secondai^ education, both of which tend to lead 

to stress on academic rather than practical subjects; (2) the lack of 

guidance, motivation, orientation and exploration given to the terminal 

student in preparation for the world of work; and (3) the, issue of atti

tude and skill preparation for the type of jobs and occupations open to 

the primary'"school leavers. This Includes issues 1 through 7 in Chapter 

III (see pp. 97-98) , The o^ier Issues are important for this study, and 

will be alluded to further in the general survey of the curriculum,.
c

i r
■■.the Present Subject Offerings

The subject, activities and guidance programs have been outlined 

in Chapter ,11. In this section there will be a brief account of some of 

■ the innovations in the subject program.

Ii^mediahely after achieving indepe’.vdence, the first innovation 

was the unification of primary and secondary school syllabuses in Kenya. 

■‘The syllabus that was analyzed for the present study, published in 1967, 

was the first upifled-primary school syllabus. -This brought to an end 

the existence of separate curricula for Africans, Aslans an4' Europeans 

during Colonial days. In 1958, E. Woodhead and 6. C. Harper reported 

that: ,
Kenya has a single Education Authority and separate schools , 

for Africans, Aslans and Europeans. An experiment in multi- 
racWl education is being made at Hospital Hl^ Primary School, 
Nairobi. Students from all races are admitted to the Royal 

.Technical College of East Africa and to the Kenya Technical

•>
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• Institute,-Nairobi. Muslims may attend, without distinction 
of race, the Mombasa Institute of Muslim Education.^

The changes . that have taken place since 1967 have been mainly in

separate subject areas. The only exception to this was the New Primary 

Approach, hereafter referred to..as the.l®A,.^ Ths;= events that led to . the 

start of the NPA took place before Independence. At first it was an

experiment set up in 1957, using English as aTnedium of instruction to 

teach Asian priaary school children, beginning with Standard I. 

known then as the English Medium; it brought with it a method of teaching 

that was activity and experience oriented.
.
useful, and was applied to the teaching of the other subjects for English 

Medium children. These classes, both for Asian and African primary 

school childrenj, became known.as' the NPA classes in the 60's.

- • books known as The Peak Course and The New Peak Course for Asian and

_ African children, respectively, were written to present English and -the 

other subjects taught at that level, in a proper form with many" pictures 

and activities for children. The NPA seems to have ended only at the

fl;. lower prinwry, school level. It is currently used in urban schools ^and
- • ci . .. V ■■■ ‘

in many rural •primary schools. The'^SPA "lUvolves ^ild iactlvity and

discovery methods and has broken through the traditional formal class 
teaching method."^

' , There were, however, schools where teachers were clearly 
in difficulties. It must be recognized that N.P.A. though 
sound is also sophisticated and requires well qualified 
teadiers for it to succeed. We observed with regret that

It was

The method was soon found

/'t
A setjiof -

•>

■

and G. C. Harper, Report on Aslan and European 
Education, in Kenya—1958. Colony and Protectorate of Kenya (Nairobi: 
Governs^ Printer, 1958) , p. 1. ‘

?The Bessey Report. P. 27. ,
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many children .were being given little choice of activity,^ 
their experience with materials was iimlted. . .1 .

New Mathematics for primary schools was still at the formation

'Stage In 1967,

Mathematics and all materials for Standard'5 teaching were published. 

The writing of the Pupils' Book for Standard 7 was also started.

During the year 1974 the Teachers' Guidance Book 4 in

Material's for the School Mathematics of East Africa Teachers Guides for 

Books 2, 3 Md 4 were produced.^ All children up to Standard VI now take

the New Mathematics.

In 1967 General Science as a single subject began combining 

"what used to be separate syllabuses on Gardening, Agriculture, Health 

Education,"Nafure Study andvjllementary' Science. A new Primary Science

. Project is already under way revising the General Science syllabusr
• ^ . ' ■ tx

through testing new mh^terials‘in stime trial schools in the (country.

A new department of Religious Education was inaugurated in 1974

t ■N

at the Kenya Institute of Education. One of its activities was "to

prepare the way towards arcompletely new Joint Christian Primary 
V 5

Syllabus." This will replace the two separate ones for Protestant and 

Catholic aihoo^ in the 1967 syllables;.

The history and geography syllabuse's have been modified to stress

■5V

■ \

knowledge about the past and present of East Africa and Africa rather

;
^he Bessey Report, p. 27.

"2
Republic of Kenya, Ministry of Education Annual Report, 1974,

^Miniistty of Education, Kenya, Primary School Syllabus—1967 
(Nairobi: Government Printer, 1967), Foreword.

4
.Republic of Kenya, Annual Report—1974. p. 11.
^Ibid., p.' 12.

p. 10.
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than of Europe and the British Empire as used to be the case in the

There is now a greater emphasis on local geography, his-

All three wUl soon be combined in a Social Studies

The African Social Studies Program, hereafter referred to as the

ASSP, started work in the earry'70's, based at the Kenya Institute of

Education, to develop the combined course for the social science subjects.

Including, concepts from economics and possibly'sociology.

Social Studies Experimental Work moved on to Std. IV that 
year [1974]* ■ In-service courses were held all over the 
country in February and March for teachers engaged in this 
project.!

These are impressive Innovations, even though isolated. ' No, 

attempt has been made, to thg^^nowledge of the writer, to correlate the 

, innovations in an attempt to see their total impact on the education of 

the primary school pupils. Most of'the innovations have sta;rted after 

some years of experimentation in selected trial schools and 

This is good so long as there is wide publicity and discussion by 

teachers even while experimentation is going on, before the Innovations 

are ado'pted in all schools.
' ■ ' ;V

Based'o^the'writer's experience assa participant in some of the

some cases

like New Math, Science and the Social Studies, the inpovations are rarely 

preceded by. and packed .up with rigorous research into the particular 

needs and problems in Kenya. It would appear that changes have been 

sought to enable a break,from curriculum set up in Colonial days, or just 

because other parts of the world are changing. However, the aspects to be

Colonial days.

tory and civlcg.

course.

centers.

■<-.

t

curricular innovations,- it is probably correct to say fliait in

’t "lx

>

.Republic of Kenya, Annual Report--1974 12..* P-
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changed have been arrived at through casual observations and.the intui

tion of the participants on the subject panels ^d committees making the 

changes. The changes in many cases, have been facilitated by not only the 

active participation of, but also the origin from, overseas organizations.^ 

It is likely that the problems which triggered these innovations lie in

countries like the United States of America and the British United King- 
doiQ* It is possible that the unique nature'of problems in Kenya or ■ 

Africa are not being taken into consideration. If African educators are 

not careful, the new programs may be mere imitations of curricula in 

foreign countries as was the case in Colonial jjays; this will be later

shown in the historical survey. While it is not entirely bad to borrow 

new ideas, one must conduct careful research and evaluation before
..-i.

Ic
::

adopting them.

One problem with the new subject changes is that they are likely 

tp-be top difficult for the kind of teacher found in Kenyan primary 

schools to handle effectively. The Bessev Report has observed this in 

connection with the NPA in this section. Very often some of the new
.1

^he very^first conference
/'• • \

at idiich the innovations leading to 
. the ASSP began, was sponsored by the Educatlod Development Center'(EDC) 
in America, and the Curriculum Renewal and Educational Development 
Overseas (CREDO) in Britain, and was held in September 1967 at the 
Queen's College, Oxford, England. Thirty-nine representatives from 
thirteen African pountries attended the conference.

A Social Studies Experimental Work in Kenya, supervised by 
the ASSP team at KIE, started after some conferences, not research 
teams, held at Mombasa (1968) and Nairobi (1971), and a writing 
workshop in Nairobi (1971).

EDC in America also has set up African Mathematics and African 
PrimaiTT Science Programs.

>
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ideas are refined developments at the frontiers of disciplines, which, 

although they look quite clear in the minds of intellectuals at, univer- 

si-ty level, are not readily understood and clearly conceptualized by a 

poorly trained primary school teacher. Some of these innovations have 

been introduced into Kenyan schools while they were still at experimental 

stages in highly developed*~couStriea. Writing on the New .Math in secon

dary schools, G. S.Eshiwani had this to say:

The School Mathematics Project books T and T4 published in 
1964 and 1965 respectively for use in British schools 
used in the seven schools [in Kenya]. When one realizes that 
these books were in their experimental stage in schools in 
England, one wondprs why there, was the^^rush to introduce them 
to East Africa with no attempt whatsoever to modify them.
Given the Insurmountable, difficulty of teaching the T and T4. 
books in an African setting, it is not surprising that at end 
of the first year of SMEA [School Mathematics of East.Africa]_, ' 
two schools switched to the' Entebbe Mathematics programme and ^ 
one school-'^returned to t}ie traditional Mathematics. The .Other 
four rallied on, And were grateful when the first relief in the 
name of School Mathematics of East Africa Book I was 
published .[in East Africa].!

were

c I

The point that some schools put more into the’ present curriculum 

than others has been brought out in Chapter II. The differences between’ 

the high cqst urban and low cost rural primary schools should becohsid- - 

ered during the^ syllabus analysis ahd- discussion later in this chapter. 

Since some of the differences have a historical origin in the Colonial 

past, it is proposed to give a short historical account of primary 

school cufflculum in Kenyal

-‘■■r

G. S. Eshlwanl, "The New Mathematics in Kenya Secondary Schools," 
Education in Eastern Africa Journal, for the Regional Council of
Education.'4;2 (1974), 264.
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A Brief Historical Account of
Primary School Curriculum

In this section the origins of certain issues that are important

in connection with the problems of unemployment of school leavers will 

be traced and highlighted. That there was a difference in schools along 

racial lines has been shown earlier in this chapter (p. 101). The good

schools that the colonial government built for the white children have 

retained many of their qualities and character to this day. They are

the high coat day or boarding primary schools, classified as "C" in 

Nairobi. They are now racially integrated, hut are attended mainly by 

children of the most affluent Africans. The medium cost schools are

next in quality to the high cost schools, just as they were in Colonial 

days, when they Were for Asians, who ranked next to European^. Although 

racially mixed, they still have more Aslan -children and faculty than, in 

-ihe high cost and low cost schoole. - The schools which were for African

> -■

{

children are still as low cost as in the past, with the exception of a 

few boerding schools set up at Christian Mission centers.

Th^' origin o-f placing stress upon academic or -literary subjects 

at the expense of practical manual ones came from the first attempts by 

..missionaries to educate Africans.

i.

By the turn of the last- century they 

had overcome the African's resistance to the -introduction of the "new

education," and started giving instruction in reading and writing in the 

idicat vexuacuiar Imguages. Our old fathers, now in their late sixties 

or older, still talk of the "Vernacular Schools" as they called them.

Althou^ the curriculum was dominated by reading and writing so 

liat pupils mij^t be able to better understand Christianity, other

I
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subjects su<i aa arithmetic, geography, drilling (no» called Physical Ed.), 

singing, and sewing were slowly brought into the schools.^ Basically the 

same things were taught in the British East African Protectorate School 

in Nairobi, established„for the children of the British railway workers.

■ -They were taught such subjects as drilling, singing, sewing and drawing.^ 

The education "was often abstract rather than practical and attempted to 

prepare the African for a new world..

• When the settlers began to arrive in.large numbers, after 1903,

and demanded native labor and clerks, the Afrlean soon saw the advantage
• " •. —

of working for the whites. More education w^ sought:

As early as 1909, natives of the Kikuyu tribe centered 
near Nairobi approached the Church Missionary Society and ,~ 
asked to be taught to read and write—necessary accomplish,- 

. . merits in order to obtain the-most highly paid positions on
• . the n^iy e^ablished Eurcjpean'farms.^

The- person -who' could read and write, and do arithmetic became, a

feacher of the Bible or a clerk on a European farm, and this meant higher

pay and prestige. The "teachers" from the "vernacular schools"

(. .

were very .

import^t Church elders and they taught in the first two classes of
• ' ' iy

These two classes wereprimary schools in the small church villages.
A -J! '

called Sub-standard A and B.
■ \

;

The socioeconomic Importance attached by the Africans to the 

to read, write and do arithmetic remained uppermost in their 

minds as the main purpose of getting the "White man's education." A

person who could read a letter written from "upcountry," as the White.

^®®°tge E. F. Urch, The Africanization of the Curriculum in 
Kenya—^university of Michigan Comparative Education Dissertation Series
Number 12 (Ann Arbor: The University of_Michigan School of Education,"'
196.8)., .p.^^5.

V,;:.^^lbid
^Ibid. ^Ibld., p;V27.p. 25.• »

i ■
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^l^lands uue c^led by many Africans', was very' much., respected In the 

rural village. When Industrial and practical subjects were introduced 

into the curriculum, they never commanded the same prestige as the liter- _ 

■" sty subjects the Africans had been Introduced to earlier. The reason 

for this will, be elaborated upon later.

The strong desire for literary education was strengthened by the

While the educationexamination system from as early as the 1920’s. 

department regarded Industrial training In schools as essential, it pre

pared an examination for both primary and secondary leavers which was

baped' on thp. literary subjects. A primary s^ool graduate who did well

in literary subjects In examination could command a position in the city

away from the rural area.'

' Another ftatus symbol pf power and prestige was 
> ,

the learning of English, 'rather than Swahili. .

/•t

attached^to 'as soo^.a

_ _  Kikuyu relectlon of Swahili as a language of instruction
indicated antagohito to the language used by Europeans to ^ 
give orders' to their "boys" [servants] . It was a symbol ..oil'L 
servitude, not . . .""poWer. Adherence to the KISA [Kikuyu 
Ipdependent Schools Association] policy meant that English 
would no longer be the language of Europeans and pri-ylleged , 

would become the second language of the 
, Kiku^. .Although English would^^jemain'', the language nf power,

.. the African would have Increased access to thls‘powdr 
^ through the'learning of English.2 ■ '

L>.
- - - i--.. . . '

What the Kikuyu felt was representative of the feelings of many 

Africans at-that time.’ In the early 1940's and 1950 '3, passing very well 

in Swahili, Agriculture’ and Nature Study, Carpentry and Tailforlng or ' .

.Oomestlc Science In the Kenya African Preliminary Examination, the C.P.E.

^Urch, The Africanization of the Curriculum in Kenya, p. 54.

'3^ F. Lawson and Robert M. Stamp,
Studies in Educational Change (Toronto S Montreal: Molt, Rinehart and 
Winston of Canada, Ltd., 1972), p. 113.
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npw, did not guarantee a person a place In a good secondary school. To 

go to Alliance High School which was the best African Secondary school 

then, one had to pass with’distinctions in Math and English.

After Independence there was a strong move•towards further 

strengthening literary subjects. Swahili was actually removed from the 

syllabus in the rural schools, except in the urban schools where it had 

to be used as the mother tongue for urban children. The move to emulate

the European was based on Che fact that European schools had always 

stressed academic subjects, while the government had forced Africans to

continue offering the unpopular practical subjects in the primary schools.
if' ■

Contempt for practical subjects dates.^back from the first decade 

When the colonial government wished to train 

Africans as artisans, to give service to the incoming settlers, they 

turned to the miasioniaVies to provide the training. The coTonial govem- 

ment^did__notdirectly offer education to the Africans until after 1923.^ 

The missionaries were not competent to teach industrial subjec.ts^and some, 

. like the.Catholic Church missionaries, did not favor the teaching of

Industrial,subjects to Africans. In addition to this, manual work jfas
C . \ " ■’ N

not favored by'Africans, at least nbt- for their sons. In almost every 

tribe in Kenya it was the task of women to do manual work; boys "were

the warriors, not laborers."^
* ■ ' .

The School at Maseno, established by the Church Missionary 
Society, was almost wrecked when it attempted to introduce 
manual work into its curriculum. . . , manual work took the 
form of cultivating a school garden, building roads around the 
mission compotmd or constructing school buildings.^

of the ta^entleth century.
c

(•

■>

|^,Urch, The Africanization of the Curriculum in Kenya, p. 8.
^Ibid.

/

-rz
■Ibid., p. 29.
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From-, the very beginning, practical, and industrial training did , - 

not command prestige to the Africans. The Colonial government had 

imposed the training only upon the African child. Some of the reasons - ’ 

given in Kenya by the white population and government for giving practical ’

training to the African were most discouraging to their sense of self- 

esteem. No African capable of reading the Department of Education Annual 

Reports would encourage anyone to like practical subjects. 'A few quota- ‘ 

tlons will make this point clear. The Education Department Annual Report
.I-' .

■ of- 192b gave the following as one of the reasons for teaching practical 

subjects:
\

Just as handwork has been found useful in the training of 
mentallydefective children, so the most useful training 
which the African"can receive in his present condition is 

V ' continued contact with material processes.^
‘ . . ' r ' ' • ■

The Jeans School which was'started at Kabete in 192^,' was

. ._ for._the„improvement of village life . . . where
- -Africans : of-high- character -and -faithful -disposition, but not.._.....

of high intellectual attainments, are being-trained as supet- 
vlsors of village schools. The object of their training "i‘s 
. . . to avoid giving village children an education which 
Will divorce, them from interest in village life and cause 
them to seek employment in the towns.2 -

c

itie abo^ quotation expIainscHhy th'fe. carpentry ..and tailoring 

teachers were always the least educated in the schools where'they-taught 

these subjects.' Pupils naturally grew to respect the literary subjects
• ;

taught by h'i^ljr educated teachers, and looked down upon practical sub- 

t T^ Jects taught by people who could not even speak English prbjperly.

’, teachers of the practical subjects were,from the Jeans School—people '

^enya Colony and Protectorate, __________________
Report. 1926 (Nairobi: Government Printer. 1927), p. 17.

‘‘ibid., p."13.

Education Department Annual
ft'

• - f--
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selected because of being "not of high intellectual attain^nts."

The 1926 Annual Report regretted.thht progress in the field of

technical training was hampered by "the present stage of the mental

development of the African/'^ and continued that:

We. wish to lead him to citizenship by a more efficient 
route than seditious rebellion. . . . Even if a student 
chooses a sed^ta^to^cupation, it will not. harm him to be 
able [to] repair the chair, he sits 00.2

The'white man thought\chat the African *s.mind was not developed

enough to grapple with academic subjects. Practical subjects were, .

therefore,..simple enough for him. The government therefore offered a
■■■ .... .

strong academic subject program to the European.and Asian children, and 

quite advanced industrial and technical education to the Aslan children.' 

fOnly very low level industrial training which did not lead to prestigious 

positions was given in African schools, 

and so. they, naturally never liked practical subjects.

Although, the first two years at Alliance High School, whicht-was 

opened in 1926, .consisted of a "literary" curriculum Including English, 

Arithmetic and teneral Science, the emphasis after the third year wasfe 
distinctly ^^ocati^al in line with th&'general belief :in tjie African's 

limited intellectual capacity.^ It was not^ until about 1934 that the 

Kenyan government decreed that African schools could concentrate on an , 

academic-curriculum; as the European and Aslan schools had always done.. 

'But in actuality, African schools, had already.been trying to emphasize

(.

c
The Africans were a\^re of this •

y ■

I

. ^enya Colony and Protectorate. Educatlbri Department Annual 
Report. 1926. p. 14.

'2ibid., p. 25. ,

. AftIcou Educs11 oo ,
-in Kmya—1949-1963''‘ (unpublls^^^ Edn dissertation. Teachers College,
Coluaila University, 1964) j p.'93.
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literary subjects long before.the decree,^

In 1922, for a mission school to be eligible for a government

grant it had to teach the following sdbjects at the Elementary Level (the., 

equivalent of .Lower Primary, today). Obligatory subjects were Reading in 

. the vernacular and Swahili, Dictation in the vernacular. Handwriting and

Arithmetic. Optional subjects, which might be approved if a graduated 

scheM was submitted were EngUsh, teography. History, Singing, Drilling, 
Agriculture and Manual training.^

In order for a'"Central School" (now Upper Primary), which 

^ mostly boarding schools, to qualify for a grant it was mandatory for all 

pupils to take a course in both literary and vocational training. Voca

tional training had to include manual training as well as one vocational 

Subject such as Carpentry, Masonry, 'Agriculture and Bookkeeping. Qbirgar 

tory literary subjects iniluded English Grammar and Literature, Arithmetic, 

History, Geography.,. Mensuration (^Measurement) and simple Geometry,'

Drawing, Drill and Physical Training.^

This pattern of curriculum existed forqiite a long time. By

were

t

,'ivTl953-the Binns^Report was very critical of the system, for being examine-V..
\ • \

tlon ridden a£d a Tref lection of the hii^ly thefaretical teaching that took 

place in the.British Isles.^
«*,

^rchi'- The'Africanization_____________ of the Curriculum -in Kenya. p..91.
got thip information from E. C. Francis who had been Headmaster of 
Alliance High Sdiool, Kenya, 1940-1962. ^

He

^enya Colony and Protectorate, Departmental InsCructions Govern

ing Native. Education in Assisted Schools (Nairobi: Government Printer, 
1922) , p. 4.

p?'A- -

Urch, The Africanization of the Curriculum in Kenya, p. 86.

..I

h

I
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Ualike much of British Colonial Africa, Kenya had a comparatively

large European Community which for many years absorbed the educated 

African into positions which demanded literary education. Since literary
education had been introduced by the missionary and'supported by 

European institutions.
some

1

respect for an academic curriculum and contempt 

toward practical and technical educatiqn developed early. The attempt

of government officials to introduce an educational policy relevant to 

the needs' of the people in their tribal communities failed.^ The reasons
for failure are clear from the short review above.

It mi^t prove useful to carry out research on how' the problems

of unemployment of youth have changed their Attitudes‘towards Aanual work. 

The Ominde Coimnisslon's approach.was to make the study of agrlcultpre
i less "manual" and more scientific, and in fact almost as academic a^:

i , , f, ' ' '
other subjects... One of the immediate effects of this approach, from the

writer's experience, was that the agricultural training plots in primary

schools were abandoned and turned to other use. Have school pupils 

developed positive attitudes toward progressive farming, as was found by'

researchers in Chapter III, because agriculture is more scientifically 

taught ill” schools • \
it because Vf the promise they see in it at home? 

Do priory school children still see practical subjects in the school as "

or. is

only leading them to sedentary occupations? Is there now good understand

ing and communication between the Ministry of Education in Nairobi 

the community md teachers in rural
and

areas, as the ministry endeavors to 

strengthen the practical subject element in the -primary schools?

It is important for the government to know the reascins why.

S .

■?

■-'1.
Drch, The Africanization of the Curriculum in Kenya, p. 91,.
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practical subjects never succeeded J.n Colonial days, and subsequently 

try to avoid maklng'the same mistakes. Are contemporary critiques of v

education avare of the correct facts underlying this situation?

Contemporary Critiques of
the Primary Curriculum

The most criticized aspect of the primary school curriculum Is 

the C.P.E. examination, with all Its negative effects on teaching. This 

aspect Is still too much like the Colonial days. The Kenya African 

. Preliminary Examination (K.A.P.E.) which later dropped the "African"^ . 

after Independence, was done-In seven subJectsT English, Arithmetic, 

Geography, History, Swahili, Nature Study and Agriculture, and Carpentry

j-and Tailoring or Domestic Science or any other practical subject. It->

consisted mainly of essay type questions and-compositions in the Ian- .

The present Certificate of Educationguages, and used to last a week.

(C.P.E.) examination is done in three papers: English Paper, Mathematics

Paper, and the General Papef, made up of Science, Geography, History, 

Nature Study and General Knowledge. It Is a multi-choice one-answer 

type- of • examlnatl^, in all subjects ex-pept for the recent. re-introduction 

of composition in the English Paper. , The examination is done on a single

- *;

day throughout the country, and graded with the aid of a computer in

■Nairobi.

One of the criticisms-of the C.P.E. is that it favorsfurban 

children in the hl^ cost primary schools, and that it is too difficult 

for many rura'l school children. First, it Is done in English, which is 

better taught In hl^ cost and medium cost urbem schools. Secondly, it 

Is "founded on a vision of the primary school that is, in fact, only

\

■>
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„1‘realizea Witt any consistency in the high cost'schools."* The high cost
‘ ' f. ■ .

primary school pupils foinn only about .5 percent of the candidates who- 
take the examination.^

Since it is done only in the academic subjects and tests only 

literary knowledge, it forces teachers to emphasize the teaching of the ‘

ones. • Community pres- ■^ ..academic subjects at the expense of the practical

sure to enforce this has been refferred to in Cfiipter III.' The critiques 

who have carefully examined the examination find that the- questions 
of a disjointed nature,^ and that some of them, as in subjects like 

Geography, Hisfory and Science in the General. Paper tend 

factual knowledge. When questions to test reasoning are ihcluded,.they 

are made difficult for the chronological age of many of the candidates 

taking the examip^atlon for the-first time at ages 13-14 years.^ All ihis •
i . C '

makes preparation-for-the C.P.E. revlewable by rote type of drills 

■ -^because "the-tests and techniques of six years' papers have to be 
memorized."®

are

to test mainly

c

- • ^ The exiiloratory, activity-oriented methods which have been.,

successfully introduced in. ^y lower primary classrooms'give way j i^.
C- y ' •- ] .

.. C; A. Stmerset, "Who Goes to Secondary School? ^lev'ance,' ' 
. -Reliability and Equity in Secondary School Selection," in D. Court and 

■ "D. P. Ghat. eda..'-Educatton. Society and Development;- 
from Kenya (Nairobi;; Oxford nniversitv Press. 1974), p.

.....................' ■ ■ ' -

New' Perspectives
169.

T,.
' ^Kenneth King, "Primary Schools in- Kenya:; Some Critical 

— "' Constraints on their Effectiveness," in Court-and Ghai, Education. 
Society and Development. p.l29«

^The Bessey Report, p. 32.
.Relevance,

' Pliability and- Equity in Secondary Sttdol Selection,-" p. 180.
^King, "Prpiaty Sttools in Kenya: 

their'EffPtiveness," p. 129.

/
Some Critical Constraints on

■ (■ :

■ ■■ :>
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the .Upper Primary School, t6. a much more traditional approach with

emphasis on rote memorization and endless practice in answering multi-
: 1 ' ' ■ '

choice questions. Practical subjects scheduled to be-taught in Stan

dards VI and VII receive Uttle attention as examination fever builds 

Bessey's Report sums up the situation thus: ’ —

Learning.seemed to be passive in moat schools for much of 
the day whether the subject was.language, history, geography, 
science or civics. In some schools, where-crafts were given 
a place, there was some relief,..but in most schools and .

. especially in Standards VI and VII, games or physical educa
tion' at the end of the afternoon seemed to be the only change.-

, Repetition of the examination has become advantageous for those

wishing to score high enough marks to gain eiftry into the few good

government maintained and assisted secondary schools. Research mjalysis

in Chapter III found this to be an important issue. Research in Kenya

■ has shown that repeating does ^ndee'^‘raise pupils' scores iir'the' C.P.E.
3 • ' • ji ■ V ' - ' •

Furthermore, those who repeat are not always the poorer

The phenomenon of repeating is not'a new one in Kenyan primary
- . • ■ ■■

schools. In the old day's there was a very difficult examination given to 

, select jieople from the many Elementary Schools in the rural areas for the

up..

Ic

examination'.

■ studeSts^

is
boarding'"Central-Schools." This ,was the Common^ Entrance Examination. 

It was, .common for. some people to rep-feat it for as many‘fes'ten, years ^

few

■ fSpme of these people stayed in school solely to escape paying the "Poll 

Tm," which every male over'18 had to pay. -■ %

At present, people do not

remain in the school system-for top long a'time.

^Somerset, "Who Goes to Secondary School? Relevance, Reliability 
and Equity in Secondary School Selection," p. 172.

^The Bessey Report, p. 28. " '

. ^

A

- f
- ^King,-"Prlmary Schools in Kenya:' 

their Effectiveness," p. 129.;
Some Critical Constraints on
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Our stereotype of the repeater as the oWr-age pupils sit-, 
ting at an under-sized desk in the back row, looking rather 

, bewilderedi painfully trying to amass :enough facts to scrape . 
through the-examination into secondary school is ho longer 
generally valid, at least in educationally advanced areas 
such as Nyeri. Instead, he is just as likely to be an intel
ligent or even highly intelligent 14- or 15-year-old, who 
failed to gain entrance to, secondary school at his first 
attempt because he was competing with pupils who had had the 
advantage of at least one more year's intellectual growth.- 
Clearly it would,'be inefficient as well as inequitable to 
deny him a secondary school chance.^

But repetition has adverse effects on teaching taking place in 

the classes-where repeaters are enrolled. The-requirements of the first-

time, studehts are that the new material on the Standard VII syllabus-te^.

introduced_and -comprehensively taught while the sole need of the repeaters 

is to concentrate on somh of the more complex .areas, and to experience 

ample practice in multiple-choice, tests. The result is that the repeaters , 

[ control the pace of the class, and- the new students must reconcile "thejn- 

selves to picking up pri.their own the basic Standard VII curriculum.•

Thus Standard VII unfortunately becomes exclusively a review class, even 

. for those who have not yet learned what the others are Intent on -review

ing. "It is .not," therefore, surprising that students do not have a
_ - - -V- ' ■ ... ■ • ' ■
coherent picture of the various subjects that are studied when testing

. . --. . . . .

As in Colonial days, the candidates who score high on'English 

and Ikth have a better chance of securing a place in a good secondary 

Schopi. in-the High cost schoolsi mOre than 70 percent of Standard VII. 

children are accepted to go on to secondary schools, againSt'^an

s

c

precedes l^rhln^/'^
J

• '.'i

J ;
^■Somerset, "Who Goes to Secondary School? Relevance, Reliability 

and Equity in Secondary School SelectlohiV p. 179; . .

%i
hg* "Primary Schools in Kenya: Some Critical Constraints on 

their Effectiveness," p. 38. .

f •

--
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opjsimistlc 10 to 15 percent f,Qr the rural schools.^ The high cost 

'■ priory schools do-not suffer as much from the evils of repetitiott 

motioned abovei .

j ■

, The last arid probably the worst backwash negative effect of the 

examination on the school curriculum is that the nature of the examine-

'tion has led to a prolific production of books advising primary school' 

pupils on.how to pass the C.P.B. examination. -The books are published 

mainly by ^lan-primary school teacheps. They, have become so popular 

that they can be referred to,as the. "Un-official ’Syllabus for C.P.E.,"^ 

for they have iir'fact become the standard t^ts in Kenya's' upper primary 

school classes. The most common among them are The C.P.E. Pupils' Com

panion in All Sub.jects and The’Complete C.P.E'. ■Guide Book. They are"on

a collection of multiple-choice type ..of questions and their-'.,
' - 6' " ''' ■

answers, or. the actual, past G.P.E. exaprination questions and answers.

Teachers, pMjticularly i^^ the rural areas, work through sone of these 

books, again and again. In all urban schools some teachers earn:;,eonsid-

erable.extra'Income for giving children private out-of-class tuition
■ ....

using these,boo.te.
C -. '. 'V . " -N ■

Other cfltics have focused on-'the prior teaching iji the, rural

schools. The poor conditions in them have been pointed out in Chapter II. 

The majority of primary school teachers in rural primary schools have 

hardly had more formal education'beyond primary school level, apart from

! the wholec

.

-

,•>

^Z. Ergas and F. Chege, "Primaty Schools Education in Kenya: 
Attempt at Evaluation," Education in Eastern Africa Journal, for the 
Regional Council for Education. 4:2 (1974). 237.

^Klng, "Primary Schools in Kenya: Some Critical Constraints on

. .
An -

/ ■

■■•V'

'■ I
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the two years of teacher training.- They teach in dry traditional styles, 

sometimes because they handle subjects which have become too advanced ■ 

for th^, especially in the upper primary classes.^

they are teaching now was never learned at primary school level during 

the days 'whs’ll they were in school.

Table 9 shows the qualifications of teachers in the primary 

schools. P2, PI, SI and graduate teachers are those who had post-primary 

formal education before going to teacher training. P4 and P3 had only 

primary education; K.P.E. in the old days or C.P.E. nowadays, plus two 

years of teacher straining. P4 teachers had in fact failed their primary 

school examinations. They do not teach beyond lower primary these dSys, 

and they are phasing out of the ‘system. The table shows that in 1970-

/both'P3 and P4 were 46.2 percent of the teaching force on the side o'f the
■ ■ ■ ' ■ ■ . f i ' , r' ■

trained teachers. The untrained teachers with only K.P.E. or'-C.P.E.

certificates accounted for 14.6 percent of the teaching force in 1970. 

This gives a proportion of 60.8 percent as primary school teachers-with 

only primary school formal education. It was pointed out in Chapter II 

that only; people with secondary education will train as the-lowest leyel.
.. . y . ■ f ,

fl 'V ' \ *
teacher-for--primary schools. But it will take a long'time .to phase out 

the P3 teachers.

V-

The kind of science

>
c

Table-10 shows the distribution of teachers by the different
. , -9

types of primary school.
:>

^Thls point is brought out by The Bessey Report (see Table 9),
. . and. by D. Slfuna, "Some Factors Affecting the Quality of Teaching in the

Prlma^ .Schools of Kenya," Education' in Eastern Africa Journal, for the 
Regional* Council for Education. 4:2 (1974), 215-222.>./

^Erg'as and Oiege, "Primary Schools Education in Kenya: An 
Attempt at Evaluation," p. 237.

:,<i
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- Table 10

Distribution of Teachers in 
a Sample of Four Schools

• V.

S-1 Teachers/P-rl Teachers/P-2 Teachers/P-3 Teachers/P-4 TeachersType
of

.School No. % No. -% -No. Z No. % No; z

15 55C 11 40 1 .5 0 0 0 0

B 4 23 .6 35 6 25 1 6 0 0

A 0 0 3 23 2 15 7 54 1- 6

Source;

Ergas and Chege, "Primary Schools Education in Kenya: An 
Attempt at Evaluation," Education in Eastern Africa Journal. 4:2 (1974),

c
r

C.(
i

■i.-

\
k.vV-

• >

I

/
r* •.
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The advantage of the C spools over the A and rural schools la 

clearly shown. High cost schools in' this sample did not have P3 and P4 i.

teachers at all. Their teachers were predominantly SI and PI. 

are teachers .who passed the East African Certificate, of Education exami

nation at the secondary school level and have had two or three years 

teacher training to become PI or SI respectively.

•had a' preponderance of P3 teachers.

These

The A and rural schools 

The quality of teaching cannot-be 

expected to be the same in the A and Rural Schools as in the C schools.

Most of the primary school teachers classified as Graduates in Table 9

are in C schools, and are mainly expatriate teachers with high level
\

teachers’ certificates from Britain or other countries. Some of them

_ are even graduates from some Indian universities who have been' fearing - - " ’

in, Kenya primary _^chools since -Coionial days.

In sumnary, the general survey of curriculum has revealed three 

broad-IssuesFirstly it has shown that the love for academic and liter-

V
C

ary subjects with the corresponding aversion for practical traitilhg has

All efforts currently made to strengthen' its roots in the Colonial days.

the- practlcj^l elements in the primary school curriculum may not 'be'‘ 

successful if this issue is not cons.idhred carefully.

Secondly, the love for academic subjects has been strengthened 

-by-the character and structure of the examination. All primary leaving 

examinations, K.A.P.E., K.P.E., and noif C.P.E., have laid emphasis on 

academic subjects as the main means to get into secondary school. The 

high motivation for secondary and higher education has always made 

ir_P“Py-.®~?“'^'"‘-®®®^®™“‘^°“*^®“'*^®te-on~academic-subjects-at -the-expense -of - - 

ptactlcal training, especially in upper primary school classes. The

< .

/
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Incidence of-repetition of classes lias become high, 

have led to poor methods of teaching in upper primary school.

The third issue is that what appears in the syllabus is not 

always what is actually taught in all schools. Very few schools, only

All these factors
i-

■ those with 'facilities and qualified teachers, put more into the syllabus 

and are up-to-date with innovations. The majority of schools, especially 

rural ones, lack the facilities and teachers to teach what is given-in

the syllabus. Examination pressure and structure force most schools 

generally to neglect very Important sections of the syllabus. It is the 

subjects iifcluded in the syllabus for the-purpdse of teaching pre- 

vocational skllls_ that suffer neglect in the last'two classes 'of the 

—primary-schoor;- - - - - - - - - - - - - " '

These issues^, form the background against which the analysis of ''i
'i , .

the syllabus in the remainder of this chapter is made.

tc

' .Analyala of the Primary School Syllabus >

The Rationale for Analysis

This wpa an analysis of the Kendra Primary School Syllabus ;V ‘i-;.
Cl /'■ • \

published ln:i967.^" It has been stated'"earlier that this, was the first 

joint syllabus for all children in.Kenyan schools irrespective of race. 

The school leavers (who were involved “in the-research analyzed in 

. Chapter III) were taught, most of the subjects included in the 1967 Sylla- 

It'is'assumed that the issues arising from the literature analysisbus

I were largely an outcome of the curriculum shown in the 1967 Syllabus.

T
. , ^Hinistry of Education, Kenya, Primary School Syllabus 

(Nairobi: ^GoVemment Printer, 1967).
/
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To-date there is not yet a single book showing all the courses offered 

in the primary school,, similar to the 1967 syllabus.

Since the publication of the 1967 syllabus, many revisions of 

Individual, subjects have been done, 

shown in the-book.

V..■p

The New Mathematics syllabus is not 

There have been revisions of Kiswahlll and .History 

Further changes in science and social studies are still at thecourses.

experimental stage. Even though the 1967 syllabus may appear to be out- 

of-date, many of the courses in it are still offered in schools just as

they appear in the syllabus. The content in the courses may have changed; 

however, it is assumed by the writer that the pattern of vocational ele

ments that emerges at the end of the syllabus analysis has changed very 

little.
or-

>
'C 1

Nevertheless, the analysis presented in this study is r^egatded ^ 

an example Of . what-was done in the primary schools when Kenya first 

integrated the three racial systems. When another future syllabus is 

produced, it will form a comparative study, so as to show if there' are 

any changes brought about by the innovations referred to earlier.

..'-was expressed that the jLnnouatlons may not be relevant to the problems
•' ’ 3 ..... ..... , , ' '3

of Kenyan youth. A comparative analytical study of the two. Syllabuses 

wordd confirm or disprove this allegation.

The main purpose, of the analysis was to find out what guidance 

the syllabus gives the classroom teachers to lead them to stress atti

tudes, skills and knowledge relevant for developing career motivation, ^ 

orientation, exploration and preparation. This would reveal how the 

-syllabus caters to the Issues atlslng from literature analysis. The 

Issues that r.ecelved further treatment in the syllabus analysis are those

J

as

Fear

■ \

:■

I

>
f

I
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like numbers 3,' 4, 5 and 2 to some extent, from the list at the end of

Chapter III (p. 100) . These oah easily be detected from an examination V

of the Syllabus.

The analysis tried to detect the vocational elements in the

syllabus. In other words., the question asked of the syllabus was whether 

or not it contained enough instruction and guidance for the classroom

teacher as to what vocational aspects should be stressed, and how, where 

and when they come into the course. A search was made through the course 

objectives, content and methods to pick up items and statements aimed at

teaching pre-vocatlc3nal skills and knowledge. fiow this was done is^

explained in the next.section.

To get a fuller picture of -the pre-vocational elements in the

whole curriculum would require analyzing more than the Syllabus. One ofc

cI
the Important points arising from the general survey of the curriculum 

was that in practice teachers do not teach all the sections of a syllabus

as they are expected to do. It would be necessary to examine class text

books and readers, the detailed schemes of work, lesson plans, and even 

,'the actual teaching Itself. In this respect the analysis of syllabus - 

alone will- give only-^a limited picture of.the vocational element in the 

curriculum. Since the syllabus sets the tone and gives the guidelines
■“s- . ' ’ ■

for the whole curriculum, it is possible to get from it a good picture 

of what the curriculum planner expects to be emphasized in the classroom. 

The analysis of the syllabus alone in this study was based on tfli’s

4

assumption.

/
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The Analytical- Tool and Method

In Chapter I.it,was stated that the questions to use in this

analysis would come from the four career elements used in the analysis

of literature, that is. Career Motivation, Career'Orientation, Career

After a preliminary study of the syllabus.Exploration and Preparation.

it was found necessary to subdivide the element of preparation into two.

in an attempt to separate the items in the syllabus aimed-at giving 

general pre-vocatlonal knowledge, from those aimed at giving specific

The analytical tool, therefore, 

consisted of five questions: one on each of'the three elements and two- 

on Career Preparation.

Career Motivation'was seen :ln statements where the syllabus gavie,,. 

dii^ectives to the classroom teacher to- encourage, pupils to like work. — 

For example, a statement like teachfers^hould try to cultivate "^od 

attitudes towards the important foie of agricultural work in Nation- 

building. . . was taken to be vocationally motivational, 

instructions in geography was Chat descriptions of poeple at viork should 

-be made "vivid and interesting."

Effort^-towa^is Career Orientatlofit^.showe'd through statements 

where teachers were Instructed to make references to careers while teach-

pre-vocatlonal skills and techniques.

-.t

One of the

r;;-

v>.

ing information that could be related to the world of work. One of the 

topics in Religious Education was, to.teach about "Christianity and Work. 

In the Preface if was stated that one of the alms of education w^ "to

■ !

Slinistry of Education, Kenya, Primary School Syllabus, p. 112. 

^Ibid., p. 9'3.
■)

^Ibid., p. 11.
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prepare tiiem for their future life. In History one of the topics

was to teach,"The main tribes of tee Area, their names and characteristics; 
2

e.g. occupations." These were topics add statements aimed at the orien

tation of the learners towards the world of work.

Exploration was recognized In cases where it was stated that

r

■ pupils should go out to see people at work, or where instructions were ' 

given to make pupils do work of some kind. The Geography course was full 

of instructions for visits to farms and many places of work. The best

example was in Arts and Crafts.'

Pupils.showing unusual keenness and ability might be
* encouraged to undertake work for the vlll^e or community.
Group_schemes may be undertaken for a local'social hall, 
community.centre. Church orvClub,•carving decorative or 
commemorative panels.3

cases whete pupils are encouraged to observe people at work 

and to try their hand at-it.

, ^ Pre-vocational general knowledge was detected in items Intended

to give the learners skills of communication and calculation, general . 

work habits like honesty, neatness and orderliness, and methods of work 

-Ike applying,-a scientific approach in analyzing situations and Informli-
' , c ,3-

tion, observation, recording and simile ,teteniques. St^aments selected 

under this section were, for example, "to teach.both to think and to 

arrange his thoutets in an orderly manner";^ and "to help children record 

what they have seen, and to begin to draw conclusions from it.

Section B of preparation picked up references to knowledge and

C
■thesq are

- .
- N

..5-

■ >

'

^^stry of Education. Kenya, Primary School Syllabus, p. 11. 

^Ibid.v p.'lM 3;/
Ibid., pT 159. . 

^Ihld.p . 39. p. 111.• »
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'f ■

skills, that 36^64 to be directly connected with definite occupations or 

technical and practical skills and techniques 

. learn .".Basketry and Fibre-work";^ to, learn-about "Insulators and Fire . 
proofing.!'^

Examples were, pupils to.

It was not easy in some cases to differentiate between items' for 

preparation A and for B. But the point of separating them was to try 

and see if the practical skills for specific careerT could be singled

Many critiques of the primary school syllabus think that the pupils 

are not equipped with-applicable practical skills for employment.

out*

.jS-

' The Analysis \

The analysis was a page-by-;pagc examination:of the entire book •

beginning with-the Preface and working through subject by subject. Four- 

teen subject' courses were. analyzed J A tally was made for every item

*>
c

-
or

statement that showed motivation, orientation;-exploration, preparation A 

or preparation;B, care being taken not to count any item or statement.

more than once in any subject.-" The tallies imder every syllabus area and
/

.career element were totalled and expressed as percentages of the whole
. . . . . . . . . ... ■ ■ r .. -- . ■ . -. -

number of tallies,whjjch was 700. The resjilts are shown ih Table 11.

Table 11 should be read with some

V

A low score' in a- subject 

shoiUd not be taken to imply that the subject does not necessarily allow

care.

for the career element. It means that the syllabus la written in such a 

way., that it does not stress the element in its instructions to tfee class

room teachers. It is the contentio,n of this researcher that if the

Sttlhistry of Education1, Kenya. Primary School Syllabus, p. 153.■

V: .

(
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, - Table 11 - .

Analysis, of Primary. School Syllabus, 
■ . ^ • 1967 ■i-

SYliABUS AREA CAREER ELEMEKT
Explqra- Prepara
tion tion A

Motiva
tion

Orienta
tion

Prepara
tion B

Total
■ t

Score Z Score Z Score Z Score ZScore Z Score Z

- Preface 2 .3 1 .1 0 0 6 .9 0 P ,9 1,3

Religious
Education 2 ;3 K -1‘5 .8 .23 '3.315 2.1 0 Q

Key Primary 
Approach (NPA) 2 .3 3 .A 3 .A 28 A.O 3 .A 39 5.6

English
(Nbn-NPA)® - : 0 0,0 0 0 0 IT- 1 .-9^- - 0-0- 13 , 1.9
Mathematics 2 .3 8 1.1 1 .1 A2 6.0 lA 2.0 67 9.6

New. Primary,
■ Mathematics®

“^Mother Tongues 0 . " 0

Swahili XSecond 
■ Lariluage)

Geography

History add 
’l;. Civics

General SciettM

Physical 
Edabatlon

.c 0. 0 0 Q (X 0 2 ,3 .2 ' >3 ' '0 0
t

5 .8 1 .1 27 3.9 3 .A 36 5.1

0 0 0 0 0 0 ■ 6 .9 0 0 6 .9
';.v“v

8 1.1 22- 3.1 10 l.A 33 A.7 5 .8 78 11.1

. 0 0 7 i;o 0 0 1 .1 A3' 6.135 5.0>V

• \
3 '''^A.3 11 1.6 86 12.3 . ‘3.7 ,..5.2 139 19.9

0 . 0 0 0 0 0 6 .9 0 0 6 .9

Arts-and Crafts .2 .3-

Needlework and 
D&nestlc Science 0 0

9 1.3 6 .9 Zr 3.9 106 15.1 150 21.A

2 .3 9 1.3 2 . .3 38 5.A 51 7.3

Music
- TOTAL SCORES 

-AND-PERGENT--.-

3 .A 0 0 0 0 lA 2.0 21 3.0 38 5. A
™23---3>0^ -^7-3 10.5- 3A—5.0- -3A2 Aa.P :,.22S 35.P , 70&-lD0..Q 

^Muclv'pf the infbnnetion-for this course is included in the 
New PrimaryrApproadi course.

' ^ two pages on this course fbr infor- 
mation of teasers. The detailed course was not yet ready for inclusion 
■>ln;:the;'1967:syllabus

.i
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syllabus does not stress important skills, attitudes and approaches, then. ■

it is not useful to the classroom teacher. In cases where teachers have 

had good training and education, they usually feel free to add their own 

, touch to the instructions given in the syllabus. Based on the casual 

observations and experience of the writer, "it is apparent that primary 

school teachers, lacking confidence in their own knowledge of the sub- 

’jects they teach, tend to follow the Ministry of Education’s syllabuses 

.and schemes of work to the letter.

.Discussion and Summary of
Eindlngs -ffom the Analysis

A look at the various syllabus areas shows.that the Preface is 

WMk "on scores in all career elements (see Appendix B) . 

score of 1.3 percent indicates that it does not put much emphasis oh 

vocational aspects, in’its instructions to the' classroom teacher who will 

be 'tislng the syllabus i

The low overallc

Most of what is included in the Preface concerns 

allocation of periods for the-various subject courses, and similar organ-

Izational'and administrative matters. To this researcher, the Preface 

falls to set Che to^e ah.d lay the philosophical background necessary to 

adequately guide all the teaching.

English for the non-HPA

fe*,• V. .

;

classes is low in scores because much 

of the material thq pupils have to learn is included under the English 

Language section of the New Primary Approach. Non-NPA Standard II classes
‘ 8k'' .

are expected to start.their English lessons with the work of Standard I
I

in the New Primary Approach. The scores in the section on English for 

—noi^PA- ate therefdie additibnal to tKose under New Primary Approach. 

The combined'scores in both courses'show that the English courses have
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few Instructions on motivation, orientation and exploration.

This means that the syllabus does not give much direction on these ele

ments . But as far as English, or any language, is concerned, much more 

goes into the readers and class textbooks than a syllabus can show, 

cannot be sure what values and attitudes teachers will project when dis-

One

cussing the topics in the readers. Hence a good syllabus should give 

sufficient direction on this—much more than the analysis has revealed. ' 

The Bessey CoinMssion was very critical about'the poor way NPA lessons 
were conducted.^

It was not easy to separate sections A and B of the element of 

career preparation. A language la useful as general knowledge and as a 

tool for communication even in practical applications'. The low score '■

; uhdei: Preparation B 1^ probably an unde.r-
2 * , r, .

Swahili as a.Second Language is "designed for those African and

non-African pupils who enter .upper primary school with little or no 
3

knowledge of Swahili." This'applies to the majority of rural primary 

schools. The pupils start taking a course in Swahili in Standard IV,

^ .-after having had a start on the local Mother Tongues. In that case much- 
language has aireadj^been learned before *4he course "Swahili ;(Second 

Language)" is done. This explains, in part, why the course is so low in

c
score•

■j.-’

scores.in all career elements. With scores only found in the section of

^The Bessey Report >P. 2/.
.^The 1967 Syllabus misuses the word Swahili.

Klswahill. Swahili are the people or tribes at the coast of Kenya whose 
language, is Klswahili. The writer uses Swahili in this report,_30. as not ..

used in the.4967 Syllabus.

It has now become

^Ministry of Education, Kenya, Primary School Syllabus., p. 89.
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A

“ career preparation A, this may imply that the course im shown in the 

syllabus only emphasizeff the teaching of factual knowledge. There is no 

attempt made to apply the knowledge to vocational situations. The type 

of jobs open to primary school leavers requires much spoken Swahili, as 

. the detailed analyses in Chapter III revealed (see pp. 75-85). -
V

Spoken Swahili is not a problem to urban children, but it is for rural 

children in.most parts of Kenya, where Swaiiili has. never really become a • 

familiar language of communication. The historical origin of this has 

been referred to earlier.

The .Mothe^Tongues show a much better distribution of scores in 

nearly all career elements' than Swahili as a Se'cond Language, this means 

that Swahili a8‘*®a Mother'Tongue, in urban areas is taught much better. - 

■ae syllabus has more detailed and Varied instructions for the urban 
teacher of Swahili than,for the rural’teacher. This implies t^'the 

researcher that rural children may not be learning this language suffi- 

ciently will to use it profitably in career situations. It is hopedv that

the revisions which were made to the course in Swahili just after the
... “■

'li, publication of the 1967 Syllabus included better instructions for the »

\ ■ ■■

c

>

r:
Cv?.- ■

• \
rural teacherv

The Physical Education course diows very low scores on the whole,
_ _  . . a

and the only elements mentioned were in the preparation A section. This 

should not give the impression that Physical Education is an unpopular, 

dull course in Kenya schools. Children love Physical Education periods, 

espec.iaily in the lower primary school. Games are popular right through

'•ij:

■<.

the prlmaiy-school system. In fact as The Bessey Benort hinted in an 

earlier reference, children look forward to the'time they leave the' V.A
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claasrpom for a. change from th^ dull teaching* What the zero scores In 

all other career elements mean is that the course does not show the class

room teacher that Physlpal Education has any vocational slgnlflcmce.

The syllabus misses opportunities to Instruct teachers to encourage chil

dren who may aspire to join the Army, Police, the General Service Unit, 

the Kenya National Youth Service and the Prisons, to take a keen Interest 

In Physical Education ^d G^es. When the "Examination Fever" for the, ’ 

C.P.E. builds up'in Standards VI and VII, Physical Education can be.

neglected, since It is not considered to be an Important subject.

, Religlops Education has .a wide distrlbu^on .of 

all the career elements.

scores In nearly-

It Is the scores under career motivation, prien- 
tatlon and exploration that Impressed the researcher'^most. The people

(. A ■

. who wrote the courses for the.sepdrate Religious Education subjects: for 

Catholics and Protestants, gave ^ple Instruction, to the classroom 

, • teacher to emphasize tte vocational Importance, of the subject.

values, habits, and attitudes taught in Religious Education were care-

The

fully related to situations In real life and the world of work.

.The,Geography course shows the highest scores in career mptlva-*
-7- ' . .J- ■

tion, orientation and exploration. It-also had scores lh-;l>oth sections 

of.;pareer preparation. The course was written with particular care to 

see that sufficient guidance was given to the classroom teachers to
-i • ■ - • ’ i ,

include more than mere geographical facts in their lessons. Specific 

application of geographical knowledge and skills to the world of work was 

emphasized. Imaginary and real visits to-places of work, skills in read-

Cc -
• N

■'.y

ing ahd-drawlng-mapa=:and-plans, and inaklng models, which are useful in 

many careers^, were included in nearly every section of the syllabus in

I
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the Geography course. This Is the approach that the currept researcher 

thinks will go a long way towards helping school children to begin think

ing about the world of. work as they learn schopl subjects.- It would be 

useful to observe' actual lessons in the schools to see how much of what 

is included in the Geogrhphy syllabus is actually put into practice.

The History and Civics course is not as varied in scores as the 

Geography syllabus. The course ‘consisted of much more factual informa

tion than hints on how the Infoinnatlon could be applied in the world of 

work. A reasonable number of statements fell under career orientation, 

'.and soma-of these might as weH have been scored undhr career motivation. 

Perhaps the planned combination of Geography, History and Civics together,

with some Economics and other concepts from Social Sciences, in a Sdclal
f'.

Studies Program will pro'duce a very rich course In vocational motivation, 

orientation and exploration. ‘

■’The discussion will deal with Mathematics and General Science .

courses together since they show-a" similar pattern of scores. There is

f

-

-V

a low score ifr the New Primary Mathematics because it was the 1967
ft'

■ Syllabus <i»at first madif pebple aware of ita,.^futur^ introduction. 

wlll.be the first year when all pupils in Standard VII in-Kenya Primary 

SchoolS’will have gone through the New Mathematics course.

1977

What was

analyzed in this study,was old Math, which had been learned by the school 

leavers involved in the research analyzed in Chapter III.

The scores for Mathematics and General Science courses show a

—high-concent ratlon-under. the ..two. sections of prepara tion 

/ showed the highest score among all- other■1:ourse8 under section A, and 

Mathematics had;the second highest. This means that the sjrllabus Included

General Science

, !.
♦v
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full Instructions to the classroom-teacher on what pre-vocational fcnowl- 

^ge and skills to stress in lessonsIf much of die information reached .

the learners, then they, were well equipped, for the world of work.

•scores under motivation, orientation and exploration are not as high as . 

might be expected.

The

Their contribution in these sections is only second 

to Geography. This implies tl)at the courses did not give much direction • 

to the teacher,-as to how to relate the knowledge taught in these impor

tant subjects to the world of work. -

The nihthod most recommended in science courses in the syllabus 

. was the observation of^ experiments in the’classrooi^ .There were not many 

Instances where visits.to farms, business firms, market places and shops 

were definitely requested. These are places where pupils could benefit 

by seeing what they learned in science and math applied in real-life 

situations. Teachers Were'instructed on how to teach heat and its effects 

o,n metals, but they, were not told to visit a> local blacksmith who'actually 

applies the principle to his occupation. The course showed the facts-to 

teach about livlhg things and how they can be improved by breeding young 

.. . ones from the best adults,, and then the teachers were told to. give an 

example of "Artificial insemination." There was no clear mention of 

'paylng^a visit to a local farmer-or farm institute to .see what artificial 

insemination means. Nor was there any instruction that t)upils should be 

asked to. try "grafting" on the fruit trees grown in their homes. There
• w. , yr • ■ ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . ■

was no Instruction in the Mathematics or the General Science courses ask-

\

> 1

ir:
• N

»
—ing.:the...t:each.er.to t^e children to the local market place and see how '

:> the different types-of scales are employed by butchers, and salt and

- sugar sellers.

I

.... ..
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.The Bessey Commission observed that

... the study of agriculture, of such sighificmce to the 
economy of Kenya, was not being fully exploited in the major
ity of schools. Only in a few schools was the garden used 
as a teaching aid.l

This may be due to lack.of sufficient instruction in the syllabus helping 

the teacher to apply the material taught to practical situations in real 

life.

Arts and. Crafts, Needlework, and Domestic Science and Music will 

be treated together as the practical subjects, expected to train pupils 

in specific pre-vocatlonal skills and techniques applicable to specific 

careers'. Some aspects of Music are. purely for enjoyment but much of it 

as shown in the syllabus appeared directly linked with music as a career 

;> in life.. The practical .subjects naturally had the highest scores iinder._
• • • j ^

preparation B. Arts and Crafts was particularly outstanding in ttils; 

they also had high scores on preparation A. The’scores in Arts and 

Crafts were spread out better on motivation, orientation and exploration 

than those in the other practical courses. They, like science and math^ 

did not howe^?er score as high on these elements as was expected.
' >5

One imppirtan^observation was that-the parts of the practical 

courses that were particularly rich in vocational elements naturally - 

occurred in the upper classes of primary' school where pupils were expected 

to be mature enough to better handle certain manipulations. It has been 

shown in. several sections of this study so far that the upper classes in 

primary schools devote most of their time to the examinable subjects.

Thun all the good Arts, Crafts, Music, Needlework and Domestic Science 

/ scheduled for these classes do not’teCeive much attention. The survey

c

. . •'

•?

T^e Bessev Report, p. 30.
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made by the Bessey Comnlsalon found that

and crafts are virtually non-existent in the 
upper primary Standards, particularly in the rural areas. 
What vas done was very stereotyped and of poor standard, 
lacking spontaneity and continuous experience.- For most 
children in the upper Standards the arts and crafts lesson 
seemed to be an occasional experience and so their work

. . In most rural schools needlework

. . arts

. . lacked development. .
the only aspect of the syllabus being fully covered.

[But] . . . many teachers had 50 to 60 girls in their classes 
sitting closely packed in a classroom without a reasonable 
surface on which to cut out garments*

was

the conclusion that.the scientific, mathe-Thls researcher came to

matical, and practical knowledge and skills included in the syllabus may
of those intellectualbe reaching the learners'T if at all, as just one 

- - exercises-not related to the life they will go into when they leave

might be fine for the child who will continue to secondary 

useful to,the terminal student who
/ -

has been shown earlier.

school. This

' schoolUnd higher. But ip is not
•> . -c

■ >
■i

does not receive ^y career.,guidance service, as 

A. comparative examination of the career elements in Table .11

instructions on the element of pre-show.B that, the syllabus carries more
If what is written reaches the learners.' . paration than qn the otSers. 

theidr'lt la

(.

clear that the primary school leavers have quite enough pre- 

vocational knowledge and^ skills to do any jqb^'that can be done by, youth

It also shows that they have enough back-with ^eir level of education.

- grhund knowledge and skills to profit from post-primary industrial and

. vocational training. .

The low scores under motivation, orientation and exploration

should not necessarily mean that these elements are absent in Kenya

instruction that has a bearing onrjpriijary schools. Usually much more

^e Bessey Report. pp. . 30-31,

■i'
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these elements goes Into the’detailed schemes of work and lesson plans 

rather than in the general syllabus. Good teachers-also make passing' 

remarks, references; and comments on these elements in their teaching.

, . It is likely, however, that many teachers may feel reluctant to empha-“ 

size these elements, regarding them to be irrelevant, just because-the - 

official syllabus does not highlight them, and they are not examinable. 

This cotild be very much the case unless school supervisors or Inspectors

emphasize-the eleiMnts in their critiques of teachers' lessons. 

Beiisey Commission after a

The

survey of primary schools, lamented "the gap 

between precept and practice" when they found that "the aims stated in

the 1967, Syllabus are not being'fully realized in the.^classroom."^

In summary, the following poliits emerged from the syllabus analysisi 

The syllabus included little'instruction on career .motivation;''
1 • i I . . c ■ '' , _ 9J?l®???tion and exploration.. The only subject course where.instruction

- ' 1.'c
*»

»,• -
• i on these elements was significant was the Geography Course.

2. - Instruction on the-element of preparation was very-high,’

meaning that the.syllabus-had much instruction on what pre-vocatlonal 
' - , •> ■ • ■ . ■ - 

. knowledge and skills classroom teachers should stress. ,
'.f •. • ■ f '. . . .

r

isK

\
3. The courses-'ln Mathematics, General - Science,-Arts and Crafts, '

Needlework and Domestic Science and Music, had more instruction on
y.

..
knowledge and skilly of a direct technical and vocational application 

than the other'courses In the syllabus, ' ■

' 4. The practical subjects likeC^rts and Crafts, Needlework and 

pomMtic Science-and Music had piost .of their vocationally rich-topics 

scheduled in the top primary S tandards

examination pressure did not :allaw teachers, to give them proper attention.

-.1

However» it Is likely that
/

e Bessey Report, p. 32.
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5/ The scientific and practical subjects did not give as much , 

Instruction to the teacher on career motlvafloni orientation and explor

ation as would-be expected, 

effort -In trying to Instruct the classroom teacher to relate the knowl

edge and skills to actual occupational situations in the world of work. 

This probably made the subjects more Intellectual than practical and 

minimized their potential beneficial internalization in the lives of 

the students.

This means that the syllabus made little

'' >c /

V.

<..
'V N

'‘-f

1

>
/

■ 4
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Chapter V

DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

AND OONaUSIONS

Introduction

The main purpose of this study was to Investigate the problems 

of unemployment of primary'school leavers In Kenya, and their Implica

tions for the primary, school curriculum. In the light of these findings, 

suggestions would be made for possible curriculum chapges. 

chapter a summary of'the main Issues of unemployment as revealed by 

^ ' lltei^-ature survey and analysis, curriculum survey, and syllabus analysis,""

will be given. This wlil be followed‘by a discussion of Implications of 

the problems for the primary school curriculum, and a proposal and dis

cussion of possible changes that could be made in the curriculum. The 

chapter will.close with a dlscuss'lon of implications of the proposed
J: _

ch^ges, and suggestions for further research.

In this

A

J:--<.. c C:.
The Main Issues of Unemployment

of Primary School Leavers

\

;
■'**

In order to clarify curriculum Implications,, the long list, of 

issues given at the end of Chapter III will, in this section, be condensed 

Into a few broad issues.

One major Issue is that the terminal primary school graduates who 

. >.are unemployed are not mentaily apd emotionally prepared for joining the 

labor market at the end of primary school.
' ■ wayiu

1

This has been shown In many

■ii
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Literat^ure analysis has shown that primary school children are 

strongly motivated, to go to secondary school because of the better job 

opportunities for people with a higher education. Repetition exists be-r 

cause of the struggle to gain a pldce in secondary school. The histori

cal survey of curriculum has shown that struggle for secondary education 

and the. problem of repeating are old problems in Kenya at the primary 

‘ .. school level. Contemporary critiques of curriculum have brought out the 

. advantages and disadvantages of repetition. Passing the examination is 

everybody's preoccupation—the pupils, the teachers, and the community.

The historical origin of tlie importance attached t<^assing examinations 

has been shown. As The IIP Report states, the certificate of primary
.r

education determines the whole destiny of a child. If he passes well 

' and enters a government secondary school he has a good chance of ultl- 

• mately entering a job where his income may reach IQ, 20 or even gs much 

as 100 times the national average. But if he failg, his lifetime earnings 

may not amount Id much more than those of someone without a formal 
education.^ No child,"therefore, would be inclined,to stop school at the 

^ primary level and join what.was referred to in Chapter IV as a "sedentary 

life" (see p. Ill).

The school curriculum gives the children soma amount of pre- 

vocational knowledge and skills, but It does not offer career guidance, 

career motivation, career orientation and exploration. In that cage the 

school leaver who terminates his formal education at the primary school

. lb t

<.

\C ■ f-'

Cc-
• N

^The United Nations Development Program 
^'labor Office, Employment, Incomes' and Equality:
-Productive Employment in Kenya (The ILO Report)•(Geneva; ILO, 1972),

and the International 
A Strategy for Increasing

p.,517.
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level has not been adequately prepared for the 

world of work.
transition into the

The second broad issue is that the majority of the unemployed

primary school leavers are rural school graduates. The poor teaching and

■ Inadequate facilities in the rural areas which account for additional

failures have been shown. Literature analysis showed that the unemployed

youth stayed In-rural areas for most of their unemployed days, rather

than in towns. The disparity between rural and urban schools has been

emphasized by tracing it back to Colonial days when there were racially

distinct school systems in Kenya.

The third broad issue involves the type of Job opportunities that

exist in rural areas for the.unemployed primary school leavers: they are
> , ^ - _

' limited, ,unchallenging,^uncertain, low paying, and they utilize very
' .c.

little of the knowledge and skills acquired by the average primary school 

leaverThe jobs are largely of a type for which no education is 

required. Even though the unemployed leavers take the jobs, they do them 

grudgingly and with no "enthusiasm. -These points have been shown in many 

w^s in this study-.

Althou^" syllabus analysis and general Curriculum survey have 

shown that little of the pre-vocatlonal knowledge and skills written -into 

the syllabus reaches the learner, literature analysis has proved that the 

minimal pre-vocaiional education is too much for the type of jobs avail- 

able to primary school leavers. History has shown that in the pre- 

independence days low ..prestige was attached to the jobs done by primary 

• -1 school leavers who were only good at the practical and industrial subjects.

The simple jobs done by the unemployed primary school leavers still

■j

t

.

»
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reflect this.element, which the present researcher chooses to refer to as 

the negative "Jeans school element." This refers to the element of sim- • 

plicity associated with practical and industrial training at the primary

school level. The subjects formerly were taught by Jeans School trainee? 

^*o themselves were "not of high intellectual attainments."^ It is not 

too likely that the planned developments in rural areas will create chal

lenging jobs for the unemployed youth who have primary school education. - 

For quite a loifg time to coma, therefore, it is probably that primary 

school leavers, especially in the rural areas, will be under-employed, and 

will constitute an under-utilized labor force.

1 The fourth broad issue is that, at present, only a small number

^ of unemployed primary school leavers engage in self-employment projects, 

or take 'advantage of opportunities Ijh post-primary technical traiplng- 

programs in the rural areas'. Although research on the activities of 

youth'in self-employment enterprises has not been exhaustive, some few 

but very encouraging Instances have been referred to. Kenneth J. King,

in an urban ^survey, has shown how many urban youth rush into numerous

■ apprenticeships jto become-mechanics, panelbeaters, and simple manufacturers

He recorded that there is a great deal of are’stless

movement in the bottom levels of the modem sector as people search for

an income outside the range of -1,4 to i8 a month.

Once they have set up on their own, several claim that they 
found they could make more in a day than they had previously

and blacksmiths.

^enya Colony and Protectorate, Education Department Annual 
^ y Report—1926 (Nairobir Government Printer, 1927), p, 17.

^enne^ J. King, "Skill Acquisition in the Informal Sector of 
the Economy," in D. Court and D. Ghai (Eds.), Education. Society and 
Developmentr New Perspectives from Kenya (Nairobi; Oxford University 

. Press, 1974), Ch. 13, pp. 291-309. ' -

^ /
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made in a month. VIhateyer the reality of theif earnings may 
be, most artisans or their‘trainees have a fierce determina
tion not to be eaiplpyed again.^

Literature analysis did not reveal the same enthusiasm among the 

rural^unemployed priimry school leavers as King attributes to-the urban 

youth. The 1972 .research showed that some had started joining village 

polytechnics for training. A few kept-rabbits and chickens, and some

engaged'in some farming on a self-employment basish

the rural unemployed seemed to. go through a cooling-off period doing the 

little work they found but waiting for the.moment when they would find a 

' salaried job. 

analysis (see pp. 136-138 ).

It is likely that, at least for the rural primary leavers, the 

motivation they received towards employment was to prepare them "to move 

about in a well-mapped territory of wage employmeint and not to Explore 

and cfeate-opportunities where-wage employment wa3 absent."^

Generally, most of
!

An e^lanation, for- this may be found- in the syllabus

;r

/' V
C

'3

■Implications of Unemployment
Issues for CurriculumJ.-

‘ 'v • N ^ "
Each of-the fohr broad issues outlined abdve will he discussed to

demonstrate their implications for the primary school curriculum.- Soim 

of them have broader implications than just for curriculum alone. The 

wider Implications will be* mentioned in this section anii also at 

stage.

a later

j

■^Ing, "Skill Acquisition in the Informal Sector of the Economy,**'"
> pp. 299-300.

/

Emil R., Rado, "The Relevance of Education for Employment," in 
Court and Gfaai (Eds.), Education. Society and Development; New 
Perspectives from Kenya, p,. 33. , . ■
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Generally, tbe Issue that the unemployed primary school leavers 

do not wish to enter the world of work at the primary school level, has 

Implications for the whole econon^. The absence of remunerative wage 

employment for primary school leavers in the formal sector and the general 

underdevelopment and poverty in rural areas cause the youth to be reluc

tant to atop their schooling at- the primary school level. It has been 

shown that urban youth seem to find openings, into the informal sector, 

but they pay for "this quite dearly since they have to go through private 

apprenticeships. Research has not'shown the same openings for rural 

youth. This pbints^to the need to develop the rural^-areas drastically to 

create paying employment opportunities in the informal sector. At the

,t ^ pTesent stage of development, an enterprise in the informal sector is not
i ' . ' ""

very profitable. The general,povertyjof ppople means that there is/

little purchasing power; therefore, propensities to consume are low,

costs of production are high, and transportation of products to the

market is costly. To earn enough^money from rural informal enterprises

means much more hard work and larger capital outlays. People who earn

salaries’, such as^/teach^rs,-urban employed, and those who are-able to 

obtain big loans, manage to earn more from'self-employment enterprises in

rural areas than those employed in salaried Jobs alone.

This has strong implications for curriculum in that it creates a 

dilemma for the classroom teacher. Research has found that there is

Ilittle career motivation, orientation and exploration in the syllabus.
I

and that even the little there is, is towards wage employment. If most
'■j

/remunerative wage employment is available only to secondary school 

leavers, then it may be said that the curriculum motivates the learner
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for a world of work beyond that available for primary school leavers, 

Given the situation of jobs in the rural areas, the scarcity of jobs in 

the formal sector, and the hi^ cost of securing a place in the Informal 

sector in urban areas, it becomes difficult to see what approach the" 

classroom teacher should take. The more the teachers inform them about

the real facts of the situation facing a primary school leaver, the more 

the chlldrCT are motivated to avoid terminating at primary level, 

regardless of' the struggles and difficulties involved. It is unreasonable 

to expect that primary school teachers will prepare their pupils to aim
V ■ .if—

■ so low in life as to b^ome copk/houseboys and houS&naids. One would

expect motivational statements like,:,"If you don't work hard you will 

fail the C.P.E. and fiecome a mere laborer or simple garden boy!" This is_ 

• quite natural. The question- that arises is: What kind of techniquef^do we 

expect the teacher to employ to persuade primary school pupils fo develop 

some respect for some of those menial jobs that have been mentioned in

c "i

this study?
It is, also possible that primary school teachers think that the<-

.. .children in primary school .are still too young to be concerned about
^ c'i . .

employment,prospects. Research has shown that many of the children show 

little.pptimlsm about employment prospects after school. Other research 

has shown that unemployed adolescent youth, especially in the rural areas, 

are not in a hurry to settle down quickly on pome' steady career. The 

fact is that, young though they are, they are forced to leave the educa

tion system at the primary school level. . If the present age at which 

> primary school ends is a "premature" entrance into the labor market, what ' 

can the curriculum do about it? This research has tried to show that it

\

. '
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Is not age alone th'at prevents primary schBol children from being inter

ested In employment prospects. It Is the constraints of the strong moti

vation for secondary school, the examination pressure, and the poor 

prospects of employment for primary leavers. Even if It were the problem 

of age. It would require a reshuffling of the education system so as to

delay the exit of children from the system in ways other than repeating.

The second issue, that most of the unemployed primary school 

leavers are from rural schools, has its origin in the disparity among 

schools. On the one hand, this issue has socioeconomic and political 

implications. It is. not the intention of the writSf' to discuss them in 

this study, but they will be touched .upon in passing, when curriculum 

1^' > implications are discussed. The issue also raises implications that

concern the whole education system ati the,primary level, and not just the 

curriculum. These will be discussed in detail here and in latter sections 

' of the'study.

The O.P.E. examination is done in English of a higher standard 

than what ruz'al school pupils can manage. Some rural children fail the 

examination, because tRny do'not understand the que,stions. The reasons 

for-differences in standards of English have been shown in the'study. 

Even if the examination were done in Klswablll, urban children would 

still be superloi^. to r^ral children in performance. * The decision as to 

whether or not there be a switch to Klswahlll instead of English, as is 

the case in Tanzania, is still a political one. Given the history of 

Klswahlll in Kenyan schools, it has even been difficult for politicians
'y

■ / to come to quick solutions bn this. The present researcher sees no prob

lem in continuing with emphasis on English as it is now; Kiswahili now 

receives sufficl'ent atttention.
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The English Paper has been criticized for carrying Items and 

compr^enslon passages that are more urban, and in some cases more foreign, 

than rural and Kenyan. It is easy to correct this and strike a balance 

between rural and urban situations.

C

This would have to spread even into 

the items found in textbooks'and readers used. Readers written by
i

African authors are being produced in greater numbers.

There is also the question of where education standards should be 

set—at the high-cost school level or at the rural school level? Since 

historical days, Kenya has used the "model school" idea to set high stan-
. . r .J.K- . • • • -

dards for other'students. The Alliance High School^M set up for this
• ._»5

purpose. ..It was comparable to some of the best high schools in Britain,

^as far as, the schools for Africans in Kenya were cdhcemed. But the
j ^ ^ • •
Alliance High School admitted pupils frjbm a)l parts of Kenya and on jEhe ■

> ! '

merit of high scores In the'•examination. If the high-oost primary

schools are being used for similar purposes, and the writer would support 

the idea, ife wo
/a/1

be useful if thgy also recruit pupils from all over
V-

' ^ Kenya or at least only on merit rather than on the social status of 

parents.
- • V

■ ^
■ Since independence, some government -maintained schools,'=especi-T , 

ally the‘^natlonal schools., have increasingly become just as good as -the 

Alliance High School. This isbecause there has been>an equitable dls-

Sood teachers and facilities among the g.ovemment maintained 

schools'. Research has shorn that this is not the case with, primary 

schools. In the section on proposed changes it will be shown how the' 

l)resent researcher thinks that the good facilities in high-cost primary
. -I ,

schools should be distributed to all parts of the country, at least at 

the Upper primary school level.

:.I
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Research has shpwn that even though there is a unified syllabus 

and examination for all primary schools, the curriculum in'hi^-cost- 

urban schools includes more enriched education experiedcas than in the 

rural schools. History has shown that the curriculum designed for the 

African children in rural areas in Colonial'days was not meant to be of ' 

high quality at all. It.was aimed at keeping the rural children in the ■

' rural areas.- The system was fine then, when there were definite racial 

and class distinctions in the Colony and Protectorate of Kenya. The 

present Republic of.Kenya is determined to wipe out class distinctions 

among its. people,-but J:he7gpvemment would be deceiving itself if it 

imagined that the Integrated pripaary school syllabus Is'doing that. - In 

practice, it is perpetuating the Colonial legacy. The present researcher 

believes that this' issue sitould be approached in the same way asHias been
' ■ ■. , C- '

dbne at the secondary school.level. There the'government makes a great 

effopt to^x children from the different tribes of Kenya and from all 

economic classes, especially in the government maintained national secon- 

' , dary schools. Economic and class distinctions are instilled in Kenyan 

' t.. children at the primary school, level, and it might be difficult to cor

rect them once they become internalized at thpt''early'age. It'will be 

proposed.JUter"in this study to change the education system at the Upper 

primary level so that children from all social groups can mix and have 

.free access to good education similar to that offered in the high-cost 

primary schools.

■I.

A
c

>-

'■. u

■■ N

The third issue is that the primary school leavers .are under- 

d^ldyed' and under-rucllized. ^search has shown .that this problem 

arises because of Iplw development in the rural economy and. the lack of:• ;.r

:■
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opportunities in the formal sector. The allegation that primary schoo^ 

leavers have no employable skills to offer employers has not been con- 

firmed. On the contrary, they have more knowledge and skills than is

requited for the .type of jobs available for them, and this is likely to 

remain so even when all the developments planned for the rural areas 

materialize. If the only opportunitlea open for the primary school 

leavers were in wage employment alone, there would be no worry about 

the present curriculum.

Primary school leavers do not have to depend only on wage employ- 

ment. They do not have to wait for developments in thtr'rural areas.

They can create their own employment, in .keeping with the true spirit of 

"l^arambee.". For them to gain enough competence and confidence to do this, 

they would need more grounding in the basic industrial and technical 

skills and knowledge. The ba'sic education in practldal subjects iilf the' 

syllabus wSuld have to be made as strong as the current basic education 

in academic subjects. This would not require any additional subjects of 

an Industrial and" technical nature. It would only ,mean that what is 

''written in the current syi\abuS' would have to bq. given^ more attention and 

time to .reach the learner in the school. Research has shown that'there 

is a gap between precept and practice, especially in the practical sub

jects. The changes to help bridge the gap have been proposed in the 

next section of the study.

The issue that only a few of the unemployed primary school 

leavers engage in self-employment activities has been referred to already

C •

\

:>
tp'some extent in the discussion of the other Issues* The differences

between the urban.areas and the rural situation on this Issue have been
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. brought out.' It has been suggested that the problem can be alleviated 

in the rural areas if the level of development rises to a point where- 

self-emplpyment enterprises become more well-paying than wage employment.

as is the case in urban areas. It has been-suggested further.that for. 

primary school leavers to have enough competence and confidence to set 

up their Own enterprises, they would need a stronger basic education ifl 

the practical subjects than they now receive. The present syllabus con

tains much pre-vocatlonal knowledge and skills that do not reach the 

learner. A change is proposed later on how this could be made possible. , 

The little that has been reported on the urban-rschool leavers

suggests that they are more motivated into paying heavily for apprentice-
1 ' ' '

_sjilps and going into self-employment than are the rural school leavers.

' The factors fchat discouragd' rural schoolI'leayers have been given. Th^ .
>

writer is convinced, however;-that the rural school leavers need to^ 

acquire mchre motivation, orientation and exploration while still at 

school. In addition to this, they need a spirit of hard work, adventure 

' and creativity. -'They need to have a business attitude and some simple 

notions of

.t-

4^
entrepreneurship introduced-to them while ^hey are still at 

school, so that if they fall to find a good job or apprenticeship,- 'they 

might endeavor to. set up their own trade or enterprise. The writer is 

inclined to agree with Rado when he says that the "litble evidence we 

have suggests that educational systems are geared more towards the pro- 
. ductlon of routine competence,than towards creativity."^ The proposed 

wsgr in which to tackle this issue is discussed further under the section . 

, d^e^lng with suggested changes.

I

^^do, "The Relevance of Education for. Employment," in Court and 
Ghal (Eds.); Education, Society and Developments ^. 33.
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Ic is important to point out"here that the final success of the 

jcuth in the field, even with various skills, business aptitudes and good 

attitudes, will depend on whether or not they are supported at the

The writer has in mind theinitial stages of setting up enterprises, 

establishment of some credit and loan systems, advisory or extension work-

support, to help the youth make a start., While town parents are able to 

‘ raise money to pay for apprenticeships tor their children^ and then help 

them get started, moat rural parents are too poor to do that, 

of support suggested here would ensure that the primary school youth are 

helped into becoming productive citizens, to justify the investment put

The kind

a
into them.

In summary, the discussion of unemployment Issues has raised thd

following implications fof^the primary school curriculum:
i 1 ( ■

1, It is not easy to expect primary school teachers to motivate

. children into liking and looking forward to the type of menial jobs 

available for primary school leavers.

.. In the rural areas motivation leans towards the salaried jobs

^ ayaiiable for people,with secondary education, since self-employment
/ "-A

enterprises are not always very well paying.

2. Teachers may be finding it difficult to interest primary

■1'^ .

i.

- i-:

■ \
;

school children in matters concerning emplo3raient prospects, at their
'' < ' •' * . ° •

though the many who exit from the education system at, early age, even 

the primary school level will probably need some guidance.

3. It seems that Kenya, intends to maintain the high- standards 

in the high-cost primary, schools as a mod^ for setting high standards

If so, a change similar to that in

>

/
V v for other schools in the country.

-

I
■j
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secondary schools Is needed, in order to distribute the good facilities 

of high-cost schools to all parts of the country.

4. '.English of a yery high standard is used in the C.P.E. exami

nation, -and this puts rural primary school children at a disadvantage as 

compared with urban children. .

5. The items in the C.P.E..examination papers need changing so 

that they are comprehensible to both^rural and urban children. '

6. Primary" school leavers need a stronger basic education in the 

practical subjects so as to gain the confidence and competence sufficient

*

c

for setting up self-employment enterprises. This migh^e done by ensur

ing that what is written in the present syllabus under the practical 

,subjects actually reaches the learner. For similar reasons, they need 

mote career motivation, orientation, exploration, a spirit of hard work • 

and'adventure, and some' entrepreneurship aptitudes;.

. The^changes to accommodate these implications are discussed in 

the next two sections.

>

.Iti-

y
V

J.- Proposed Changes in the
Primary School Currlculum a

/-• • N
Co. • ■,

Introduction

It'has been stated many times in this study that curriculum 

changes, by. themselves^ wopJLd not .alleviate toe problems‘of imemployment 

for primary school leavers. The Issues and implications discussed in
■

the.-first two ;a^ of tols chapter show that there is also a need for

v; ■'cliah'ges in the whole 'education system and in the general economy and-.

\,7, ;sboiety in the"whdie"':couatty^i..  ' . .

Before proposing changes, it is important to clarify a point

x
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about the changes. The problems of unemployment of primary school leavers 

call for- changes in two areas. First there is need for changes in the 

ruraT economy. These would be to create challenging wage employment 

opportunities in the rural reas. A few primary school leavers would find

jobs in that way. They would also be aimed at raising Income levels and 

Improving services in the rural areas to a point where self-employment 

in the informal sector would be as, well paying as wage employment. It 

is in the informal" sector where most primary school leavers should look 

forward to finding or creating jobs. The present researcher has not
.■ .ii-

discussed the changes, in the rural area, since they beyond the scope

of this study.

Researj* has shown that the amount of pre-vocatlonal skills and 

'knowledge actually learned by the present pflmary school leavers is n,ot 

sufficient to enable them to. explore possibilities and create jobs, in the 

informal sector. There is a need, therefore, for changing the primary 

school curriculum and the education system, so as to ensure that the 

school leavers leave the primary school with enough business and pre-

aptitude?' and .skills to be able to establish their own enter-
C.V. . ' '

prises. It is the belief of the rese.archer that the present syllabus has 

all'.the dcademlc and practical subjects that would give the required 

skills and knowledge. All that remains to be added tq the syllabus is 

■ more vocational motivation and career orientation and exploration. The 

only oth'dr additional program would be the individual projects for all 

"children in the upper primary school, as explained later-in this section. 

The changes proposed here, therefore, are to increase business 

' and vocational competence in primary school children by making sure that

fL

<.
&

*■ vocational
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what is written in the present syllabus reaches all children—urban and 

rural—without any detractions by the present constraints of examination, 

repetition, and lack of facilities and trained practical subject teachers. 

Changes in the curriculum will be discussed first. This will be followed 

by a discussion of changes in the education system, and then by a discus-' 

Sion of the implications of the changes for the whole economy and society 

. of Kenya. ' --

;

Curficulxim Changes '

The present researcher does not think that there is an immediate

need to introduce any more practical subjects Into the-^present curriculum,
.

for the purpose of increasing the vocational element.lntAe curriculum.

IJie immediate concern is that the good pre-vocational knowledge and
<■ ' ; i ' . ' ' -

skills written in'the syllabus reach thei learner in the school. - A chmge

is required to ensure this. This would require teachers trained irf the '

handling St industrial and technical subjects, and the removal of the 

constraints that currently prevent teachers from stressing the practical 

subjects; .These'^have wider implications than the curriculum can handle;
V,

i£
■S . they are brought out,-in th^ section on changes in the^ system, • '

- ■ - .• .. .

. Care has to be tak-en to see that the fears of the magnitudes of .

unemployment afflohg primary school leavers do not drive us into flooding 

the prlmary -school syliabps with too many subjects. Irt suggesting this, 

the writer is■guided by a very potent fact that was stressed by Alice;

Miel when she made the following statement regarding elementary school:

. . .. But the. content must not be too much, too broad, for 
we are not ’ sure if the kids are really making sense of it all.

. . . Should they have a great deal more information or 
.Should they be assisted in getting order [and relevance] out

I

/

—^. . .  •
' ' • ■ ■
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of the-information already introduced.^

If all that appears in the present syllabus were learned thoroughly and ' 

properly, it would equip the'primary school leaver with enough skills, 

knowledge, techniques and aptitudes required for setting up a self- 

employment project in the absence of a good wage job.

The immediate change required in the curriculum is that the 

syllabus should include a stronger element of career motTvation, orienta

tion and exploration.. This should be done in all subject courses and at 

all levels from Standard i to the end of the primary. When a fact or 

information relevant to a"career is taught, the teachM should inform the 

children about that career, let them talk about it, discuss the various

good and bad point's about it; if possible the classroom lesson should-

be followed iby an excursion to the field- to observe people at work in 

the careers’discussed in class.' Some jobs can be tried by the pupils 

practically or'through simulation exercises in the classroom. A good 

syllabus should point out where opportunities in the course would arise ■ '

for pupils to dq what is' suggested above.

It-is inevitable that ..motivation will be towards careers and jobs 
C 'y ' • . • N _ ■ ■

that might never be done by those who leave sf^ool at primary SQhqol,

levelr 5ince the whole class is involved, this should not be a great

..-concern. It is possible to discuss the jobs done by people of various

. levels of education. Even when menial jobs are mentioned, it might be

interesting to see what pupils think about them, how Important they think

the jobs are in the development of the country, and how they might be

.

p

/
^Alice Miel^ "Let Us Develop Children Who Care ^oiit Themselves 

and Others," in Gi'^ffass -Md K. Wiles (Eds.), Readings in Curriculum 
(Boston; Mlyn and Bacon, 1965), p. 321.
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performed better. The-lmportant point iff that the pupils should be made, 

to become ware- of the world of.work and to "link what: they learn with 

real situations. ' '

- The other-change proposed here is that prlmaty school pupils 

should all have Individual projects at home. These might be in farming-, 

trade-or any business. The individual projects, which could even take

the form of apprenticeship, are to offer a practical-experience in a 

-vocation, for learhihg entrepreneurship and all factors that are needed

in a self-employment enterprise.
- . ; ■ ■

For some lucky, people these projects *■ 

migh^develop into their future careers, others may usre^them as stepping

stones into-other careers. The income derived from individual projects

/' wpuld serve as a stimulus towards a desire to be self-employed and
c . y ! '■ .

partially reiieve some parents of financial obligations to their children.

Teachers would-have t6 observe pupils at work' on the projects and 

asses's their performances. . The assessments would form part of the marks

for the practical examination. Hie implications of this will be discussed

•. later. i.-

V-

The changes ^ntibqed So far would need ,.a goo^ program of
' Cv';.- • ' / " - ■

guidance and counselling that would also extend to the weaker leSihers

who give ihdlcStlons of dropping out of the system. The secondary-bound 

would also need guid^ce f^or choice of the type of school to go to.

The most urgently needed change in the primary school curriculum 

is in the C.P.E. acamination. Every subject that appears in the syllabus 

should be examined. It is practicable to establish written multiple- 

- c^oice^ a^ tests-for both the academic, and practice subjects.

similar to those used by liie East African

- - «-f'

. I
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- N 'i
; ■■

“‘fixaiihatipM the Seconaaty technical schools‘can be

adopted in the practical'subjects taught in primary schools.- Added to

these two would be assessments, of pupils' work- on their- projects.

Given a diversified secondary school program referred to in

Chapter II (pp. 54-55), it should be possible for marks from the ' 

-written, practical and project laminations to be considered for the 

selection of- the successful candidates for .vthe various secondary schools.' 

, If the secondary schools 'are made comprehensive i-n their programs, candi

dates would just be distributed to schools according to their total or 

average marks in the whole^^amin'ation.

The rationale for broadening the base of examinable subjects and 

considering them all for secondary school s'ele'ction, is to give status 

to all sutijecljs taught in thp school, academic, as well as practical.
■ ' ' -' ; ■. c- ■

This is necessary if the,pre-yoCational elements in the primary school 

syllabus haye to-reach the learner.

Tlie vocational element could-also be strengthened if the items, in

>

■j;

the examination papers' could be chosen-so that they lead primary school

feaaiers towards recogp-izlng important pre-vocational skills and knowledge. ’ 
■ . ' fl .. ‘
The ILO Report suggests that if the practical part of the matheafatice

paper could-^lnclude shopkeeping'problems, simp^ farming and business ,

accounts, the calculation of .crpp yields, and,a wide ran|e of, other prbj>-

• N

1^'-likely to be met with by the school leaVer-engaged in agriculture or
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . - ' ■ ■■

self-employment, it would be just as good for the terminal- student as for

the secondary-bound candidates. Similarly the General reaper would include 

ite^ on such t^ics as the causes and treatment of coffee berry disease, 

.the use of fertilizers, soil erosion, and the effects of tick-bone

- - r--.-
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diseases on cattle. Topics such as these are the concern of every 

progressive farmer in^Kenya.^

The inclusion of items and topics in ah examination in the 

Ishown above would soon make teachers stress the sections where these 

from in the syllabus. _

manner

coma

Proposed Changes in the School System

^ Some of the Issues and implications discussed in the first two

sections of this chapter call for a change in the education system. .They

will be referred to in this section. The system that is proposed here is.

similar,to that proposed by The ILO Report in 1972, with a tea important

details and differences. The writer proposes that the education system

I be suchj-’that the primary school- level- should be eight years long, broken

up into five years of Lower and Middle ^rima'ry., and three years of Upper

Primary. For reasons to be explained later, it is further proposed that

primary education be followed by four years of secondary and four to six

years of university, doing away with the Upper Secondary as at present.
' . » • •

The system is illustrated in Figure 4.
. . --

The major cbncem^ls with what should <fie dpn^ in the 'primary 

school and why. The five years of primary.education would aim at esta- 

blishlng a firm basic foundation in the literary subjects. The present 

subjects would still be taught and by using the NPA methods of teaching. 

This first part of primary, has to be done well and without the threats of 

final examinations. There shojil.d be no major examination for promotion 

of children from the lower five years of primary to the upper primary;

I

V.

1

~ -^he ILO Report, pp. 524^525. 

^Ibid., pp^ 241-242. .

... r
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instead children should he redistributed to upper primary classes.

Upper prii^ry education should be offered in schools 

from those of lower primary.
separate

They should be large multi-stream, well 

equipped and well staffed schools, similar to the old "Central Schools"

that have been: ref erred to in this report. I'With many clashes, largq, 

well equipped workshops and home; science rooms, and staffed with teachers 

that are trained in the teaching of the practical subjects Included in 

the present, sHlabus,'the upper primary schools Should emphasize the 

teaching of the practical subjects. This is the stage where projects 

would be introduced.-^ Scheduling^ of lessons would-be'-Such as to allow for ' 

‘ practical-project afternoons at least'twice a week.

-

Of course acWemlc

^subjects would still be taught, but the time allocated to them would 

have to be-deduced.
( I

i

The idea of concentrating upper primary education in

c

C:
a few large

schools ,as suggested above .is -to reap the advantages of economies of

- scale. The present numerous arid scattered, primary schools would be 

.impossible to. equip and supply with good teachers; - It is. the lack of 

, these that hampers die proper teaching of the practl^cal subjects . The 

good outstanding teachers, of subjects like science, mathematlcsi "English, 

and Kiswdiili can best be utilized in big concentrations of the kipd 

^ proposed here. The^present high cost and medium coat ’primary schools 

• would be turned into upper primary schools, as they are already large 

enough and have.many facilities. Harambee secondary schools that go only
. ...... -y

up to Form II would have to be taken over by the government and converted 

schools.. The government-would convert other primary

, .• >■*. ■

..!■

^ achdols Into upper-primary ones, with a view towards making sure that all

!
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.

children from the five year primary schpola haw access to large upper 

priinary schools within reasonable-proximity.-

If alt upper primary'schools are put at the same level- of size,

^ facilities andjupply of good:_teachers, it will be possible to conclude

. that the advantages now enjoyed by the hi^-coat urban schools will have ' '

been'spread-to all parts of the country and to all social classes, of 

• (Aildren.. The:fmajor examination would come during the eighth year.
W'

This would have t» be a broad comprehensive examination as suggested

earlier. The practical tests and assessment of projects would be stag-
: a. ■ ■ . / • ■

gered through the whole of the eighth year. The .written examination 

would come towards, the end of the year, and it would' certainly take more 

v: than one day to be’done. There is no reason why the same security exer- 

clsed when‘the East Afrlohn Certificate-of Education examination is ^one- 

in Kenya and Uganda cannot -be applied when the primary,.leaving -

examination is done in Kenya alone.

The writer hopes that thls^ arrangement would ensure that,children 

in the upper primary school will have.had a good solid two years of prac-

4
>•

V

a
. -tical education an^'the other academic subjects,., before the examination 

"fever" begins. In this .way the primary school education wiil-Aa-ve given 

a strongsbasic education in both academic and practical subjects, and 

will have, devoted enou^ time to pre-vocational elements required by the 

- pupils who exit from the system ^ that stage.

It la hoped that a primary school pupil who drops out of the 

system at the end of eight years of the education described above would 

/Slot be as'badly off as those who terminate ithelr education at. the present

■f-

f
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A broad curriculvnn of the type proposed in the primary school 

would need a comprehensive type of curriculum in all secondary schools•

It should be possible to avoid situations where students at .the secondary 

school level take only academic subjects, without at least one vocational 

subject. It should also be possible to enable a student in any school 

who has .an aptitude for practical .and technical subjects to find them in 

the school curriculum.

The present Upper Secondary with its narrow and heavily academic 

curriculum does not fit into the system envisaged in this proposal. The 

students should, after the East African Certificate o?^Educatlon examine- . 

tlon, move straight into the university,;which already has quite a dlver-

slfied c^outse structure. To mature themselves and' become oriented to the
' ( ' '■

university system of education,, s^tudents'would need one year of orientTa-

tion courses organized on Faculty or inter-Faculty basis, before they 

* begin the full university courses. This would lengthen university 

education by one year. .

The main focus of this study is on the changes at the primary
■ fc

school level, and itt^a n^ Intended to di8cus9'’:.th.e changes in the secon- 

dary and tertiary levels of education.' Figure 4 shows the appropriate ■ 

teacher training arrangements.

.General Implications for the Economy
and Society

The changes suggested above, especially at the primary school 

level, have implications for teachers. There would be a heed for 

thachers qualified in the handling of practical subjects. It was shown 

in Chapter II that Als is ^ready in the planning stages The secondary
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school students who go into teacher training will be required 

at least one practical' subject. The Kenya Technical Teachers College 

will also help in production of teachers for technical subjects,'..although 

th^ may be mainly for secondary schools. At least with their presence 

in secondary schools, this Will'ensure an ample number of secondary 

school students with a technical education background joining teachers, 

colleges to become primary school teachers. Teachers will have to be 

consulted on the prop'osed changes so as to be prepared to 'do more work, 

especially at the upper primary level.

to train in.

•i.- =

The community would be expected to help in the^frovision of the 

individual proje.cts and apprenticeships. . They would'have to be mobilized 

and educated into seeing the need for more concentration on practical 

training. The public may not be .convinced until it witnesses the success

ful outcome of the projects. Pull community support may also depend on

how it sees' the emphasis on practical subjects and projects actually 

help' their children to find reasonably good jobs after finishing school.

For the uhemployed primary school leaver, the success of applying

the Knowledge and skills gained in the proposed ,progra^ may depend on Che
.. •' - - ..... Cc- • ' . ■)
general development of the-rural economy. This point has already'Been 

referred fo' in this study. Rado, while discussing this point, suggested

V.

&

that the experience of the, Japanese agricultural revolution in the late 

eighteenth century may be relevant.^ It was based not on agricultural 

education as such, but on the simultaneous Improvement by rural craftsmen
I -

and peasant farmers of tools, seeds, and meftnds of cultivation. While no 

single innovation was striking in Itself, the process became cumulative
\
■‘■Rado, "The Relevance of Education for Employment," in Court and 

Ghai (Eds.), Education. Society and Development: New Perspectives from 
Kenya.'p. 40. .» .
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as news of Improved and.more profitable farming practices had spread.

The same could be. said about what would be needed to facilitate the 

success of self-employment enterprises in rural areas -of Kenya, whether 

in farming or in business.

Financing is always a problem in any Innovation. It has already 

been suggested that concentrating resources in a f^ large upper primary 

schools will help in benefiting from, the economies of scale. Neverthe-.

less, much money will still be required for equipping the schools really 

well, ^e writer is convinced that this is an expenditure which, if well 

calculated and presented would not fail to produce fin^ial aid from 

donors. There is no doubt that the creation of upper priMty schools of 

hl^^ quality would, be a very worthwhile expenditure. *
f ' . ■ ^

The administration atid execution p'f th'e broadened examination
« I ..r

> . i-'

would also require much, money*. But it would be an expenditure well yorth. 

going .into,-if the government really cares for the youth, of its country

.1-

c

and for future economic development, especially in the rural areas, which 

' - depenis upon tl« youth.

It is not possible .for the proposed curriculum changes to. equip 

the primary school leavers with all the^ require to start their own-' 

business in.' the Informal sector; There would need to be many non-formal 

programs and institutions to supply them with further training. They 

would also need further ad'vlce and extension services, and credit for the 

initiation of fhe enterprises. Markets in rural areas are limited. It 

might be useful therefore to find markets in urban areas, and this will 

,require improved transpbration facilities.

All these conditions must be favor^le in order for the school

4. .

S
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projects and self-emplp3niient enterprises to succeed; otherwise the pupils* 

teachers and parents will be discouraged in their support -of the new 
programs.

Summary of Findings
and Suggestions

Summary of Findings

The purpose of this study was to investigate the problems of 

unemployment among p'rimary school leavers in Kenya and 

for the primary school curriculum.
its implications

In the light of findings, suggestions
^■3

would be made for possible curriculum changes. 

The main objectives analyze empirical research that has 

and -on- the current

to see What I the main Issues of unem-f, 

to the primary school curriculum. ” The 

findings from the analyses would be related to the future trends and

were to

(' ^^6n done on the problems of unemployment of youth, 

primary school syllabus, an^ then 

ployment are, and how they relate

strategies in Kenya to determine how,the primary school curriculum could
i.

- be changed to reflect the Issues of unemployment.-

A study of thg^ land, economy and education system in Kenya
~ ■ - Cv?.- ■ . ■

revealed,that for primary school leavers there'are employment opportun

ities onlyln the Informal sectors of urban and 

in self-employed farmlng“iq ruraL

J;-

rural areas, but more so 7

. The government is now seriously 

working on creating wage employment in semi-skilled and unskilled jobs In

areas

the rural areas, but these.may be so competitive that primary school

leavers may not find work in them.
. j

The study of the education system revealed that the curricula at
' ' '' I '

the secondary and university levels have become so dlversifled|^at ther-
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practical subjects In the priory school syllabus' need'no longer be 

regarded as dead-end subjects. There is room for advancing them from the 

prima^ school level through'university. The study also revealed that, 

in practice, the primary schodl curriculum is not as unified as the gov

ernment believes it to be. There are also an increasing number of non- 

fprmal programs that are helping youth to further their vocational 

training in preparatioir for employment, or aiding them to re-join the 

education system.

Survey and analysis^of research literature found a long list of 

issues of unemployment of primary school leavers. Most of„the issues
■)

1
I emphasized the strong motivation and preparation of primary school pupils 

■ tfor'secondary education. Thpre was found to be a greater liking for 
C ' '

academic subjects than practical ones, and Itttie preparation for joining
N

the world of work at the primary school level. Most of the unemployed 

youth were observed to remain in the rural areas, where they are gener-. 

ally idle since the jobs available to them are very simple and uncertain.
i.

'^e survey and analysis of curricblum and the primary school ii

• syllabus confirmed that" in practice, academic subjects deceive a greater

treatment to the curriculum than practical subjects. A lack of career
■■r

motivation, orientation and motivation elements in the syllabus was 

revealed by the analysis. Sven though there was adequate provision in 

-• the syllabus for the career preparation element, which meant that the 

syllabus contained enough pre-vocational skills and knowledge, the prac- 

tlc^. subjects were not taught properly in schools. There was a notlce- 

, able gap between precept and practice, especially in. relation to the 

practical subjects in the syllabus.

r
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The'issues arising from the studies aad analyses have been dis

cussed in this chapter. Some of the main implications for the primary 

school curriculum that need change are that the cause of many of the

sly)rtcomings in the curriculum is the C.P.E. examination. The nature and

structure of the examination detracts from the quality of teaching in the 

upper primary school; it leads to an overemphasis on the teaching of the 

literary and academic subjects over- the practical subjects, 

the curriculum to give a stronger basic education in academic subjects

thaq in practical subjects, yet both are needed for further education,
'■L- ■

This causes

and for creating competence and-confidence in school itfavers to enable 

them to establish self-employment enterprises. Motivation in the primary

■ school for secondary education is inevitable since some of the children
■ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '

are still tod young to worfy much about o™ployment prospectsj and since 

the jobs available nowadays for primary school leavers are so dlscour-

There is need to unify the curriculum at primary school levelaging.

and to close the gap between precept^ and practice of what is written in 

the syllabus.
i.

The advantages now enjoyed by the high-cost primary , 

schpdis need spreadipg" out^into the rural areas^.as wej.1.
' ' Cc, _ .

The proposed changes in this chapter Have tried to put inrd

.5-

account the implications summarized above.

Summary of Proposed Changes

Curricular. Changes.

1. There is need to Increase career motivation, orientation 

and exploration .elements in all subjects in the syllabus.
' ' ' r '

2m Primary school pupils need a spirit of. hard work and 

adventure to be able to create self-employment.
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^ written in the present practical courses in the

primary school syllabus needs .to be taught thoroughly - to give children 

competence and confidence for establishing their own enterprises.

4. Primary school pupils in the upper primary should establish 

• individual projects at home for.learning vocational aptitudes and skills 

on a practical basis.

' .5. The C.P;E. examination should be set on all subjects in the

. syllabus, and all subjects should be used as criteria for selection of 

pupils for secondary schools. This' is to give an equal sSatus to'both

academic and practical.,subjects.

6. Question, items in the examination papers should include many 

, vocational applications in order to make teachers emphasize the
t ■ / ■ • . -

. pte-vocatlonal aspects of the subjects. ^

7. Guidance and comseiing programs are needed in primary - 

schools both for career and general guidance.

■ ■ ■

C- ■

Changes in' the System,

The ptlmary school should be eight years in duration, with 

■ five years of Lower and Mid^e Primary and three-years-, of Upper Primary. 

More emphasis should be laid on practical subjects in Upper Primary than ■ 

on academic^ subjects.

2. Upper Primary.education should be concentrated in a few large . 

multl-stteam, high standard and well distributed schools, 

be able to take in all children from the. lower schools.

- sv

They should '■

3. There should be no examination for entry into Upper Primary,
bu^ rather a re-distribution. The main examlhatlon should come during

V/.

tlie eighth year of-Upper Primary. „
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.r- .

4. The entry age into Standard I could remain, as it is at

present.

5. Secondary schools should offer a comprehensive subject 

program with both academic and practical subjects.

6. Students should go directly to university after the

East African Certificate of Education examination at the secondary level.
•■•v .-.-i

General Suggestions.

1. Rural development must take place first, creating challenging 

career opportunities for' primary school leavers, and providing attractive 

and supportive services, before any serious changes are made in the 

present curriculum and educational system.

i. T^he community's^negative attitudes towards practical
i . I

subjects in the primary school need changing.
r ‘ ' ' . ■ ’ • "T ’

3.^ Non-formal education programs need expansion, to help primary 

school leavers further their vocational training after the good founda

tion laid in thd school. '
■ ifj. * ■

4i There is-an immediate need for establishing systems' and
C ■ ■ N ' - ■' .

programs for helping' primary school leavers establish self-employment

enterprises.

\

\ XT

-7

• • A-'.<,
«v

•>**

Suggestions for Further Research
• ■«-

« *
1. To get a. full picture of the vocational elements in the 

curriculum, more research is needed in the analysis of school textbooks. S
!

and readers, schemes of work, lesson plans, actual classroom*^fessons, 

- { arid actual ■ examination papers.

an analytical tool "for detecting vocational elements.

The present resear^ has tried to develop

;

V
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There is need for literature to furnish researchers> .

educational and. .curriculum planners, and teachers with basic information 

on the activities of primary school children and leavers in the informal 

, sdlf-employment. Such information would be used to motivate

2.

future primary children towards considering practical training and self- 

^loyment seriously.

3. There is av need for additional research on unemployed primary 

school leavers in urban areas similar to the research analyzed in this 

study. This would provide a more complete picture of the unemployment 

problems,of primary school leavers,'and lead to the design, of a better 

unified curriculum. •rr

4^ Research Into the attitudes'of people and youth in Kenya 

towards manual work might be'usefdl as a guide’for desiring vocatlonalfy 

oriented syllabuses.

5. As yef there has been no study done to determine the direct -

(.

■'r

relationship betw.een the subjects' learned in class and the jobs done; 

After schofal.
<. .

This researcher only hinted at the argument as to. whether 

general literary subjects ati^ the primary school level aVe a better 

preparation for eiSployment than specific technical, industrial and

- a*.

vocational subjects^ There is undoubtedly a need for further research 

in tois controversial area bf education. -
. 0

- \
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. ^pendix.„;b .

PBEFACE
Aim or tbe Syllabus

la the preparation of this syllabus an attmpt has been made to provide botli 
a balanced primary school couise for the child’s full development and an adequate 
preparation for the nexf stage of education Jt is hoped that the material selected 
for the various subject syllabuses is suitable for the age range of the children 
concerned and that it will be trra|e(i by. leachttrs in a way which will take into 

' account She ability of the children; stimulate their interest and lead to useful
. ■ adtivities, whether by individuaU or-by groups. This syllabus places a great

emphasis on books which children should use themselves. Without the essential ■ 
. pupils’ books, which have been listed, the syllabus cannot achieve its aim.

Scope of the Syllabus -
The syllabus covers seven years of education in primary schools for children ' 

from about the.age of..si]tto the age of thirteen.
The syllabus is; under constanf review. The Curriculum Be<ie!opment and 

Research Centre, wliidi indudes the old Special Centre, Mathematj^ Centre and 
Science Centre, is carrying out experiments on the content of the’ syllabus and 
methods of teaching. The experiment in a now Primary Mathematics, programme 
is briefly described on page . . "

, ■ Information about any changes to be madeJn the conteot of this syllabus .
! wiU be issued in circular fo^ by the Ministry of Edupalion.

If a school wishes to teach any ^subject notUncluded in this syllabus, permission . 
must be sought from the Chief Education Officer and a syllabus must be submitted 
to him for approval. '
Medium of Instruction

■ ~-p

t >
N

C' ■

Iri many areas all, or nearly all, schools arc now using English as a medium 
of instruction from the beginning.

These schools should use. the syllabus headed “New Primary Approach” 
except where reference is'made in that syllabus to some other syllabus.

They .sftould also.use the timetables given'm the New Primary Approach 
• ,11^ Syllabus.

t.

r'

Schools where the irifdium of instruction is a mother tongu,e should use the 
: - separate syllabus-for edcirtubject. • Cc- -

- Schemes of Work
• . for any subject merely contains the scope of the work to be

leamt and taught. Schema of work have to be drawn up to show the breakdown 
of the syllabus and the amount of time to be given to each section. Cenain schemes 
of work are being prep^ed centrally by Che Minisfry of Education, but schools 
are under no obligation to use these schemes proji'iding ttiey have a'suitable 
alternative, nor is there any objection to, these schemes being modified. It is the 
ffsponsibilily of the head of d school to see that all his staff have schemes for the 
work they are doing.

Glasses with different levels of ability and attainment require different schemes 
and teachers should not blindly follow prepared schemes which'are unsuited to 
the ability of their pupils.

•• •>
Sotirce;

Education, Kenya. Primary School Syllabus 
(Nairobi: Government Printer, 1967). .

f
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Canicalaia and Time ASocalioa
The allocation of time to subjects is given below. It is considered that prep... _ 

lion for the Kenya Preiiminary Examination is subsidiary to the main purpose of 
primary education, which is to help children to develop according to their needs 
M abilities and to prepare them for their future life and for work in secondary

aro-

e*

There should bo no major alteration in the amount of time devoted to a 
particular-subject without the approval of the Provincial Education Officer.

Number of Periods’per Week
LOWER PRIMARY UPPER PRIMARY 

(40 Min. and 35 
Min. Periods)

NON-N.P.A. 
CLASSES 

(30 Min. Periods)

. I u in IV to VII

Mother Tongue (Reading, Writing 
language Work) ... .. ..
Geography..................................
History and Civics

'> Science, (including Agriculture;
, Garderiing and Health Education)

Swahili ..' ....................... r
Physical^Education and Games ..
Art and Craft/Needlework . and . 
Domestic Scienre ..
Music and Singing..

. Religious Education

itr^*•4.4 7
6 6 7

10 9 _,5
• 8 ...ti

3 3
2 3

1 3 4

5 . 1 4

I ■ ■

6
-f , 4 (3 + 1 optional)N r ’

3
■

4
1. 3-

35 . 35 40 45

Jt- Notes

. .-'il) This allocaUon qf periods for Standards IV-VII is based 
. minute periods and two 4&-minuji^period3 per day. C,.-.

OH ^even 35-

A-Specimed morning timetable is given'below‘showing seven periods. A time
table with two 40-minute periods and four 35-minute periods in the morning and 
three 35-minute periods in the afternoon may be preferred, but the County Educa
tion Officer will usually make his own arrangements for the timing of lessons 
within his area, taking into account local factors. ' -

u,-,. . , • '

1 2 3 4 5
8-15 8-50 >25 10-00 TO-20 10-53 11-30 11-40 12-15
8-30 9-25 10-00 10-20 10-55.11-30 11-40 12-15 12-50

Break

6 ,7
8-00
8-lS

Assembly and 
Pray^

_ It should’ be noted that the-fifth and sixth lessons coincide with the two 
Primary Broadcast lessons given by V.O.K.

/ .
Break

■>
i/

1I
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j • 2 3 4 5 5 7 8
8-15 8-45 9-lS 9-43 9 55 10-25 10-55 11-25 11-35-li05

A^e^blyand. - b™V‘°“ •
PtaW ®"=^

8-00
8-15

' ■ /
- It should be noted that the sixth

Broadcast lesson given on V.OJC.

th^ teacher-r^r^fen?

period coincides with the first Primary

r addi-
,j.-

■

s

Rerords qnd Ctau Teaching

Libraries

Ni

■-->

_>•

,r-,-.

t. .
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A
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■ ■ ' -

Tlip section-entitled “Books for Class Libraries”, printed in the 1962 syllabus, 
for African Primary and Intermediate Schools, has not been reprinted. However, 
schooU which have purch^ed the graded readers recommended iii the various 
language syllabu^ may refer back to this section in the 1962 syllabus for 
suggestions for extra subject content titles for their upper primary class libraries.

A well-stocked Teachers’ Reference Library is an indispensable aid to lively 
and progressive teaching in all subjects,
- When all the reference books referred to in the various subject syllabuses 

„ have been obtained, the section on'the Teachers’ Reference Library (page 177) 
should be consulted for extra reference books.

BodkLbls

pubhsheia catalogue, prices'as at January 1966. The Kenya Book Association 
intend^ from time to time, to issue upito-date catalogue price lists to schools. '

Schools should be able, to obtain .^b^ks at the catalogue prices.
From time to time, .ciisulars will be issued about new books which are 

considered suitable for school use.1
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